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PREFACE 

The Total Energy Leasing Corporation, contractor·for the.Sher-Den Mall 
business venture .and for the preparation of this report, neither owns nor 
operates a Total Energy System. Its normal operation procedures call for the 
formation of two wholly-owned subsidiaries with respect to each project: a 
lessor-subsidiary formed in agreement with the owner/developer to install the 
system and thereafter to lease it to the ·owner/developer for a substantial 
term of .years; a managing-agent subsidiary formed for that exclusive purpose 
in agreement with the owner/developer to serve as the agent for the limited 
purpose of operating and maintaining, on behalf of the owner/developer, the 
Total Energy System that has been installed and that the ·owner/developer is 
contractually obligated to operate and ~aintain. 

In this case study, the principal participants are: 

Total Energy Leasing Corporation (Telco), the Company. 

Telco Energy Corporation of Texas (Telco-Texas), the 
lessor-subsidiary. 

Sherman Energy Management Services (SEMSI), the managing~ 
agent .subsidiary. 

Meyer .Steinberg., d/b/a Sher-Den mall, the Owner, the 
Landlord, the Owner/Developer, the Lessee, and as part of 
Sherman .Sher-Den Ltd. Partnership (the Owners). 

And the Mall itself, as: 

Sher-Den Mall and Sher-Den Mall Shopping Center. 

Tables, figures, exhibits, 
presented for the most part in the 
Energy Leasing Corp. 

and equipment specification lists are 
form submitted to Argonne by the Total 

l.l.l. 

{j 
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1 

1 INITIAL CORPORATE PLANNING, INVESTIGATION AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES 

1.1 TOTAL ENERGY CONCEPT 

Energy Systems 

By 1960 the trend to the concept of independent power generation was 
beginning under a term coined by the natural gas industry. . The promotional 
label was "Total Energy" (TE). The total energy plant in operation represents 
one of the most efficient forms of power plant ·engineering. Throughout the 
development of electrical power, rio great concern for the waste heat given off 
by the power plant had been exhibited -- only a· concern for the minimization 
of costs incurred 1n wasting fuel. 

The plant is designed around two prime factors:. recoverable waste 
heat, and the use of absorption cooling. The waste heat from the ·prime mover 
is put to work to provide air conditioning and heating for the occupants of 
the building. In many cases, the useful application of this so-called waste 
results in doubling of the central-station, power-plant efficiency. Engineers 
speak of TE plant efficiencies in the range of 75%, meaning that 75% of the 
energy value of the fuel burned in the plant's engine is converted into elec
tricity or heating and cooling medium. 

A TE system 1s generally characterized by the following services and 
components: 

1. The plant produces electricity for the building or de
velopment at the site of use; fuel for the generating 
plant is usually natural gas and distillate fuel oil. 

2. The electrical generating units are always equipped with 
heat recovery equipment to collect heat that may be used 
for the operation of air conditioning or refrigeration 
equipment, for a variety of industrial functions, and 
for space heating. 

3. The plant serves a single site and as the power and heat 
it produce.s does not cross pub lie thoroughfares, its op
eration does not infringe on the public electric utility 
legal franchises. 

4. The advantage of the plant lies in the matter of scale 
-- it can be built careful!~ according to both present 
and future needs of a specific enterprise. 'Ihe economics 
are largely a function of this scale. 

5. Selection of engines and related equipment for a TE plant 
must be closely related to the electrical load profile of 
the building or building complex. The load profile is 
calculated by ascertaining the total electricity demands 
of the building over a 24-hr period and. over the entire 
year. All enerey needs ~- are calculated so th~t .the 
exact size and type of engine can be chosen for the job. 
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The system should be desig.ned so that the engines and 
electrical generators meet the energy needs of average 
use most effectively. 

I 

6. The most efficiently designed plant would be one that 
utilizes generating sets sized so that combinations of 
the sets are always operating 1n their more efficient 
range. 

7. In installations that require less heat and more electri
city, the more efficient diesel engine is more appropri
ate than the gas turbine. Determining the relationship 
between heat and electricity is the key to this selec
tion. 

Therefore, a TE system is usually feasible only fnr ;m inet~llation 
havine ~ rl~ily Qlectric load that i~ ~uusLautly high for the full year aud one 
that coincides with a need for a large amount of building or process heating 
or cooling, as _well as high electric utility rates and competitive gas or oil 
rates. 

One of the. stumbling blocks to the development· o.f total. energy is the 
fact that each plant is unique -- a custom engineered installation in which 
pre-engineered package designs and equipment cannot be used. 

Another drawback to the development of the indepe.ndent _power plant is 
that it requires an initial investment of additional money by the building 
owner. Even though these installations result in decreased overall costs, the 
savings are experienced only over the lifetime of the building. In our 
economy, this concept of life cycle costing is in opposition to the accepted 
method of lowest possible first costs. 

The electric utilities, through their trade association -- the Edison 
Electric Institute -- set up the Program to C:omhRt Tsnl O!t'id GQneration. The 
maJor weapon in the electric utility arsenal was the practice of setting low 
electric rates. In cooperation with state and municipal utility rate commis
sions, the rate schedules traditionally favor bulk users of power. The util
ities set up special promotional rates for projects and buildings that might 
find it advantageous to· plan fnr a TE plant, The World Trade C~uL~r in New 
York City, which consumes m_ore electricity (80,000 kW) than cities like 
Stamford or Schenectady was originally designed by the architect-engineers 
with a TE plant power supply. Consolidated Edison -- the New York franchised 
electric utility -- offered the builders of the World Trade Center a special 
"promotional" package of PlP.ctrical rateo, at·~~ cost far.beluw what other New 
York consumers pay for electricity. This offer successfully prevented the 
installation of the more logical TE plant in the building. 

During the 1960s, the utility (Consolidated Edison Co.) applied to the 
Public Ser.vic61 Commiooion for a special low .rate called Special Classification 
B - Bulk Power - Housing Developments -- which it could use to obtain the 
electric load demand for Co-Op City -- a 15,000-cooperative-apartment develop
ment in the Bronx. The project was planned to have its own generating plant 
at much lower costs for power than the open-existing rate of Con Ed. Again, 
this special rate schedule served the purpose of preventing installation of a 
total energy plant at Co-Op City. 

.•. 
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1.2 MARKETING CONSIDERATIONS 

1 .. 2 .1 The Shopping Center Market 

The energy requirements of a shopping center have other characteristics 
that make them highly attractive, aside from their sheer size. Because shop
ping centers require huge ~aunts of electricity, they are desirable prospects 
for onsite electrical generation. A substantial part of the load is related 
to air conditioning. The undesirable aspects of the shopping center load are 
reflected in the energy requirements for heating systems, which are quite low 
because of the large inputs of heating from incandescent lighting and from the 
body heat of customers and store personneL Also, most shopping centers oper
ate only .eight to twelve hours, so expensive equipment for onsite generation 
is often not as highly utilized as may be necessary to justify it economi
cally. 

In the design of energy systems for shopping centers, nearly all sys
tems fall into one of three basic categories: 

Roof top systems. Each l:!tore is supplied with heating, cooling, and 
ventilation through individual units typically located on the roofs of the 
bui1ding. Electricity for lighting and other uses is supplied to each store 
either through its own meter or through a master meter for the whole center. 

Central Plant Systems. In a typical central plant system, heating, 
cooling, ventilation, and hot water are supplied to all stores from a single 
location in the shopping center. The central plant may use electricity, gas, 
-oil, or a combination of these, as an energy source. Electricity for lighting 
is supplied to individual stores directly. 

Total Energy Systems. The distinguishing feature of total energy sys
tems is onsite electrical generation. Electricity is generated by gas-fired 
diesel engines or gas turbines, and heat that is exhausted as a by-product of 
electrical generation is used to the maximum extent possible for space heat
ing, water heating, and for operating air conditioning equipment. ATE plant 
becomes an economic pos&ibility whP.n an installation is large enough to jus
tify full-time manning by technically qualified personnel during operating 
hours. Its overall size l.S reasoned to be a center of about 500,000 sq ft, 

The tendency today in developing shopping center sites is to incorpor
ate from three to as many as six or seven anchor tenants and from 40 to as 
many as 80 medium and small sized stores. As a result, shopping centers larg
er than 1,000,000 sq ft are no longer uncommon. There has been an almost uni
versat adoption of the enclosed pedestrian mall design, and these malls repre
sent large volumes to heat and cool. 

While shopping centers are getting larger, they also are beginning to 
offer longer and longer shopping hours. 

·One of the special problems of applying TE systems to shopping centers 
1.s that the energy demands .of shopping centers are limited largely to an 8-12 
hr day. 
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1.2.2 Decision Makers in the Energy System Selection Process 

Some owner/developers build centers with the intention of owning and 
operating them indefinitely, while others are i.n fact speculative builders who 
intend to sell the center to another owner after the first year or two of op
eration. The difference is significant from an energy standpoint because the 
former tend to be willing to invest. more in quality energy installations than 
the latter. Few owner/developers are impressed with sophisticated engineering 
analyses or economic projections, particularly if the projections use such in
vestment techniques as discounted cash flow. Furthermore, they tend to be far 
more concerned with first cost than with operating cost, particularly during 
periods of tight money and high interest rates. For all these reasons, owner/ 
developers seldom provide the initiative for innovation with respect to energy 
systems. 

The .influence (Jf architect/engineer firms normally is somewhat less 
than that of the consulting mechanical engineers unless they are serving in 
that capacity themselves. 

For most large shopping centers, the detailed design of the heating, 
ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems is done by consulting engi
neers. Thus, these engineers are in a strong posit ion to influence the se
lection of energy sources. Despite their exceptional technical capabilities, 
a majority of them show a marked reluctance to accept new energy system ap
proaches. In the case of TE systems, many engineers are skeptical of the 
claimed operating and economic advantages of such systems and are reluctant to 
risk their professional reputations until they have seen more convi.ncing 
proof. 

The anchor tenants include such well known companies as Sears, Roebuck 
& Co., Montgomery Ward & Co., .J.C. Penney Co., Inc., S.S. Kresge Co., F.W. 
Woolworth Co., and Food Fa.ir Stores, Inc. 

Most of these companies have highly qualified engineering staffs at 
their central headquarters, including some of the most knowledgeable people 
anywhere with respect to sophisticated energy systems. In planning for energy 
services in new stores, the first concern of anchor tenants is pet· formance. 
If central-pl;mt or TE vyotcms ar,e prupus~d, rhe anchor tenants require that 
these systems provide energy equal to or better than the services they would 
receive directly from .the utilities in a conventional system design. When 
these basic performance standards have been met, the entire attention of the 
anchor tenants centers on minimizing operating costs. In the negotiations for 
the proposed energy servi c-.es, the anchor tenant~; usually have powerful bar-' 
gaining leverage. 

The institutional investors, the chief mortgagors of shopping centers, 
have not seen convincing evidence of the technical and economic merits of to
tal energy. They want to see reliable objective data on the operating and 
economic performance of existing plants, not computer generated projections. 
Their attitude is influenced by the relationship of J:he plant to the rest of 
the center in the event of foreclosure of either component. In a few in
stances when the plant is owned and operated by a third party leasing company, 
this problem has been overcome by a gas company warranty that the plant will 
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continue to perform satisfactorily under all conditions, with the gas company 
assuming dir.ect responsibility for operation and maintenance, if necessary. 

Third party leasing companies were formed in the early days of central 
plant and TE system introduction because of the difficulty of the owner/ 
developer in securing enough mortgage money. · 

1.2.3 Decision Factors in Energy Source Selection Performance and 
Reliability Requirements 

Performance and Reliability Expectations. The gener?l public expects a 
high level of technical performance and reliability in public utility ser
vices.. This d·emand extends not only_ to freedom from service interruptions 
but also to. energy content of fuels and voltage and frequency stability of 
electric service. Therefore, the first stated requiremen't of a TE plant 1.s 
that the technical performance and reliability must equal or exceed that of 
conventional pub lie .utility services. Thus, a need exists for credible data 
to establish conclusively its comparative performance characteristics. 

Legal Obstacles. The first problem is the matter of zoning. Concern 
exists as to whether a TE plant is permissible under zoning ordinances for 
office and commercial properties. A more difficult problem usually centers on 
the extent to which a plant selling services to tenants is subject to the 
regulations governing public utility companies. The question is considerably 
aggravated where submetering of these services is proposed. A third problem 
centers on the question of whether the operator of the plant incurs a liabil
ity with respect to his tenants in the event of service interruption. 

Ecological Issue. The ecological issue, particularly with respect to 
air pollution, has been of more importance recently, and the general agreement 
is that air pollution and noise pollution will become items receiving much 
greater attention 1.n the future. 

Economic Considerations. Owner/developers are more concerned about 
first cost than about operating cost, especially during periods of tight 
money. They use crude measures for purposes of analysis, i.e., pay-out 
periods rather than discounted cash flow. 

. . 

Architects and consulting engineers are prone to cater to a client:' s 
desire to minimize first cost, which makes them rather resistant . to total 
energy concepts. 

Investment groups usually are concerned primarily with assuring a 
return on their investli!ent in energy systems. Most investment groups are 
thoroughly conversant with advanced methods of economic analysis. 

Anchor tenants are clearly concerned about operating 
exclusively and are indifferent to the mechanics of energy. 
assuring themselves of reliability and adequate capacity. 

~ ' ~· . 

costs almost 
systems beyond 
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1.2.4 Incentives of Shopping Center Developers for Promoting a Total 
Energy Plant and Utilization of Third Party Assistance 

Energy Management Systems and Services provided by Telco: 

1. Total Energy Leasing Corporation displaced the Landlord's 
capital cost for central station air conditioning and 
heating equipment for the main buildings and the common 
mall area of the key tenants. This displaced. cost, 
supplied by Telco, reduced the developer's original 

·investment and the annual mortgage costs and thereby 
increased ·the operating profit by a substantial amount. 

2. As the TE plant housing and shell structure is provided by 
thP nPv~::>l,r;'lpQr, Toloo cont:ributl'!~ d y~<H.'ly rem:::al paymPnt 
for t.his space. 

3. The developer benefits from a professional _energy manage
ment service in the design, construction, operation, and 
maintenance of the· energy plant and places a sing~e 
responsibility for the generation, distribution and 
appl.ic:.ation of Qlectr:ioity, air cotld.i.tioning, heating, 
refrigeration, domestic hot water and compressed air 1n 
the total energy company. · 

4. The long economic life and. low' controlled operating 
costs of the plant fulfills the demands of the anchor 
tenants and improves the· shopping· center's mortgage 
rating. 

5. The reliability factor of the TE p~ant is substantiated 
by its excess ·equipment capacity, the dual fuel Pngine 
generators, and the onsite qualified opPr.ating engineers. 

6, The four-pipe di3tribution system offers maximum flex
ibility to the tenants as simultaneous heating and 
cooling requirements of different tenants is satisified 
without any time lag. 

7. The Tenant Displaced Cost Anaiysis prepared by Telco and 
the agreement -- Subscriber Service Agreement -- consum
mated with each tenant demonstrates the tenant's savings 
on energy and services received from the TE plant·. 

8. The developer benefits from the reduction cost of roof 
steel layout as no heavy_ maclu.nery is placed on the 
roof. 

9. The developer benefits from th~ savings on penthouse 
construe tion required by majors for their HVAC. equipment. 

10. Displacements of developer responsibility for maintenance, 
repair, and replacement of all HVAC equipment. 
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1.3 LEGAL AND REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS 

1.3.1 The Public Utility Status of Total Energy Facilities 

Today, in all probability, no pub lie utility status would be acquired 
by a total energy installation where the installation would serve only a lim
ited number of tenants, without using public streets, without applying for a 
franchise, or without exercising powers of condemnation. Generally speaking, 

·it may be said that whether or not a particular gas, water, or electricity in
stallation, or service, constitutes a public utility operation under a typical 
public utility statute still depends on whether there 'is a holding out, or 
dedication, of such service to or for the public. 

The following utility services have been declared by court rulings not 
to constitute a public utility operation: 

1. The owners and operator of a total energy installation that 
supplies electricity only to its tenants does not constitute a public utility 
operation. 

In the Drexelbrook Case, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court held a 
similar gas, water, and electricity service not to constitute a public utility 
operation. That case involved applications to the Pennsylvania Public 
Utility Commission (PUC) filed by the Philadelphia Electric Co. and by the 
Philadelphia Suburban Water .Co. They sought PUC approval of the transfer of 
their distribution service supply and metering equipment to Drexelbrook 
Associates, a partnership that owned and managed Drexelbrook -- a garden-type 
apartment village. The applications were dismissed by the Pennsylvania PUC. 
On appeal, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court held that. the proposed service by 
Drexelbrook would not constitute it as a public utility within the meaning 
of Section 2 of the Public Utility Law because such serv1ce would not be 
furnished "to or for the pub lie." The Court stated that 

in the present case the only persons who would be 
entitled.to and who would receive service are those who 
have entered into or will enter into a landlord tenant 
relationship and those to be serviced consist only of 
a special class of persons -- those to be selected as 
tenants --and not a class open to the indefinite public. 
Such persons clearly constitute a defined, privileged and 
limited group and the proposed service to them would be 
private in nature. Therefore, where gas, water and elec
tricity service is proposed only to a limited number of 
shopping center tenants, the furnishing of such serv1ces 
does not constitute a public utility operation. 

2. Furnishing gas, water or electricity to tenants on a rent-inclusion 
basis does not constitute a public utility operation. 

In the leading· Drexelbrook case, the Commission that sought to hold 
Drexelbrook' s operations to be a public utility operatio-q conceded that a 
landlord would not be a public utility if its charges for utility service were 
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included unitemized in a flat overall rental charge.. In its decision over
ruling the Pennsylvania Commission, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court rejected 
the distinction between rent inclusion and submetering and stated: 

It is apparent that whether or not the utility charge is 
included in a flat rental or determined through submeter
ing, it still constitutes compensation to the landlord. 
We fail to see how the ~ethod of computing the charge for 
the utility service is in any sense determin·ative of or 
relevant to the issue of whether the service is to or for 
the pub lie. 

Accordingly, it appears that while the most recent authoritative 
decision may rej~ct the ~istinction, the distribution of gas, wa~er, or 
electric service on a rent inclusion h;u:is i11 in oomc minor reape~.:Ls wure 
likely to be held a nonpublic-utility operatipn than distribution on a 
submeterlng basis. 

3. Furnishing gas, water or electricity to shopping center tenants by 
a separate corporation does not constitute a public utility operation. Even 
if a ~eparate total energy corporation is established and the shopping 
center's total energy plant is owned or operated by a third party owner/ 
operator·, the operation would not constitute a public utility operation 
subject to public utility commission jurisdication. This nonpublic utility 
status would exist if (1) ownership and operation were carried on by a 
separate corporation for each ~ho~ping center; (2) the corporati~n were 
incorporated under general business corpor.at ion (rather than pub lie utility 
corporation) statutes; and (3) the corporation's powers were limited to 
supplying gas, water, and electricity to the tenants of the named shopping 
center. 

. In summary, no puhl ic utility status is acquirec.l by a tor:al energy 
installation in a shopping center dil!ltributing gao, water, or elt:~~.:lricity 
where the installation serves only a limited number of tenants, without using 
public streets, without applying for a franchise, and without exerc1s1ng 
powers of condemnation. While the case is perhaps even stronger for a non
public utility status where the electricity is distributed on a rent-inclusion 
basis, .no public. ntility statuo would hf'> ~.:·Y.u.i..n1d even if the electrl~.:i.Ly were 
submetered. · 

1.3.2 Preliminary Talks with the Securities and Exchange Commission 
as toTelco's Excmpt.i.nn from Public Utility Holding Co. Act 

On May 2, 1969, Mr. John Q. Stilwell, at that time President of Total 
Energy Leasing Corporation, and Harry F. Loeser of the firm of Foley Haag & 
Eliot, met with Aaron D. Levey, Associate Director of the Division of Corpo
rate Regulation, Securities and Exchange Commission, to discuss the potential 
application of the Public Utility Holding Company Act to Total Energy Leasing 
Corp. 

The legal arguments advanced at this meeting to support Telco's exemp
tion status were as follows: 

.. 
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1. The provisions of Section 2(a)(3) of the Holding Company 
Act should not apply to Telco's subsidiaries because they 
are primarily engaged in a business Qther than the gen
eration and distribution of electrical energy and the 
amount of electrical energy is so small as not to involve 
the public interest. 

2. Section 2(a)(3) should not apply to Telco because it 
neither owns, for the purposes of the Act, nor operates 
facilities for the generation of electric energy. 

3. In addition, since the System Lease (to be ·reviewed in 
more detail below) places all legal obligation for the 
operation and maintenance of such facilities upon the 
Project Owner, Telco's management subsidiaries were 
involved therewith only as such Project Owner's.Agents 
and, therefore, should not for the purposes of the 
Holding Company Act be deemed to be companies supplying 
such faci lit ie s. 

While the Associate Director disagreed with some of the legal arguments 
presented above, he did indicate that at this time the Commission does not 
want to be involved with the regulations of TE systems under the Holding 
Company Act and the Associate Director suggested the following procedure. 

Telco should file an application for a declaration by the Commission· 
that the Act does not apply. In the alternative, the application should be 
for an exemption from the provisions of the Act pursuant to Rule 7. He 
indicated that the reaction of the staff would be to delay any action by the 
Commission on such an application as long as possible. He gave his firm 
assurance that the staff and the Commission would regard such a filing as a 
"good faith application" under the Act, which would have the legal effect of 
exempting Telco from all provi'sions of the Act until the Commission determines 
otherwise. 

Therefore, an application was filed on behalf of the Company and the 
subsidiaries with the Securities and Exchange Commission on June 13, 1969, and 
assigned File No. 31-697 ·in the Commission's files. The argument was once 
again developed in this application that neither Telco nor any of its subsid
iaries constitute an electric utility company as that term is defined 1n 
Section 2(2)(3) of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935. 

In support of this application, Telco submitted the following informa
tion as to its operating procedure. 

Telco itself neither owns ·nor operates a total energy system. Its 
normal operating procedures call for the formation of two wholly-owned 
subsidiaries with respect to each project. A lessor-subsidiary formed for 
that exclusive purpose normally agrees with the owner/developer of a project 
to design a total energy system suitable for the total energy requirements of 
the project, to install the system therein and thereafter to lease it to the 
owner/developer for a substantial term of years. The financial benefits of 
this arrangement to the owner/developer are substantial. The construction of 
such a system by such a Te leo lessor-subsidiary displaces a not significant 
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portion of the capital cost of the project, and s1nce the Telco lessor
subsidiar agrees to subordinate its securit interest in the s stem to 
the first lien of the owner developer s permanent mortgage lender, it also, in 
effect, provides the owner/developer with a form of subordinated financing 
in an amount equal to a substantial portion of the cost of the TE system 
installed. Another category of Telco's subsidiary, a managing-agent sub
sidiary, formed for that exclusive purpose will ordinarily agree to serve as 
the agent of the owner/developer for the limited purpose of operating and 
maintaining, on behalf of the owner/developer, the TE system th;;tt has been 
installed and that the owner/developer is contractually obligated to operate 
and maintain. 

Telco's Lessor Subsidiaries. Telco has organized the following wholly
owned, lessor-subsidiaries to det?ign, install 'and leasP. A Tnt:al Energy sy~r:em 

in Sher-Den Ma 11, Sherman, Texas. 

Te leo Energy Corporation of Texas ( "Te leo-Texas") . Te leo-Texas is a . 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Telco, o.rganized as a Texas corporation in order to 
design a Total Energy System for Sherman . Sher-Den Limited Partnership ( Sher
Den), the .developer and owner of the Sher-Den Mall, a 500,000 sq-ft shopping 
center in Sherman, Texas, to install the system therein and to enter into a 
long-term lease of the system to .Sher-Den.. In pursuance thereof, Telco-Texas 
has entered into an Installation Agreement with Sher-Den_ whereby the former 
has agreed to design and install a suitable TE system for the project, in 
accordance with plans prepared by Telco-Texas and approved by Sher-Den. The 
Installation Agreement contains prov1s1ons that are customary in standard 
construe tion agreements, relating to the protection of the various security 
interests, insurance, scheduling of the work, performance bonds and other 
matters. Contemporaneously with the execution of the Installation Agreement, 
Telco-Texas and Sher-Den have executed a System Lease with respect to the 
total energy system for an initial tenn of 35 years. Such rP.ntal paymP.nts 
will constitute Telco-Texas' only income. 

The System Lease is a "net lease," .so-called, in that Telco-Texas 
retains little more than bare legal title. Sher-Den, as lessee, is required 
to operate and maintain the system and pay all ~harges with respect thereto. 
The System Lease provides that Sher-Den is solely responsible for the genera
tion and distribution of total energy services produced by the system and that 
Sher-Den alone is obligated to provide com.plete management of the system, 
including all engineering services, labor, supervision, maintenance, supplies, 
water, fuel, and electric. powP.r necessary for the operation thereof. The 
System Lease further specifies that Sher-Den cannot sell total energy services 
produced by the system to anyone other than a tenant who is physically located 
within the project. 

Sher-Den has entered into Subscribers' Service Agreements with certain 
of its prospective tenants for the provision by Sher...,Den of total energy 
services thereto, and it is anticipated that similar agreements will be 
entered into with other prospective tenants. The execution of such agreements 
is a· condition precedent to Telco-Texas' obligation to construct the system 
pursuant to the Installation Agreement. Each Subscriber's Service Agreement 
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is for a term that is cotenninous with the tenant's. lease. Pursuant to each 
such agreement, heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) services are 
provided to the tenant in return for a fixed annual sum per square foot of 
space leased in the project by the tenant, which sum is negotiated by Sher-Den 
on a tenan.t-by-tenant basis and· is subject to certain standard adjustments 
representing, in effect, a cost of living escalation or deescalation, as the 
case may be. Pursuant to each such agreement, electri.c service is to be 
provided to the tenant at a charge equal to the per kWh rate that would apply 
were the tenant to satisfy his electric requirements from the local electric 
ut~l.i ty. In each such Subscriber'~ Service Agreement, Sher-Den guarantees 
that. its charge for electricity service will not exceed the relevant electric 
utility charge. Each such Subscriber'·s Service Agreement restricts the tenant 
to the use of such services and pr~hibits the reselling of any of these 
services to others. 

Telco has organized the. fo llo.wing wholly-owned 
respectively as the managing agent. for Sher-Den, the 
energy system: 

subsidiary to 
lessee of the 

serve 
total 

Sherman Energy Management .services, Inc. (SEMSI). SEMSI is a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Telco, organized as a Texas corporation, that has entered 
into a Management Agreement with Sher-Den in which SEMSI has agreed to operate 
and maintain the total energy system that Sher-Den has leased from Telco-Texas 
as Sher-Den' s agent for this purpose. In part,. the Management Agreement 
between SEMSI and Sher-De.n provides that: 

SEMSI agrees, as agent for Sher-Den, to provide all necessary engineer
ing services, labor, supervision, maintenance, and operating supplies neces
sary fully to discharge Sher-Den's obligations pursuant to the. System Lease 
and the various Subscriber's Service Agreements between Sher-Den and its 
tenants. Pursuant to Artie le III of the Management Agreement, SEMSI guaran
tees Sher-Den that the system will be maintained and operated in an efficient 
manner; and that the annual expenses and costs of said maintenance and 
operation, including the annual rent payable to Telco-Texas pursuant to the 
System Lease and the.annual management fee ,payable to SEMSI, will never exceed 
the annual gross revenue received by Sher-Den from the provision of total. 
energy services to its tenants, less a certain stipulated sum that represents 
profit to Sher-Den from the ope rat ion of the sys tern. To the extent that the 
actual expenses and costs of operation and maintenance in any year exceed 
the projections of SEMSI, its annual management fee will, in effect, be 
correspondingly reduced. Conversely, espe.cially efficient performance by 
SEMSI. of its agency obligations will permit it to earn ·additional compen
sation, pursuant to Article III. Such fees as SEMSI will receive from 
Sher-Den pursuant: to the Management Agreement are the. only revenues that SEMSI 
will receive. 

The Sys·tem Lease and the various Subscriber.' s Service Agreements make 
Sher-Den ultimately res.ponsible for the proper operation and. management of phe 
total energy system.. Consequently, the. Management Agreement permits Sher-Den 
t.o designate a financially responsible and qualified company, other than 
SEMST, to perform.· SEMSI ''s dut.ies ,. in the even.t of the failure of satisfactory 
performance by SEMSI. 
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The Management Agreement also provides for access to various parts of 
the system, inspection, and maintenance of the system, arbitration of disputes 
and other nonsubstantive matters. 

Therefore, Total Energy Leasing Corporation and each of its wholly
owned subsidiaries requested that the Commission issue an order: 

1. Declaring Telco and each of its subsidiaries hereinbefore 
named to be .not an "electric utility company," as that 
term is defined by Section 2(a)(3) of the Holding Company 
Act, on the ground that .the owner/developer of the pro
ject identified and described and not Telco or any of its 
subsidiaries related thereto, constitutes company operat
ing·facilities used for the generation, transmission, or 
d i fitr ih11t inn r.'f ·lilQctric energy for sale for puqJuiH:!l;; uf 

the phrase 11 
•• , oth~r than ~AlP tn tPnanti or employeco 

of the company operating such facilities for their own 
use and not for resale" in the first sentence of Section 
2(a)(3) of the Holding Company Acts; or 

2. Declaring Telco and each of the said subsidiaries to be 
not a.n "ele~tric utility company" as that term .is defined 
by Section 2(a)(3) of the Holding Company Act, on the 
ground that Telco and each o.f the said subsidiaries is 
entitled to such an order because in each case t.he stan
dards of clause (a) of said Section 2(a)(3) are met. 

1.3.3 Opinion of Foley Hoag & Eliot as to Whether Total Energy Corp. 
and/or any of Its Subsidiaries are Subject to the Public 
Utility Holding Co. Act of 1935 

Foley. Hoag & Eliot stated that for purposes of this opinion, they w'.'uld 
rely on the tacts set forth in the'Exemption Application filed on behalf of 
the Company and the Subsidiaries with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

After reviewing pertinent sections of this Act -- Section 2(a)(7), 
2(a)(4), 2(a)(S), and 2(a)(3) -- they conclll(IPci the following: The qucotion 
whether companies engaged in the business of designing, installing, and 
leasing "Total Energy Systems," so-called, such as certain of the Subs.id iaries 
are, or rendering managing-agent services in connection with such systems, as 
certain others of the Subsidiaries do, are "electric utility companies" within· 
the meaning of the first sentence of Section 2(~)(3) preaents novel questions 
of interpretation that have not heretofore been raised i~ any reported pro
cee.ding under the Act. In our opinion valid arguments can be made based on 
the language of the Act, its legislative history and the interpretation of 
analogous State statutes by State Courts and regulatory commissions, to the 
effect that none of the Subsidiaries should be held to be an "electric utility 
company" within the meaning of said first sentence of Section 2(a)(3). 

Even if a company falls within the definition of an "electric utility 
company" in the first sentence of Section 2(a)(3), it is entitled to be 
declared by the Commission not to be an "electric utility company" for 
purposes of the Act, if the Commission finds that such a company meets the 

-.. 
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standards established by clause (a) of Section 2(a)(3). The Company on behalf 
of itself and the Subsidiaries has filed with the Commission an application 
for such a declaration, which is a part of the Exemption Application herein
before referred to. Although due to the paucity of precedent in this area the 
matter· is not free· from doubt, we, are of the opinion that the Company and the 
Subsidiaries should be held by the Commission to qualify for a declaration 

·under Section 2(a)(3)(A) to the effect that none of them is an "electric 
utility company" under the Act.· 

Section 2(a) (3) further provides that the filing in good faith of an 
application such as the Exemption Application· exempts the filing companies 
(and the Owner of the facilities operated by any· such company) from being an 
"electric utility company" under the Act "until the Commission has acted upon 
SUCh application. II . on the assumption hereinbefore Stated that the factS Set 
forth in the Exemption Application are accurate, and in .light of our opinion 
stated in the preceding paragraph·, we are of the further opinion: that the 
Exempt ion Application is a filing in good faith within the meaning of the 
third sentence of Section 2(a)(3) of the Act. 

It follows from the preceding paragraph, and it is our opl.nl.on, that, 
unless and until the Commission adversely acts upon said application under 
Section 2(a)(3), which. is a part of the Exemption Application, none of the 
Subsidiaries is an "electric utility company" for the purposes of the Act; and 
that _so long as none of them is an "electric utility company" (and, of course, 
so· ·long as the Commission has not taken affirmative action to declare the 
Company or any of the Subsidiaries to be a "holding company" under Section 
2(a) (7), neither the company nor any of the subsidiaries is a '~olding 
company," or a "subsidiary company" or a "registered holding company," or an 
"affiliate" of a "registered holding company" or of a "subsidiary company" of 
a "registered holding company" within the meaning of the Act. 

1.4 SUMMARY AND EXPLANATION OF MATERIAL PROVISIONS OF CONTRACTS 
BETWEEN SHER-DEN AND TOTAL ENERGY LEASING CORP.· 

1.4.1 Installation Agreement 

The Installation Agreement* made between Meyer Steinberg d/b/a Sher-Den 
Mall and Telco Energy Corporation of Texas contains the following significant 
provisions: 

1. The agreement provides for the construction of the Com
plex by Owner in accordance with plans to be agreed upon 
mutually by Telco (a subsidiary of Total ·Energy Leasing 
Corporation) and Owner ( l:iec. 3.1) and pr·uv ides for the 
mechanical matters in connection with the division of 

*This AGREEMENT was made this 11th day of February, 1969, by and between MEYER 
STEINBERG, d/b/a SHER-DEN MALL, with offices at 1~05 Oak Cliff Bank To~er, 
Dallas, Texas 75208, and TELCO ENERGY CORPORATION OF TEXAS; a Texas Corpora
tion with offices c/o Suite 2004, 330 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 
10017. 
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labor and responsibility for erection of the Complex and 
basic facilities adequate for installation of the System 
(Article 3, generally). Owner is obligated to provide 
for Telco's machine and transformer rooms, to perform 
certain work in connection with the installation of the 
HVAC system and other work to enable Telco to install the 
Total Energy System (Sec. 3.8). 

2. Telco is obligated to install the System in accordance 
with plans and specifications-to be approved by the Owner, 
and the standby company (Sec. 4.1) will probably supply 
the standby service, provided for in the Management 
Agreement. Owner and Telco agree to coordinate their 
several construction responsibilities to achieve schedul
ing efficiency (Sec. 4.2). The Agreement expressly 
provides that the System is personal ~roperty and remains 
the property of Telco (Sec. 4.4) but subject to the first 
lien of the Fee Mortgagee. 

3. The agreement requires Telco and Owner to provide fire, 
liability, and boiler insurance in amounts of at least 
80% of the full insurable value of the insured property 
and to include the interests of the Fee Mortgagee under 
such policies (Article 5). 

4. Article 7.2 of the Installation Agreement contemplates 
that the Owner may convey its interest in the Complex 
provided that the obligations of Owner under its agree
ment with Telc.o shall have covenants running with the 
land. 

5. Provisions are included for notice of completion by Telco 
and acceptance of the system by Owner (Sec. 8. 2) and for· 
automatic acceptanc~ of a portion of the system upon com~ 
pletion of a portion of the system serving a prescribed 
minimum number of square feet (Sec. 8.3). 

1.4.2 System Lease 

The Sys tern Lease* between Te leo Energy Corporation of Texas (the "Les
sor") and Meyer Steinberg d/b/a Sher-Den Mall (the "Lessee") contains the fol
lowing substantive clauses: 

*This AGREEMENT was made as of the 11th day of February, 1969, by and between 
TELCO ENERGY CORPORATION OF TEXAS, a Texas corporation with offices c/o 330 
Madison Avenue, New York, New York, 10017 (the "Lc!lsor"), and MEYER STEIN
BERG, d/b/a SHER-DEN MALL (the "Lessee"), with offices at 1305 Oak Cliff Bank 
Tower, Dallas, Texas 75208~ 
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1. The lease provides that Telco will lease to Owner and Owner will 
hire from Telco the System (Sec. 1.1) for an initial term of 35 years, which 
is to be coterminous with the permanent fee mortgage (Sec. 2 .18) and for 
optional renewal terms of three successive periods of ten years each (Sec. 
9.1). After the initial term and at any time during any renewal term, Owner 
may purchase the System from Telco at its then independently determined fair 
market value (Sec. 9.2). 

2. Owner will pay Telco a fixed annual amount, payable monthly, as the 
Basic Rent for the .System (Sec. 3.1A) during a part of the initial term and a 
somewhat lower rental during the balance of the initial· term and any renewal 
term (Sec. 3.1B). (IMPORTANT NOTE: This fixed rental is, by virtue of 
the guaranteed cost provisions of Article 3 of the Management Agreement 
described below in effect paid only out of revenues received from tenants 
for electricity and HVAC Services.) 

3. The lease provides that the System remains personal property and 
the property of Telco, subject to the rights ·of the Fee Mortgagee holding the 
first lien on the Complex (Article 5). 

4. Owner, at its expens,e, 1.s required to maintain fire, liability, 
boiler, and machinery insurance on the System (Article 6). Such insurance is 
to include the interest of the Fee Mortgagee (Sec. 6.8) and if such a .clause 
is obtainable, is to waive the insurer's right of subrogation agal.nst Telco, 
the Managing Agent, and any of Owner's tenants, for negligent acts. 

5. Owner, as lessee, is required to maintain and operate the System 
and to provide the electricity, heating, and air conditioning services to the 
tenants of the Complex (Article 7). The Owner's responsibility therefore is 
contemplated to be performed by an agent, which will be an affiliate of Telco, 
under the Management Agreement described below. 

6. Provision is made in the event of damage or destruction of the 
System and/or the Complex and for the application of the insurance proceeds to 
·restoration of the Complex and Systems, subject to the rights of the Fee 
Mortgagee (Article 8). If under such provision, restoration of the Complex is 
not made by Owner under circumstances where Owner is obligated by the lease to 
do so or where he elects but fails to do so, Telco is entitled to recover 
its then discounted cost less the proceeds of insurance (Sec. 8.2). 

7. The lease also provides for possible expansion of the Complex and 
provides for Telco's option to.provide total energy services for the expanded 
premises on similar terms and conditions and at rates ~determined under the 
replacenent provisions of Section 9.4. ' 

8. Telco, as lessor, is obligated to pay all personal property taxes 
on. the System (Article 10) and Owner is required to pay all other taxes such 
as real property taxes, sale and use taxes, and the like. Provision is 
made for apportionment of taxes if the system and the Complex are together· 
deemed to be real property and are assessed as such. 

9. . If, after commencement of the lease term, the activities of the 
lessor, lessee, or any managing agent in connection with ·the total energy 
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system and the prov1s1on of services therefrom, should become subject to any 
form of public utility regulation resulting in regulation or restriction of 
the rentals, fees and charges of lessor or any managing agent, the lease 
provides that lessee may take such action as may be required to eliminate 
such regulation, or in the alternative, purchase the system from lessor at its 
then discounted cost to lessor (Article 11). 

IMPORTANT NOTE: If Owner should be required to purchase the syst.em 
under this provision, Telco would be paid only out of revenues received from 
tenants for electricity and HVAC Services (Sec. 11.3). In addition, the lease 
makes appropriate provision for partial or total condemnation of the Complex 
and for the determination of the amount of awards to be made to lessee and 
lessor and for their respective rights to prove value in condemnation pro
ceedings (Sec. 12). 

10. Assignment and subletting are generally prohibited without lessor's 
consent except that lessee may ·assign the lease to a purchaser of the fee 
title to the Complex provided .the assignee assumes ali of lessee's obligations 
under the lease and under the Management Agreement (Sees. 13.1 and 1 ~. 2). 
Lessee may mortgage the lease only as direct or collateral security given to a 
Fee Mortgagee (Sec. 13.3). 

11. Lessor agrees to join with lessee in any fee mortgage on the 
Complex for the purpose of subjecting the System to the first lien of the Fee 
Mortgagee, but only if certain conditions ar.e agreed to by the Fee Mortgagee 
in order to preserve the economic bene fits of the lease for the lessor and 
of the Management Agreement for the managing agent. For example, if the 
iuortgagee acquires title to the system, the mortgagee must agree to perform 
all covenants of the lessee and to lease back to the lessor the system for a 
nominal rental. In addition, the mortgagee is required to assume the obliga
tions of the lessee under the Management Agreement (Sec, 15). Also, thP lease 
provides fpr subordination of the System Lease to the right~ of the ·Fee 
Mortgagee (Sec. 16). 

12. Lessor is deemed in default under the lease in the event df 
bankruptcy, voluntary or involuntary, or if lessor defaults under the Manage
ment Agreement. In the event of default, unless cured after notice, the lease 
terminates and lessor is deemed to have abandoned the System (Artie le 17). 
Lessor may transfer its interest in the system or mortgage the system provided 
adequate arrangements are made to substitute performance by the transferee of 
Lessor's obligations (Sec. 18). 

13. The usual prov1s1ons for default by lessee (han.kruptcy, failure to 
pay rent, failure to perform covenants, and the like) are. contained in the 
lease, and it is also provided that if lessee shall be in default under the 
Management Agreement, such event shall be deemed a default under the lease 
(Sec. 19). 

14. The agreement of lease 1s subject to the approval of any Fee 
Mortgagee (Sec. 23). 

15. Lessor is· granted access to the le.:~sed premises at all times for 
the purpose of inspection, maintenance and changes, if required, to the system 
(Sec. 24). 
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16. Lessee covenants not to sell electricity or any other services from 
the total energy plant to any perion other than occupan~s or tena~ts of the 
Complex and not to dedicate any pub lie way which will run through the system 
or take any other action which might subject the system to public utility 
regulations (Sec. 25). 

17. Lessee grants to lessor a recordable securi~y interest under the 
Uniform Commercial Code in all sums received under Subscriber Service Agree
ments with tenants of the Complex under which such tenants .receive services 
from the total energy system (Sec. 30). 

1.4.3 Management Agreement 

The Management Agreement* between Meyer Steinberg, d/b/a Sher-Den Mall 
("Owner") and Sherman Energy Management Services, Inc. ("Agent") contains the 
following substantive sections: 

1. An affiliate of Telco ("Agent"), a corporation, will enter into a 
Management Agreement with Owner under which all services required to be 
performed by Owner for tenants u~der the Subscriber's Service Agreements will· 
be performed by Agent. Agent will furnish all system insurance coverage 
required to be furnished by Owner under the System Lease and Agent will 
maintain personnel to operate and maintain the System (Articles 1.1, 1.2 and 
1.3). All costs of operation, other than payment of the Basic Rent under the 
System Lease and_ certain other payments to be made directly by Owner shall be 
made by Agent on behalf of Owner (Article 1.4). 

2. The Management Agreement runs for a term of years and renewals 
coterminous with the term of the System Lease (Article 1.7). 

3. The guarantee_d cost provisions of the Management Agreement (Article 
3) insure that if the assumed size of the Complex is reached, and a certain 
minimum schedule of HVAC fees is obtained from Space Tenants, Owner will 
rece1ve a m1nunum franchise fee for the first portion of the initial term and 
a higher fee for the balance of the term, and the Agent will receive from 
Owner all revenues in excess of the franch i RP. fee derived from the supply by 

·owner to tenants of electricity, heating and cooling. The guaranteed cost 
provisions also provide that the amounts received by Agent as a management fee 
and by Telco as lessor under the lease agreement are to be deducted from the 
amount· paid by Owner to Agent under the Management Agreement. In addition, 
the guaranteed cost arrangements may be adjusted for variations in the total 
number of square feet to be served by .the System. (IMPORTANT NOTICE: 
Assuming Owner has entered into Subscriber Service Agreements for a certain 
minimum number of square feet in the Complex at a certain minimum average 
HVAC rate within a reasonable period of time after the commencement of the 
initial term of the System Lease, the guaranteed cost provision is intended 

*This AGREEMENT made as of the 11th day of February, 1969, between MEYER 
STEINBERG, d/b/a SHER-DEN MALL, with offices at 1305 Oak Cliff Bank Tower, 
Dallas, Texas, 75208 ("Owner") and SHERMAN ENERGY MANAGEMENT- SERVICES, INC., 
a Texas Corporation, with offices c/o 330 Madison Avenue, New York, New York, 
10017, ("Agent"). 
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to insure that all costs of operation of the total energy system, including 
the Basic Rent under the System Lease and the Management Fees under the 
Management Agreement, wi 11 never exceed the revenues received from Space 
Tenants for electricity and HVAC Services.) 

4. The Management Agreement provides for Agent to enter into a standby 
agreement either with the gas company which supplies the primary fuel or with. 
the engine manufacturer under which one of the. above agrees to perform or 
cause to be performed all of Agent's duties under the Management Agreement if 
Agent defaults (Article 7). Provisions are also included to allow Agent to 
resume its duties and be compensated therefore when it is cert1fied by the gas 
company to be able to resume such ,duties. 

Owner grants to the Agent a recordable security interest under the 
Uniform Commercial Code in all sums receivPrl under Subocriber 3etv.i.ce Agree-: 
ment:S with tenants of the Complex under which such tenants receive services 
from the total energy system (Article 15). 

Article 16 of the System Lease provides for the subordination of the 
1 ien of the System Mortgagee upon the System to the lien upon the System 
created by the Fee Mortgagee. Therefore, in order to maintain the economic 
benefits of the lease to the lessor and the Management Agreement to the Agent, 
the recordable security interest in all revenues (HVAC and electric) received 
under Subscriber Service Agreements was granted to the lessor (Telco-Texas) by 
Sher-Den Mall and to the Agent (Sherman Energy Management Services, Inc.) by 
Owner, Sher-Den Mall. This secured· interest in the revenue flow was to be 
paramount to the rights of any Fee Mortgagee. This secured interest in a re
venue flow was the only prime collateral which Tel~o could then offer its Sys
tem Mortgagee as the lien on the physical assets had been subordinated to the 
Fee Mortgagee. 

1.5 STANDBY SERVICE AGREEMENT, FAIRB.A.Nir.S MOUCE, INC. 

Under the Standby Service Agreement negotiated with Fairbanks Morse, 
Inc., Fairbanks agreed to provide standby service in the event of failure of 
Sherman Energy Management Services, Inc. ("Energy") to perform .i.ts obligations 
to operate and mr~intain the oystem as provided for in the Management Agree
ment. For the purpose of this agreement, the term "event of default"' or 
"default" shall mean the occurrence of any of the following events: 

1. Abandonment by Energy of its duties to operate and maintain the 
system. 

2. Filing by Energy or any petition under the Bankruptcy Act. 

3. Total failure of the system for three consecutive full business 
days. 

4. Periodic total failure of the system aggregating more than 5% of 
normal business hours during more than one period of three consecutive months 
1n any period of 60 consecutive months. 
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5. Fai.lure to meet at least 85% of the minimwn output standards for 
m9re than 5% of normal business hours. 

Upon receipt of written notice of default, Fairbanks shall asswne 
the following obligations: 

a. ·Furnishing of all engineering services, labor, superv1s1on, 
maintenance and operating supplies, water, and fuel necessary for the opera
tion of the system and to en~ble Owner to properly service the tenants 
under the Subscriber's Service Agreements. 

b. Make all repairs ·and replacements and perform all maintenance 
work and provide labor, materials, services, parts and other supplies re
quired .. 

c. Supply adequate nwnber of qualified personnel. 

d. In addition to work performed on the diesel engine generating 
plant, Fairbanks shall perform such maintenance and repair work with respect 
to the electrical distribution, heating, ventilating and air· conditioning 
facilities which are not part of the components originally supplied by them. 

e. Fairbanks may render advisory and consulting services to Energy 
so as to permit Energy to cure the event of default. 

However, under this agreement, Fairbanks shall have no obligation to 
make collections or receive payments from the tenants nor shall Fairbanks have 
any liability for liquidated damages or loss ·of profits for actual losses. 

Fairbanks shall be reimbursed for· all costs of natural gas, labor, 
equipment and parts, and all its other operating costs, including an amount to 
cover overhead equivalent to 50% of· the aggregate amount of such costs plus a 
management fee of 12% of the swn of such aggregate costs. 

Fairbanks shall be paid monthly upon submission of evidence of its 
costs. The obligation of Fairbanks to assume the operation of the system is 
conditioned upon its approving the plans and specifications for the complex 
and system. 

If Fairbanks operates and maintains the system, Energy shall have the 
right to asswne operation and maintenance of the system immediately upon the 
curing of the default. 

If either Owner, Telco, or Operations shall assign or transfer· its 
respective interest in the system, Fairbanks shall have the right to terminate 
this agreement. 

Telco and Energy agree to furnish Fairbanks. monthly all such financial 
statements. relating to the operation and maintenance of th_e system as Fair
banks shall require t~ perform its obligations. 

This agreement shall remain in effect for a term of: twenty-five years 
from the date the Owner informs Fairbanks that the system is in operation and 
providing satisfactory service to tenants under: Subscriber Service Agreements. 
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Although detailed discussions perta1n1ng to a Standby Service Agreement 
were entered into with the gas utility serving Sher-Den Mall, we consummated 
the Standby Service Agreement with Fairbanks Morse and, thereby, satisfied our 
obligations under Article 7 of the Management Agreement. 

1.6 INITIAL FEASIBILITY STUDIES 

1.6.1 Telco Management 

Our original feasibility studies for the Sher-Den Mall Shopping Center 
represent the work of our technical staff with the assistance of engineering 
inputs developed by our consulting engineers. 

Wt:! pt·epared several feasibi L i t:y st-11rl1 Ps an(i u th'i engineering dcoign 
work progressed to the point that more detailed information was available on 
the major pieces of equipment proposed for this plant, we revised our study to 
reflect the current state of design. We wi11 review below the revised feasi
bility projection of October 1968. 

1. Design Parameters fo'J; Determinin~ HVAC: RAtPs Ann F.~t{m;!tet:l Ehctri., 
cal Revenues and Concept of Meter Readings for Electrical Rate Determination 
and "Displaced Cost Analysis" for HVAC Rates Determination. 

a. Lighting, miscellaneous power, and air handlers demand and 
usage were determined by comparison with same tenants or similar type of 
'tenants on existing shopping centers in the southwest area. 

b. For the two major tenants, operating hours were calculated to 
be 14 hours per day, six days per week, or a total of 4368 hours per year. 
For the Other key tenants, the operating hours per year were calculated 
t:o be 4056 and tor the remainder of the Mall tenants the operating hours were 
calculated to be 3900 per year. 

c. Tenant load and usage for lighting, miscellaneous power, and 
air handlers have been computed for each tenant or tenant space, and the 
charges for electric usage were based on the appropriate rate schedules of 
the franchised electric utility, Texas Power & Light Co. 

d. Electricity was to be furnished on a meter basis at rates 
identical to those charged by Texas Power & Light Co. Therefore, electrical 
services were to be provided to all users at the same rate as the estab
lished rate schedules approved by the Public Utility Commission. The tenants 
could check and verify billing by comparing the demand, kilowatt hours used, 
escalation, and tax charges to a Texas Power & Light rate schedule appropriate 
for their classification and usage. 

e. Table 1.1* presents a major tenant and store analysis of 
electrical loads and projected revenue. 

*Tables and Exhibits appear consecutively at the end of the section. 
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f. HVAC rates were established at the feasibility stage on the 
basis of a "displaced cost analysis" (DCA) 'study. The rates for each type of 
user --majors, backbone, satellites and Mall -- (this terminology refer.red to 
the square footage used by each tenant) were computed independ.ently. This 
study was based primarily on the determination of rates for the Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania, shopping center adjusted or modified by six-factor analysis. At 
the Lancaster shopping center, the individual tenant's HVAC rates were derived 
by compiling the costs that would have been realized by each user had he/she 
been required to purchase, install, operat'e and maintain his own HVAC. system 
over the life of his/her lease. This cost was then reduced to a dollar per 
square foot, per year charge and this computation became the basis for the 
heating and'cooling service charge. 

Essentially, the six-factor analysis presented a ratio between 
Sher-Den Mall and Lancaster, Pa., of the difference in dry bulb hours above 
80°, wet bulb hours above 67°, ·effective fuil load hours of refrigeration, 
operating hours for the air conditioning system, degree days, average cents 
per kWh for three stores representing different parameters, average cents per 
therm for these three stores and average dollars/kW for air conditioning for 
these stores. 

g. The preliminary six-factor analysis (see Table 1. 2) indicated 
that the energy and service functions performed and charged for under the HVAC 
rates for a comparable store would equal approximately 94% of the rate charged 
in Lancaster, Pa., shopping center. Table 1. 2 also indicates the marketing 
revenue structure determinants and a revenue analysis by component items. 

h. The revenue analysis chart (Table 1.3) indicated for each 
tenant the makeup of the HVAC rate. As it .separated not only capital costs 
and energy and service costs but also those capital costs associated with 
the central piant and those associated with. the in-store work, the individual 
rate structure and the overall HVAC revenue for the center could be analyzed 
and compiled by the Total Energy Leasing Corporation, based on the capital 
cost contribution agreed upon with the owne.r/developer of the center. 

i, The re fr igerat ion compressors were calculated to operate 2320 
hours of equivalent full load operatiuu and air conrlitioning auxiliaries were 
calculated to operate 2741 hours per year. 

j. Maintenance, repairs, and filters. These rates were derived 
from study of these costs for several national chain accounts, using this type 
of equipment (roof mounted ·heating and cooling units and centrai plant 
chilled and hot water systems with chilled and hot wate'r .coils in the air 
handlers). 

k. Replacement cost was derived from industry experience for 
replacement of compressors, evaporator coils, none leanable condenser coils, 
a1r handlers, water and refrigeration piping, electrical wiring, valves, etc. 

1. Insurance and taxes were based on studies made by Honeywell and 
the Office Building Experience Exchange Report and procedure recommended by 
Carrier Corporation. 
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m. Installed equipment cost expressed in dollars per square foot 
calculated by using contractor estimates of installing roof mounted equipment 
on the basis of 300 square feet per ton and amortizing the cost of equipment 
and installation over a 10-year period. The central plant equipment costs 
based on cost estimates of construction.departments of large department 
stores and amortized over a 20-year period. 

n. HVAC charges set at approximately 15% below comp!Jted .cost for 
tenan.t owning and operating equivalent heating and cooling equipment. 
Table 1.4 presents the summary of tenant HVAC rates by square footage.occupied 
by cents per. square foot per year and total estimated revenue. 

2. Operating Concept. An operating staff consisting of a Chief 
Operating Engineer, two operators and a mechanic would be provided so that thP 
central plant would be qttendP.rl for two shifLs per d.::~y, six days p~t· week. 
The Chief Operating Engineer would be responsible for the ~fficient operatl.on 
of the c~utral plant, initiation of necessary maintenan~e and repairs in the 
central plant as well as assignment and supervision of maintenance activities 
for in-store au cond.itioning equipment with the. tenant and owner spaces. 
Operators to assume the responsibilities of the Chief Operating Engineer 
during his/her absence and b'e available to unscheduled mrt.i.ntenanG.e activities 
which may or.cur during off hours. The mechanic to perform routine preventive 
maintenance on the. central plant equipment ·as we 11 as such things as filter 
changes, lubrication, etc., on HVAC equipment located in the tenant space. 
Though the plant is designed and instrumented to be essentially unattended,· 
the staff and scheduling of the operating crew would be such that qualified 
personnel would be on the site 16 hours per day and on call for the-remainder 
of the period. 

In addition to preventive maintenance performed by the onsite 
operating crew' service cnntractci would ue exetuteu with the ma.i or equipment 
s.uppliers· to provide thP nececo~ry majur maintenance and overhaul of thPir 
respective units. 

Table 1.5 presents the parameters computing the ~omponents of 
direct operating costs and a project ion of the operating cost categories 
and the method for determining the component cost of this. section of the 
feasibility study. 

3. Design Concept. 'To satisfy the projected electrical heating and 
cooling loads of the Sher-Den Mall, the feasibility study indicated a maximum 
requirement of 3123 kW. in electrical generation. To satisfy thi$ demanci and 
provide an adequate ~mount of sta1lllhy ·capacity, it was proposed that the 
electrical generation section of the .total energy plant have a maximum 
capacity of 5000 kW in the form of five (5) 1000 kW units. In ·this manner, 
three of the above units would be able to satisfy the normal high demands of 
the center: (3123 kW, normal high demand; -90% divend.ty factor, 2800 kW), at 
all timesj allowing one engine to be maintained in a stand-by status·as 
well as one engine available for routine or emergency activities. As addi
tional standby, each engine would be capable of providing 110% of its rated 
capacity for two hours in any given 24-hour period. 
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The feasibility study also indicates that approximately 1433 tons 
of refrigeration (maximum tonnage demand)· would be required to air condition 
the center during the anticipated operating hours. The design scheme provided 
for a combina~ion of absorption and direct driven electric centrifugal 
machines and would make maximum use of the waste heat available from the 
engine generators as well as the excess electrical capacity of the generators 
during off-peak conditions. In this manner, a portion of the refrigeration 
load could be shed under periods of severe electrical demand. Waste heat 
from the waste heat boilers would be utilized during the colder periods of the 
year to provide hot water for space heating. Additional boiler capacity would 
be provided to generate steam during those periods that heating or cooling was 
required and waste heat from the waste heat boilers was at a minimum. 

The electrical switchgear would provide automatic startup·~nd 
shutdown of generator sets as required to meet the. demands· of the center. 
Switchgear would incorporate automatic sequencing of· engines, automatic load 
sharing and automatic frequency control. A programmer would be incorporated 
in the switchgear to initiate engine startup and shutdown in accordance with 
anticipated load increases or· decreases. Substations for the distribution 
of electrical energy to the tenants will be sized 150% of anticipated capac
ity. A double-ended feature wil~ allow switching of generator feeders in the 
event of line failures. 

Table 1.6 presents the basis for the capital investment projection 
and the investment projection by indivudual components within each of three 
class ific at ions. 

Table 1.7 is a summary of the original feasibility projections as 
presented in the tables referred to above and projects an estimated return on 
investment of 12.96%. 

1.6.2 A.T. Kearney Report 

A.T. Kearney completed a study of the business and financial prospects 
of Total Energy Leasing Corporation for the investment brokerage house, Bear, 
Stearns & Co. 

Bear, Stearns & Co. had retained A.T. Kearney & Co., Inc. to conduct a 
study of the business and financial prospects of Total Energy Leasing Corp. in 
order that a financial institution might reasonably estimate the profitability 
of the subject company. 

A.T. Kearney reported that based on tht:!ir analysis thP revenue and pro
fit projer.t.ions of Total Energy Leasing Corp. were reasonable. There was suf
ficient market opportunity to support the projected number of installations 
and· ample monies were projected for field operating and administrative ex
penses. 

Revenues. The Telco revenue projects involved three to four operating 
systems in 1970 increasing to about 25 systems in ]q73. The revenue projec
tions are realizable within the confines of the shopping center market growth. 
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The Company's estimated revenues per square foot compare favorably with 
shopping center tenants and developer's experience. The revenue risks were 
outlined as follows: (1) The possibility for errors in feasibility projection 
of new centers. Adequate care was taken by Telco to minimize ·chances for 
.error in this area; (2) Unoccupied tenant areas; (3) Lowered electricity 
billings. Should the local utility electricity rates charged to all customers 
for a given demand and consumption level decline, Telco's rate structure would 
be adversely affected. However, A. T. Kearney cone luded · that they fe 1 t this 
scenario unlikely. 

Field operating costs. Fuel accounts for half of the operating costs 
and was accurately reflected in the projections. Ample operating personnel 
were planned for each system and budgeted at realistic levels. Maintenance 
costs were somewhat less than compet 1.t 1ve estimates. However, the maintenance 
CO$tS wen'! checked with equipment manufacturers and consulting engineers and 
appeared to be conservatively stated. 

General and administrative. The G&A projection included the addition 
of persons to the headquarters operation. A.T. Kearneyts analysis involving 
an independent estimate of possible future administrative expenses indicated 
an adequate_ budget for 1970 and more than adequate coverage of needs for 1971 
and 1972. 

Conclusion. In· summary, thP. revenue and profit projections are rea-
sonable. There was sufficient market opportunity to support the projec.;ted 
number of installation$. Telco's revenue -estimates were realistic and ample 
monles were projected for field operating and administrative expenses. 

1.6.3 A.D. Little & Co. Report on Estima!ocd 01-1erating Margins for 
~;Tot·~r·:E~ergy Installations 

The Arthur D. Little (ADL) Inc. memorandum report .provided es-timates of 
income before financial charges, depreciation and iricome tax that mieht re~
sonably be expected fr.om three total energy insLallations owned and. operated 
by Telco or its affiliates. The ADL work was done between December 15, 1970, 
and January 15, 1971. 

ADL used the term operating margin to describe for each aite the 
difference between revf!ntJP. and all site-related costs exclusive of financial 
charges, depreciation, income taxes, and directly attributable services, 
such as billing, done 1n New York. ADL estimated the operating margins for 
Sher-Den as follows: 

1971 
1972 
1973 -
1974 -

1975 - 1981 -
.1982 and beyond-

- $176' 100 
195,200 
195,200 
195,200 
195,200 
185,200 
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The change in 1982 is due to· the contractually obligated 1.ncrease 1.n 
the "franchise fee" at Sher-Den ($10,000 per year increase). 

Revenue - HVAC Contracts. Telco sets HVAC rates for smaller tenants of 
Sher-Den by approximating the tenant's cost as if he were to buy and operate 
an air conditioning system of his own. In estimating alternative costs, the 
heat load due to lighting and other electrical devices is considered. Because 
the HVAC contract, typically for a period of 10-20 years, is usually signed 
in advance of detailed store design, the actual lighting load may differ from 
the . typical or average figures that were used in setting the HVAC revenue at 
twice the normal hourly rate if the hours of operation are longer than those 
specified in the contract. 

Escalation of HVAC Contracts. Most of Telco's HVAC contracts make pro
Vl.Sl.on for increased HVAC charges if the cost of fuel, labor or taxes rise. 
The standard Telco contract does not specify how fuel escalation (typically 
$. 005/ sq ft/ yr increase for each It p~r mi 11 ion Btu). will be computed in the 
case of a dual fueled installation; nor does it set a wage base or number of 
men from which labor escalation (typically $.002/sq ft/yr increase for 
"each lOt per hour in the average wage scale") is to be computed. More 
significantly, it is not clear from Telco's agreements with the shopping 
center operators whether increased HVAC revenue due. to escalation· would come 
within provisions of HVAC revenue sharing. Based on tabulations made in June 
1970 and assuming that Telco can avoid sharing additional HVAC revenue due to 
escalation with operators of Sher-Den, ADL believed that the provisions in 
force at Sher-Den are about compensatory. 

Electric Rates. Telco's electrical revenues are based directly on the 
prices charged for electricity by the local utilities. Any price increases by 
the utilities would be translated directly into additional gross margin for 
Telco. 

Projected Operating Mat·gins. Two aets of operating margin projections 
were made-- one set includes ADL's preferred assumptions and one set reflects 
Telco management's expectations that reduction of labor force and achieving a 
higher ratio of gas to oi~ consumption can be implemented and margins thereby 
improved. (See Table 1.9 for a comparison of values assumed for Sher-Den Mall 
variables.) 

Revenue. Electrical rate Sher-Den- 1.575¢/kWh (November 1970 realiza-
t ion), 

Franchise Fee. Sher-Den 50% of all r~venue above the amount provided 
by a storewide average of 44¢/sq ft/yr. 

Fuel Costs, Gas. Sher.,..Den's gas rate is quite complex. The rate ADL 
used is their best estimate of the combined effects of a standard rate Telco 
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pays for four months of the year and· the special "air conditioning rider" 
which materially reduces this rate 1n the months of April through November. 

Fuel Oil. The cost of fuel oil was obtained from invoices! 

Wages & Fringes. Estimated by extending the work force by level of 
skill and by annual salary as estimated by Telco. 

Lube Oil.· These were based on typical consumptions and fuef oil cost. 

Insurance. Insurance cost:;; wen': nhr-ainQd from Telo.:.u'~;; l.Jrokers. 

Other Expenses. Inc lud.e supplies, telephone charges and the like.· 
Used estimates of Telco's operations personnel. 

MA~inten<mrP A.ccrual; Electi.: i.~.:ctl. '!'he per kilowatt hour maintenance 
cost ADL assigned to engine and electrical maintenance was closely related to 
a detailed analysis'made by Telco's operations personnel, but was actually 
based on 50% of the· charge a .major engine manufac.turer would make for an all 
inclusive contract. 

The Assumption Set 2 and Assumption Set 3 models used respectively by 
A.D. Little and Telco's management differ only. in percent of plant gas fired 
vs oil fired and the concomitant-variance in fuel costs. 

'J.he two assumption set;:s an~ included below by functions and for the 
years 1971 through 1975. (See TahlPs 1.10 and Lll.) 

I 

Findings 

A.D. Little statPci that of the tli1~e locations (Park City, Sher-Den 
Mall and Laclede) studies, Sher-Den was then and should continue to he the 
best able to attr·act · tenants -- it was at the time of the study about 95% 
leased. The Sher-Den Mall has little competition within a large and prosper
ous trading area. Its management can afford to be selective in leasing the 
remaining space arid it should build up a atable roster of tenants. 

1.7 LONE STAR CO. CONTRACT FOR INDUSTRIAL SERVICE 

The contract for Iudustr ial Gas Service, Rate 3-H, executed August 5, 
1970, was the result of discussions between Mr. Donald Sengstaken, Project 
Director for the Telco Total Energy Plant installation at Sher-Den Mall, and 
R. ·Richard Riggins, the regional manager of Lone Star Gas Company·, and was to 
cover the contract year commencing August 15, 1970. 
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Sherman Energy Management Services, Inc.,. was to. purchase gas from Lone 
Star Gas Co. under the most favorable Industrial Rate classification, Rate 
3,..-H, and was to be billed under air conditioning Rider H for the months of 
April through N6vember. Air conditioning Rider-H is applicable to 1775 tons 
of air conditioning installed at the shopping center. The natural gas billing 
procedure was as follows: 

Rate 3 qf the Schedule of Industrial Rates-H contains a summer and win
ter rate. The winter rate applies during the months of December through March 
and the summer rates apply during the remainder of the year. The ·Schedule of 
Industrial Rates is a step rate. The unit cost per MCF within each step ·re
mains constant regardless of the total consumption. ·The amount which -is added 
to each step on the enc lased formula sheet is to adjust for the difference in 
unit cost for each step. The GCA or Gas Cost Adjustment entered on the bill 
is the amount by which the weighted average cost of gas in the field exceeds 
16 cents, which is the base cost. To this base cost and GCA·are added two 
taxes: street and alley tax, which is 2% of the base cost plus GCA, and the 
state occupation tax, which is 1.997%.of the base cost plus GCA. 

The first complete calendar year of operation would be 1971 and an an
alysis of the gas usage, total biJ ling per month under the winter rate and the 
summer rate with the air conditioning rider and the cents/MCF, is presented 1n 

Table 1.12. 

Analysis of Gas Costs 

1. The winter four months, while representing 28% of the MCF 
used, accounted for 33% of the total dollar invoices by 
Lone Star Gas Co. 

2. While the eight summer months represented 72% of the MCF 
utilization, the dollars invoiced were only 67% of the 
yearly cost of natural gas. 

3. The average summer cost per MCF of 25.90 cents is only 
78.7% of the average wi.ut~l." rate, The SllmmP.r r~te is 
composed of the Rate 3-H Summer, which averaged approxi
mately 29.54 cents, and the air conditioning Rider-H, 
which averaged 24.07 cents. 

4. Both the summer and winter rates have a gas cost adjust
ment factor that varies from 1.16-1.41i/MCF and a street 
alley and state occupation tax which varies from 1.25-
0.96i/MCF. 

5. Therefore, the first year of operation would reflect a 
gas cost distributed approximately as follows: 
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t/MCF 

Average of winter and summer rates and a1.r 25.57 
conditioning rider 

Gas cost escalation - average 1.30 

Street ~md alley and state occ~pa:tional tax 1.00' 

Total average cost 27.87 

6. Exhibits 1.1-1.4 present the calculated bills for January 
1971 ·and April 1971, and formula sheets for winter and 
summer rate billings, the air conditioning rider and the 
Schedule of,Industrial Rates-Hand Air Conditionin8 
Rider-H. 

Fl 
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Table 1.1 Original Feasibility Pr·ojection, 10/30/68, 
Sh~r-Den Mall, Summary of Tenant Electrical 
Loads and Charges 

1'. 

Unit Total .KWH KW 
Sg. Fto Sg. Ft. Sg.Ft.LYr. Demand ~[Year 

Penney's 119,853 31.60 779.0 37,893 

Montgomery Ward 90,000 27.50 522.5 30,827 

Woolworth 34,200. 25.40 161.0 12,335 

Dept. Store 26,650 25.40 128.2 11,075 

Grocery 17,550 24.90 96.5 5' 768 

Cafeteria 7,900 62.44 134.3 7,991 

Theater· 8,800 12.17 44.0 2,613 

Typical Stores: 
304,953 

2 8,170 16 '350 18.75 39.1 7,099 
4 5 ,250, 21,000 18.75 29.3 10,6 76 
6 3,900 23,325 17.00 14.4 10,290 
6 2,980 17,900 17.00 12.6 9,270 

·4· 2,220 8,875 17.00 9.0 4, 760 
1 1,600 1,600 85.20 4.0 2,820 
4 1,510 6,040 13.87 5.2 2,660 
7 1,200 8,400 13.87 4.2 . 3,843 
5 830 4,150 13.87 3.5 2,200 

Mall & Common Area 54,950 13.40 164.8 11,044 

Parking Lot Lighting 300.0 9~000 

Total· Area - 4671500 Total Est.Elec •. Rev. $ 182 ~ 164 
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Table 1.2 Sher-Den Mall, Preliminary Six-Factor Analysis 

Lancaster New 
Location Fraction ·,: Weight "' Rating 

80° Dry Bulb above 654 "'" See Below 
Wet Bulb above 67° 1,437 

2,320 
Efl.Hrs.-Refrigeration 11715 2,320 1, 715 = 135 X 5 676 

2 '741 
Oper.Hrs.A/C System 2 1 026 2, 741 2,026 = 135 X 2 270 

k.:.=. 
Degree Days 5,482 2,272 5,482 = 41 X 2 82 

1.54 
Av. t/KWHR-'Li~h t 1. 1M ] '';4 1. 76 = 88 X 4 "" .3:>2 

0.H4" 
Av. ¢/Therm 14.5 e 6.84 14.5 = 117 X 2 94 

0 

Av. $/KW-AC i2.23 1. 74 2o23 = 78 X 5 390 

20 93.2 "' 
1,864 

Sh~J:-Ilan Location/ 
Lancaster ~Location} Lancaster 

80° Dry Bulb 65~ 2.304 2.304L654 

67° Wet Bulb 1,437 3,001 3,001/1,437 

Room Total 

Adj. DB/WB. Rating 

2. New Location 

3. 

EfL Hrs. - 1, 715 x 13.5.3% . 
Oper. Hrs. -2,206 x 135o3% 

Square K\lliR 

= 2,320 
a 2, 741 

Footage 5g, Ft .. [Yr. Watts/Sg~Ft. Tons 

21,800 24 

3,000 24 

1001000 24 

Energy 66% X o 93?. ... 
Service 34% X • 95 ... 
Energy plus services 

as % of base rate 

61.5 
32 o3 

93.8. 

5.5· 
280sqft/ton 

. 78 -
6 

280sqft/ton 
. 11 . 

5.5 
280sqft/ton 

357 

KW /Ton 

1.4 

·1. 75 

1.4 

20 

X 8 "' 28.1 

·x 14· .. 29o2 

78.00 

135.3 '7. 

BTU/Sg.Ft. 

35 

35 

23 

'" I' 
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Table 1.2 (Cont'd) 

MARKETING REVENUE STRUCTURE DETERMINANTS 

1. Dry Bulb Hours Above 80° 
-Wet Bulb Hours Above- 67° 
.. 

6 Factors Weighted 

Efl. Hrs. - 5 
Oper. Hrs.- 2 
Degree Days - 2 
Av. 1/K\VH. Light 4 
Av. t/Therm - 2, 
Av. $/KWAC - 5 

2. Revenue Analysis Form 

(a) Store - Sq. Ftge. Type 
(b) Amortized Capital Cost - A.B.C. 
(c) HVAC Rate Energy and Services 
(d) Rate Determination 

(see attached form) 

3. Total HVAC and Electrical Revenue for Shopping Center 
by Tenants: 

Ten~nt M-(4) B-(9) S-(37) Landlord-(1) 

HVAC Rate - 44.6 s ft - no subtraction for non a c area 
HVAC Revenue - $208,510 
Demand - Watts/Sg. Ft. (Elec.Sale) 
Demand - KW 3 123 
KWH/Sg.Ft./Yr. (Elec.Sale) 25.06 
KWH/Yr. (Elec. Sale) - 11,716,000 
Cents/KWH (Elec.Sale) 1.55 
Electric Revenue - $!82,164 

·Total Revenue - $390,674 
Air ·conditioning Tonnage - 1,600 
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SHOPPING CENTER- She::-D_en Mall 
DEVELOPER- Enterprise Deve.lopment 
ENGitr.:.ER- Herman Blum · 
SQUARE FOOTAGE-

HAJOR - 270,703 
BACKBONE - SO ,600 
SA'!ELLITES -91,240 
Landlor-d -54,950 

4671493" 

; 

BUILD 
XEY 

ERELL 
MJ.m LEVELS SQ.FT. S&.ll. 

J.C. Penney 2 119,853 K 

·.M. Ward 1 90 000 K II 
Kress; 
Wooh.,orth 1 34 200 K 

De_pt.Store 1 26,650 K I 
f:::ocery/ 

1 17 550 K 

Cafeteria 1 7,90d K 

Theater 1 8 800 K 

Store · 1 8,170 S&A 

Store . 1 8,170 S&.'\ 

. Store (£'+) 1 5,250 SeA 

~ 
3,90C SeA Store (6) 1 

Store (6) 1 2, 98C S&A 

Store (4) 1 2,22C SM ~ 

Table l. 3 Revenue Analysis Chart 

AIR CONDITIONING !ATA HEATING DATA 

USE USE 
DESIG!i '1, DB- 100 AVEAAGE wnm:R TE!.u>.-51.0 

WB- 78 DAYS PER SEASON- 162 
h"ET EULB ABOVE. 67°- 3,001 K-HEAT REQ._'='I:R B'IU· 465.0 

DRY BULB AroVE 80°- .2, 304 D.D. -· 2,272 
EFL HBS. -co:-!PRESSOO- 2 , 32 0 Design- 18°(99%) 
OPER.ERS-AUXILIARBS-2 ~ 741 Based on - 21,8.00 -sqoft. 
OPER.fRS-BLOl'ffiRS • 3,744/4,056/ Av.r/./Jr.:!il - 1.64 

4;358 Av·.r/./Ther:.n. - ·6.84 
Electdc - Texa1: Power & Light Co. Av.$/~·A/-~ "" 1.55 
Gas - Lone Star Gas Co. (:({-No knc)rtized Cap 

-. RE .. 'EN":JE ANALYSIS 
Al'\ORT:ZED CAPITAL COST ri./saft/vr HVAC FATE: EIERGY & SERVICES 

C ,p .c .ii. 
ICenf:ral Plant On y c t. 's q.Ft/Yr. 

.10185 B A' • B' C' 
RT"tf&C , FEAS. GOING IN HVA9 FEAS. GQING.U 

• 11$ $/_SQ.FT ./_Y?... ' ..:::!..._ V/_Adj. :!:.2::. ~ -V V/_AdJ • ..!.2... 
CoP.C,W. 2o68/27.;3/3 (8 0 .':5) (9o45) 9oOD DKey 23.0 . 25.3 24.2,... 

-
C.P.CcW. 2.68/27.3/3 (8.55) (9 45) 9o0) No 25.CD 27 .s 2_6 .4 

c.Poc.w. 2.14/21.8.'3 ( 6 o84) - f7 oSQ) . 7 o2 J' 
Amort. 

Cao . 50.0 55 0 52o5 

2 014/21.8/3 . ( 6 .84> . (7 0 50) 
Cost · 

57.7~ c.P.c.wo 7.20 Reolace. 55.(• 60.5 

RTH&C 1..82-/27.1/3 . (8.45) (9. 38) 8 0 90) 
In-itol: 
on y e 55.C 60.5 57. 7~ 

R'I;'H&C 3.22/48.11/ J(l5.n )(16 0.6 7) ( 5.8~ II 75.C 82.5 78. 7~ 

RTH&C · lo91/28 .. 5/3 ( 8.:n ) (9.87) ( 9 o40 II 65 .. 0 71.5 68,2~ 

RTH&C 2.00/29.913 ~ 9.371 10.86 9o8 Aptort. 55.0 60.5 57.7~ 

RTH&C 2.00/29.9/3 ~ 9.31 10.86 9.8; ffi S'ide 
55.0 60.5 57.7~ r..; ~ 

RTH&C 2 o00/29. 9/3 . 9o3/ Costs 
10.86 9.8;· Onlv 60 0 66 0 63.0 

RTH&C 2o14/31.9/3B 9o 9.5 
11.05 0.52 II 70.0 88 .o . 84.0 

RTH&C 2 028/33.9{3~- 10.62 
llo 74 ll.U II 80. 88.0 84o0 

RTH&C 2o28/33 .. 9/3~ 10.62 llo 74 ll.U II 85 ,( 93.5 . 89.3 

.Jill!.g: 

CAP.K-no amortized cap 
! tal costs. Replacement 

cost only. S&A Amortiz 
hi-side cost only. 

ENERGY-93.2% of La. Ba 

SERVICE 
E .97-1.00 X l <34 
E.g,_ .97 X ~33 
E .92· .95 X .95 32 
E.88- .92 x • 2 (31 

RATE DET. 

A+A' BfB' 

~ GO!llG IN 

23.0 25.3 

25.0 27.5 

50.0 55.0 

55.0 60.5 

55.0 60o5· 

75.0 82.5 

65.0 71.5 

64.4 69.8 

64.4 69.8 

69o4 "75.4 

90.6 98o6 

90.6 98.6 

9So6 104ol 

i-

ed 

se 

VJ 
N 



Table 1. 3 (Cant' d) 

SHOPPING CENTER· AIR mNDI':'IONING DATA HEATING DATA NOTES:· 
DEVELOPER· 
ENGINEER· USE USE CAP~ 
SQUARE rooTAGE· DESHN t DB· AVERAGE WINTER TIMP. 

MAJOR WB· DAYS PER SEASON· 
BACKBONE WET BULB .!\BOVE 6 7° K-HEAT REQ. PER BnJ- · 
SATELLITES DRY BULB .!\BOVE 80° D. D.- ENERGY 

EFL HR'5. • :::OMPRESSOR-
OPER. HRS-.1\UXILIARIES-
OPER.HRS-BW'JE~- SERVICll: 

. E ·97 -1.00 X l <34 
E ·9'- .97 X .97 ( 33 

t E .92- .• 95 X .95 ( 32 
E .88- .92 X .92 (31 

REVENUE ANALYSIS 
AMORTIZED CAPITAL COST HVAC RATE EI:ERGY & SERVICES RATE DET. 

BUILD c.P.c.w. 
KEY .10185 A B c !' A' B' ... C' A+A' B._B' 

SHELL RTi-I&C FEAS. GOING IN HVAC FEAS. GOING IB 
RAf.!ll: LEVELS SQ.FT. S&A • lljg $/SQ.FT ./YR. -V · V/Adj. .:t.Q:. ~ -V V/Adj • .!..Q_ ~ GOING IN -- --
Store (5) 1 1,510· S&A RTH&C . 7.42/36.05/3 ~ 11.30 ~2 .49 . 11.~ p ." 9o.o· .99.0 .94.5 101.3 110.3 

C::t-n,.,. f7) 1 1,200. S6A IIRTH&C D .42/36 .05/3~ 11.3( 12.49 
-

11. ~p '• 95 0 104.5 99.7 5 106 0 3 115.8 

Store (5} 1 . 830 .. S&A RTH&C 2.60/38. 74{Jj 12 .1~ . 
II 

100.0 13 42 12. a 110.0 105.0 112.1 . 122 01 

M::tll. 1 54,950 K RTH&C 1.40/20.86/3 3 . 6.54 7.23 6 .BE 
!No Amor 40.0 44.0 42 .o . 40.0 42.0 r<>.n. r.,. 

-
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Table 1.4 Original Feasibility Projection, 10/30/68, 
Sher-Den Mall, Summary of Tenant HVAC Rates 

Penney's 

Montgomery Ward 

Woolworth 

Department Store 

Grocery 

Cafeteria· 

Typical Stores: 

2 

4 

6 

6 

4 

5 

7 

5 

Ma~l and Common Area 

Unit 
Sq. Ft. 

119,853 

90,000 

. 34,200 

26,650 

17,550 

7,900 

8,ROO 

8,170 

5 ,250 . 

3,900 

2,980 

2,220 

·1 J510 

1,200 

830 

Total 
Sq. Ft. 

304,953 

16,350 

21,000 

23,325 

17,900 

8,875 

8,400 

4,150 

54,950 

Total Area ••••••••• 467,500 

$/Sq.Ft~ 
Per Year 

.23 

.25 

.50 

.55 

.l'.i 

.65 

.55 

.60 

• 70 

.80 

.85 

.Q(l 

.9.'} 

1.00 

.40 

$/Yr. · 

32,241 

22,500 

17,100 

14,657 

9,652 

5' 925 

:::;, 720 

8,992 

12,600 

16.32 7 

14,320 

7,543 

6,a:n 

7, 9iHJ 

4,150 

21,980 

Total Estimated HVAC Revenue ........... $~08,510 

Note - Rates for other than normal retain operations, e.g. beauty 
parlor, restaurant, etc., to be developed on specific. 
requirements. 

' 
•' 
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Table 1.5 Original Feasibility Projection 
Sher-Den Mall, Annual Direct 
Operating Costs 

Fuel for power generation by dual fuel 
eng;i.nes. 

Fuel consumption based qn actual tests by 
Fairbanks Morse, Inc. Fuel rates ·for the 
proposed installation are: 

Full Load - 8,413 BTU Gas 
. 537 BTU Oil 

3/4 Load 

8, 950 BTU/KWH 

8,740 BTU Gas 
635 BTU Oil 

9,375 BTU/KWH 

Associated heat recovery equipment provides 
recovery; of 15 psi steam equivalent to 
30% fuel input. 

Electricity for tenants - 11,700,000.KWH/Yr. 

Central Plant HVAC Auxiliaries: 

1,433 tons x 2,741 hours of operation 960,000 KWH/Yr. 

Electric Centrifugal Chiller 

500 _tons x 2,320 hours of operation - 1,040,000 KWH/Yr. 

13,700,000 KWH/Yr. 

Installed Capacity: 

·Absorption Machines - 2 at 550 ton ea. 
Electrical centrifugal - 1 at 500 tons 

Peak requirements - Majors 
Mall and Satellites 

. Cooling load - Majors - 2, 5n effec.tive 
full load hours 
of operation 

1,100 tons 
_2Q.Q. tori_s. 

1,600 tons 

956 tons 
___ill_ tons 

1,433 tons 

-Mall and Satellites- 2,320 effective.full 
load hours of operation 

-Central Plant Aux. - 2,741 effective full 
load hours of operation 

.; ;· :· 
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Table 1.5 (Cont'd) 

Fuel Consumption 

A. For generation- 13,700,000 KWH/Yr. 

B. Heat recovery - 27% of 129 x 109 BTU 
33.2 x 10 BTU 

C. Absorption cooling with direct steam 
recovery - 3,420 KW x 9,000 BTU/KW x 27% x 

lb. steam x ~ _ 475 BTU 18.5 LBm - tons 

473 X 2,141 air ~ondi§ioning bourn x 18,500 
BTU/Ton·= 24.1 x 10 BTU 

Cooling by absorption with supplemental heat 
1,433 - (475 + 500) 
458 x 2,320 X 23,000 BTU/Ton 

D. Heatine ~nn Hn~ W~t~r Production 
above waste heat recovery 

7.4 x 109 BTU= 

Total MCF 

E. Components of Operating Cost: 

Coat of gas end fu~l uil expressed in 
equ:tvnllilnt MCF - l5.J; 100 .x $.2 7/HCP 

Labor: Chief Operating Enginee+ 
Two (2) Operators 
One (1) Mechanic 
Fringe Benefits plus Payroll Taxes 

Water and ·water Treatment 
Water- .7l5i/sq.ft •. - 3,339 

water Treatment - .658i/sq.ft. - 3,072 

Lube Oil - .1866 Mills/KWH x 13,700,000 

MCF 
123,300 

24,400 

7,400 

155.100 

$ 41,877 

. 46,000 

6,401 

2,550 
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Table 1.5 (Cont'd) 

Maintenance 

HVAC - Central Plant In-Store -
$5.00/ton x 1600 

Engine and Electrical Maintenance -
.1.5 mills/KWH x 13,700,000 

Taxes -
.5% of gross plant cost 
.005 X 1,777,000. 

Insurance -
.004 X 1,777,000 

~ 

Franchise Fee -
$1,250/Month per Lease Agreement 

Other EXpenses 

Total Operating Cost 

\ 

8,000 

20,550 

8,885 

7,108 

15,000 

41000 

$ 160 2 371 
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Table .1.6 Original Feasibility Projection, 
Sher~Den Mall, Capital Investment 

Basis: 

Maximum electrical demand - 3,120 KW 
Normal h:i.gh demand 90% diversity - 2800 KW 
Annual energy requirements- 13,700,000 KW 
·peak refrigeration load - 1,433 tons 
Peak heating demand - BTUH 

Central Plant Equipment: 

5 eng:i;nG generator srt:. Af· 1,000/KH uu, 
Waste heat :t:t:..:uv~ry boilers 
Switchgear 
Cooling towers 
Pumps, primary 
Heat exchangers 
Boil a-s 
.Motor control center 
Electric centrifugal chiller - 500 Ton 
Absorption chillers- 2.at 550 Tons 

Mechanical and Electrical Installation:. 

C.P. mechanical control (includes lube oil 
and fuel oil) 

C.P. electrical control 
Electrical dist:ribution 
Hot and chilled water distribution 
HVAC distribution in stores 

Engineering Fees 

Total Capital Investment 

0 GOO,OOO 
57,000 
65,000 
92,000 
30,000 
12,000 
21,000 
24,000 
30,000 
65,000 

110,000 
65,000 
75,000 
25,000 

4fl0,000 

66,000 

$1,797,000 
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Table 1. 7 Original Feasibility Projection, 
Sher-Den Mall, Summary 

Revenue: 
Electrical Service (Table Iri) 
HVAC Service (Table I-: IV) 

Total Revenue 

Operating Costs: (Table I-V) 
Fuel 
·Other 

Total Operating Costs 

Gross Profit 

Investment (Table I-VI) 

.Return on Investment before overhead, 
interest, depreciation and pro
vision for federal income taxes 

$ 182,164 
2081510 

,§ 3901674 

$ 41,877 
1181494 

~ 1601371 

~ 2301303 

P 1 797 1000 

12.96% 
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Table 1.8 Total Energy Leasing Corp. 
Financial Projections 

Revenues 

Cost and Expenses 
Field Operating 
Depreciation 
G & A 
Amortization of Organiza

tion Expense 

Total Co.3t & E ..... ~~us~s 

Income before Interest 
and Taxes 

Net Interest Expense· 

Income before F.I.T. 

Provision for F.I.T.(deferred) 

Net· Income after Taxes 

Capitalization (At the begin-
ning of year) 

Total Net Plant Investment 
Common Stor.k 
Retained Earnings 

TotalEc:uity 

Debt 

.Ratio .. Analysis:. 

Net Income 
Revenue 
Net Income 

1969 1970 

$ $ 3,052 

1,228 
430 

250* 325 

5,'300 

5,JOO 

98 

2,081 

971 
587 

384 

96 

288 

12,642 
5,300 

5.3uu 

7,342 

9.4% 

Equity (at the beginning of the year) = 5.4% 

*Deferred and amortized 

1971 

$ 8,138 

3,274 
1,146 

450 

98 

4,968 

3,170 
1, 727 

1,443 

361 

1,082 

33.,2$2 
11,407 

288 

21,587 

13.3% 

20.4% 

1972 

$14,495 

5,831 
2,042 

600 

98 

8,571 

5,924 
3,269 

2,655 

664 

1,991 

58,474 
16,23'7 

1,370 

'., ,h07 

40,86 7 

13.7% 

17.0% 

.. , 
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Table 1.9 Comparison of Values Assumed for 
Key Variables at Sher-Den Mall 

Key Variables 
Assumption Set. 2 

A. D. Little 

Heat rate BTU/KWH (in-
cluding supplementary firing) 

Percent gas fired 

Cost of gas (i/MMBTU) 
Cost of oil ("i/MMBTU) 
Lube oil cost (mills/KWH) 

Engine and electrical main
tenance (parts)(mills/KWH) 

HVAC maintenance (parts and 
outside services) ($/ton) 

Property tax (% of· gross plant cost) 

Labor force (full time men) 

13,500 . 

90 

24.73 
87.90 

.1866 

1.04 

4.00 

.5 

5 (1971) 
4 (later) 

NOTE: Also see Tables 1.10 and 1.11. 

Assumption Set 3 
·Telco Management 

13,500 

95 

24 .• 73 
87.90 

.1866 

1.04 

4.00 

.5 

5 (1971) 
4 (later) 
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.. Table 1.10 A.D. Little, Inc. Projected 
Operating Margin 

($ and sq ft in l,OOOs-kWh in l,OOO,OOOs) 

ISSUE: l, ASSUMPTION SET 2 

LEASED SQUARE rEET 
USING ELECTRICITY 
USING HVAC 

KILOWATT HOURS 
SOI.I;I•l'!;,o'II'!A!'fl' !:i 
$01,.0-LANDLORn 
USED-TELCO 
GENERATED 

REVENUE 
ELECTRIC 
HV/\C 
TOTf\L 

COSTS 
FRANCHISE F'E:E 
HVAC REV SHARING 

rUEL - GAS 
- OIL 

WAGE:S + F'RlNGES 
LUF.IC OIL 
WATE~ + TREATMENT 
PROPERTY TAXES 
INSURANCE 
OTHf.R EXPENS!r.S 
ACCRUALS-

k:NG+E:LEC MAINT 
HVAC MAINT 

TOTAL COST 

OPERATING MARGIN 

71 

.-160 • .t 
460·1 

101., 
1·3 

•. 3·7 
15·2 

· 415• B 
18•1 

. 55·4 
2·8 
6·4 

14.3 
ll·5 
41·0 

176ol 

SHER :·DEN. MALL 
72 73 7<4 

467·3 467·3 -167·3 
467·3 467·3 467.3 

t~-5 ~~.& IB.S 
1·2' •• ., loJ 
3·7 3·7 3·7 

15·5 -15·5 15~5 

185·121 
196~5 
:HH •! 

1So0 
0·0 

'46. 4 
18·3 
44o4 
2·9 
6·4 

l4o3 
11.~ 

·"·0 

186·3 

195-2 

185·0 185·0 
196·5. 196·5 
J8io5 :JISJo!J 

~6.4 
18·3 
44·4 
2o9 
6o4 

14·3 
1·1· 5 

-4·0 

186·3 

195.2 

15·0 
0.0 

46·4 
113·3 
<44·4 
2·9 
6o4 

14·3 
11•5 
4•0 

16·1 
7·0 

186·3 

195·2 

75 

-167·3 
467·3 

ID-S 
1•3 
3·7 

15·5 

18Se0 
196oS 
381·5 

46·4 
18-3 
44·4 
2·9 
6·4 

1-4-3 
llo 5 
4·0 

16ol 
7~111 

186·3 

195·2 
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Table 1.11 Telco Management Projected 
Operating Margin 

($ and sq ft .. in l,OOOs-kWh in l,OOO,OOOs) 

ISSUE: lz ASSUMPTION SET 3 

SHlU~.-:Q~~ MAL!i 
7:1 72 . 73 1<4 75 

LEASED SQUARE F'EET 
USING ELECTRICITY -460. t -467.3 467·3 467·3 -467•.3 
USING HVAC · 460·1 467·3 467·3 467·3 . 467·3 

/ 

KILO\-IATT HOURS 
SOLD-·TENNANTS 10·2 HJ•S 10 .• 5 10·5 10o5 
SOLD-LANDLORD . 1· 3 1·3 1-3 1· 3 1•3 
USED-TELCO 3·7 3·7 3o7 3· 7. 3·7 
GENERATED 15·2 ·5·5 . 15·5 15·5 15·5 

REVtNUE 
ELECTRIC 181·6 165·0 185·0 185·0 185o0 

HVAC ' 190·7 196·5 196.5 196· 5 196· s 
TOTAL 372·3 361· 5 361·5 361·5 381· 5. 

COSTS 
FRANCHISE FEE 15·0 15·0 1s.0 15·0 15·0 
HVAC REV SHARING 0·0 0·0 0o0 0·0 0·0 

F'UEL - GAS 46o3 49o0 .49.0 .49·0 49·0 
- OIL 9·0 9o2 9o2 9·2 9·2 

WAGES + fRINGES 55·4 44o4 .44.4 44o4 44o4 
LUBE OIL 2·6 2·9 2·9 · 2o9 2·9 
WATER + TREATMENT 6·4 6·4 6·4 6·4 6·4 
PROPERTY TAXES' 14·3 14·3 14·3 14·3 14·3 
·INSURANCE ~ .u .5 11· 5 11· 5 11· 5 1'1·5 
OTHER EXPENSES 4·0 4o0 4·0 4o0 ·4·0· 
ACCRUALS-

ENt;+F.LEC MAlNT 15·8 16·1 16·1 t' 6 ·1 16·1 
HVAC I'IAlNT 7·0· 7·0 7.0 7o0 7·0 

TOTAL COST 189·7 179·7 179.7 179•7. 179·7 

OPE~~TING ~A~GtN 182·6 201·8 201.8 201·8 201·6 



Month 

Winter Rates 
January 
February 
March 
December 

Summer Rates 
AfC Rider-H 
.A.p;ril 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 

Total 
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Table 1.12 1971 Natural Cost Utilizatipn 
and Billings at Sher-Den Mall 

Total Lone Star Winter Rate 
MCF Gas Co.Invoice i/MCF 

17,759 $ . 5' 798.98 32.65 
15,378 5,056.98 32.88 
14,292 4, 720.46 33.03 
14,812 . 4~ 913.26 33.17 

62~241 $ 20~489.68 . 32.92 
& 

18,JJO 5,004.37 
17,177 4,495.56 
21,378 5,391.69 
22,089 5,501.37 
20,895 5,171.67 
22,094 5,615.81 
18,868 5,000.80 
18,8f!l 5~185&15 

159,698 $ 41~366.42 

221,939 $ 61~856.10 

Summer .Rate 
tf./MCF 

27 • .30 
?I) • 1 7 
25.22 
24.91 
24.75 
25.42 
26.50 
27.48 

25.90 

27.87 



EXHIB.IT 1. 1 . 

JOE E.AUEN 

Utilizolion.Consultont 

4.5 

Bill Calculating Procedure 1. 

Lone Star Gas Company . . 
700 North CroCkett St., P.O. Box 878 

Sherman, T exos 7s:Yi0 

"In .caiculating bills for the months of ·December through }!arch the following 
procedure shou1d be ·followed: 

1. Locate proper consumption.level on.enclosed.formula sheet for 
winter P.a te 3-li. 

2. l1u1tiply consUinption times proper rate plus GCA. 

_3. }.dd proper ·amount to adjust for .step .rate. 

4. Add taxes. Street and .Alley Rental- 2%. State Occupation- 1.997% 

EXAHPLE: January 1971 

Consurnption-'17759 NCF 
GCA - 1..16 ¢ 

.17759 x ( .290 + .0116 ) + 220.00 or; 

.$5576.11 plus taxes 

Street .and Alley Rental tax- $lllS2 
State Occupation tax $lll.35 

.TOTAL BILL- .$5576.ll + $lllS2 + $lll.35 or; 

$5798.98 

In Calculating bills for the .months of April. through November the following 
procedure shoui.d be followed: 

1. Subtract amount to be billed en air conditioning rider from 
total cons~~ption • 

• 2. .Bill air conditioning gas as indicated on enclosed .fonnula sheet 
for·air conditioning rider • 

. ) •. Bi11·remainder of consumption.in accordance with enclosed fonnula 
sheet for summer Rate "3-H. 

"More /han 6,000 friendly people WO<"king together to serve OUr communities beller 



EXHIBIT 1. 2 

JOE E. AllEN 
Utilizolion Conwlront 
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Bill Calculating Procedure 2 

6 
Lone Star Gas Company 

700 North Crockett St., P.O. Box 878 1 
Sherman, Texas 7:1190 

E:XAHPLE·: April 1971 · 

OCA • 1.25 ¢ 
Total consumption- 18330 J.tc:F . 
Amount to be billed on Air-conditioning Rider H~ 3 HCF/TO:i x 1775 Tons or; 
5325 1-iCF 
AMount to be billed on summer Rate 3-H - 18330 less 5325 or; 
1.3005 ¥.CF. 

1. Air condi~ioning ga~. 

5325 x ( .205 + .0125 ) + 40.00 or; 

$1198.19 

2. RewAinder billed on surr.mer rate 

13005 x (.255 + .0125 ) + 1.35.00 or; 

$3613.84 

.3. Total bill before taxes is 1198,19 + 3611.8LI or; 

t4812.bJ 

4. Add taxes 

Street and Alley Rental- $96.24 
State Occupation - $96.10 

s. Total bill is $u812.03 + $9n.?4 + $96.10 orJ 

~004 • .37 

If you have any questions regarding this matter please call me. 

Yours -very truly . 
LONE STAR G.~.s CONPANY 

fl~.! {lLG.v 
Utili::.ation Consultant 

More tho" 6.000 friendly people working together to st>rve our communilie< better 
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EXHIBIT 1.3 FORMULA .SHEET 

"RATE -~H ·.WINTER: ~D.ecember through Mar.ch Billing Months) 

.BILLING .MCF ** 

.1 ,_ .1.:ooo .MCF"x ( ."3'60 -+ GCA) MIN. -~400.00/month 

.1.001 -- 5,000 -MCF X (,. 31'5 + :GCA) · + $ 45.00 

:5_,001 - .10,.000 MCF X ( .JOO + "GCA) + .120.00 

:H>_;oo1 -- 2o,ooo MCF x (.:290 + GCA)-+ .220.00 

:20_,"001 - 35,000 MCF.x (.280 + GCA) + '420.00 

:15;001 - 50,000 MCF x (.27.5 -+ GCA) ·+ 595.00 

ALL .OVER.50,000 MCF_x (.270+ GCA) + .845.00 

S~niER: (April through November Billing Months) 

.1 - 1,000 MCF _x (.305 + GCA) MIN. $400.00/month 

.1;001- 5,000 MCF x (.:270 + GCA) + $ 35.00 

.5,001 - 10,000 .MCF .x (.26'0 + GCA) + 85.00 

10,001 ·- 20,000 .MCF X (.255 + GCA) + 135.00 

.20.001 - .35,000 HCF x (.250 + GCA) + .235.00 

35~001 - 50,000 MCF x (.245 + 'GCA) + 410.00 

ALL.OVER 50;000 MCF x (~240 + GCA) + ,660.00 

RATE"ACR..;H. 1 - .100 MCF x (.405 + .GCA) 

101-'- .300 MCP' x (:305 + ·cCA) + $lo:oo 

,ALL OVER . 301 KCF x (~205 + GCA) + 40 •. 00 

APR 3 MCF/ton 

MAY 5 MCF/ton 

JUN .8 · HCF I ton 

.JUL 9 MC:F/to~ 

AUG 9 MCF/ton 

.SEP 8 •ICF/ton 

OCT · 5 MCF/ton 

tiOV .3 MCi/ton 

i#r* Measured MCF .to 'be ~mul:tiplled .by the B.tu ;factor ':before .appl,yi11g ;Tate. 
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LONE STAR GAS COMPANY 
SCHEDULE OF INDUSTRIAl RA TES-H 

STATE OF TEXAS 

The rates hereinafter quoted are available to any gas customer who can be served by 
Company's existing system upon the terms and conditions recited herein and in the contract 
of which this Schedule of Industrial Rates forms a part. The rates shall not be available for 
stand-by use, but shall be aviillable only to customers purchasing from Company their entire 
natural gas requirements at the premises or location set out in the contract. The gas delivered 
hereunder is for the indivirlual use of customer nnd li!hall not he rP.~t:ll«. · 

This Schedule of Industrial Rates is based on the Customer's use of. gas service for twelv'~ 
full months during a contract year. However, .this Schedule of Industrial Rates may be ~ade 
applicable to temporary service (less than twelve full months during a contract year) by the 
payment by Customer to Company of a non-refundable sum of $125.00 upon execution of such 
a temporary contract. 

The gas shall be measured at a single meter location. Bills will be rendered at both gross 
nnd net rates. The net rates shall apply to bills paid w~thin ten (10) days from monthly billing 
date; thereafter, the gross rates shall apply. 

The minimum biil provisions shall be waived when the service period for which bill is 
rendered is for 19 days or less. Whenever the initial service period is for 10 days or less, no 
bill will be rendered and the customer's consumption shall be carried forward and added to cus
tomer's consumption during _the next succeeding monthly service period for billing purposes. 

Gas Service under this Schedule of Industrial Rates shall be subject ·to curtailment, in
terruption or discontinuance in any particular service area when necessary in the judgment 
of the Company for it to maintain residential and commercial service, and industrial service 
i_n accordance with the following order o:f priority: 

(1) Residential e.nd eonunt:!cial service. 
(2) Rate 1 service under this schedule. 
(3) Public School Rate service. 
(4) Rnt.P. .2 service under thb Ar.hedule. 
(5) Agricultural lnigation servir.f.l. 
(6) Rate 3 service under this schedule. 
tl) Uil .li"ield Rate service. 

For the purpose of priority of service, Rates 1 and 2 of Company's Schedules of Industrial 
Rates F and/or G shall be equivalent to Rate 1 service under this Schedule, Rate 3 of said 
Schedules of Industrial Rates shall be equivalent to Rate 2 service under this Schedule, and 
Rate 4 of said Schedules of Industrial Rate~ shall be equivalent to Rate 3 und11r thi5 Schedule. 

Theto rntc5 ahnll not be availauh:: to residential customers where fewer than five dwelling 
units are served through one meter. Rates 2 and 3 under this Schedule shall not be available to 
rooming.or boardin~ house;;; _orphru.~ages. old. p~npiP's hom~:~• d':rmito~c~, ho3pitl.l.s, loudst 
camps, hot~ls, apartment bu1ldmgs or other bmldmgs used pr!Illanly as hvmg quarters unless 
Customer provides stand-by equipment, for the use of other fuel, of at least equal capacity to 
that normally required by the Customer and fuel in stornge in an amount adequate to fulfill 
Customer's fuel requirements during periods of interruption of -gas service in accordance with 
the above curtailment :orovision. 

· Customer shall receive sen;ce under its choice of one of the following rates in accordance 
\vith the rate selected by Customer as provided in the contract. Winter rates shown below are 
for the December, January, February, and March billing months. Summer rates are for all 
other billing months. 

1 
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EXHIBIT 1. 4 (Cant' d) 

(' 

RATE 1 

.Summer Winter 

Gross Net Gross · Net 

First lOOM:cf @ $.778 $.70 $.956 $.86 perM:cf 

Next lOOMcf @ .456 .41 .. 567 .51 perMcf 

Next 300Mcf @ .411 .37 .500 .45 ·perMcf 

Next 5ooMcf @ .378 .34 .444 .40 perMcf 

Next 1500Mcf @ .356 .32 .422 .38 perMcf 

All Over 2600Mcf @ .344 .31 .411 .37 perMcf 

Minimum Monthly Bill $40.00. $40.00 

RATE 2 

Summer Winter 

Gross Net Gross Net 

First 750Mcf @ $.411 $.37 $.489 $.44 perMcf 

Next 2250Mcf @ .344 .Sl .411• .37 perMcf 

Next 7000Mcf @ .333 .so .389 .35 perMcf 

Next 15'000Mcf @ .322 .29 .367 .33 perMcf 

All Over 25 OOOMcf @ .311 .28 .356 .32 perMcf 

1tlinimum Monthly Bill $275.00 $275.00 

.RATE 3 
Apr-Nov Dec-Mar 

·Summer · ,j, Winter ,1,· 
Gross Net Gross Net 

F'irst · lOOOMcf @ $.3389 $.305 $.4000 $.350 perM.cf 

Next 4000Mcf @ .. 3000 .270 .3500 .315 perMcf 

Next 5000Mcf @ .2889 .260 .3333 .300 perMcf 

Next lOOOOMcf @ .28;33 .255 .3222 .290 perMcf 

Next 15000Mcf @ .2778 .250. .3111 .280 perMcf 

Next 15000Mcf @ .2722 .245 .3056 .275 perMcf 

All Over 50000Mcf @ .2667 .240 .3000 .270 perMcf 

Minimum Monthly Bill $400.00 $400.00 

·:--
2 
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EXHIBIT 1.4 (Cont'd) 

ADJUSTMENT FOR HEAT CONTENT 

This Schedule of Industrial Rates is based upon the delivery of gas having an average total 
heat value of 1000 British thermal units (BTU) per cubic foot. Should the average total heat,. 
ing value of gas delivered in any monthly period be more or Jess than 1000 BTU per cubic foot, 
the measured volume for such period shall be increased or decreased, respectively, in the per
centage by which the average heating value of such gas is greater or less than 1000 BTU per 
cubic foot. The monthly average total heating value of the gas at a pressure of four ounces plus 
14.4 pounds per square inch and at a temperature of 60 degrees Fahrenheit shall be determined 
at Company's expense by the use of standard methods and procedures. · 

ADJU3TMENT J!'V.R. GA~ COST 

The foregoing rates ro-e based upon a weighted average cost of gas purchased by Lone Star 
Gas Company of 16 cents per MCF based on a pressure of four ounces per square inch above 
an assumed atmospheric pressure of 14.4 pounds per square inch. The term, "weighted aver
age cost of gas purchased"; as used herein, shall be the weighted average price per MCF, ad
justed to a four ounce base, paid or accrued by Company to producers, processors, transporters 
or other sellers for gas purchased by the Company du.ring the latest available fiscal twelve 
months and shall include an;v production, !ieveranr.P., i!Pilir;~t.ion or gathering ~rut pnid vi: ac4 

crut!d. by Company directly or by way of relmbur::sement to its gas suppliers with respect to gas 
purchased by Company. 

Whenever the weighted average cost of gas .Purchased is more or less than 16 cents per · 
MCF, the net rates shall be increased or decreased by the amount of such difference and the 
gross rates shall be adjusted proportionately. In applying the gas cost adjustment clause, the 
adjustment shall be computed to the nearest one-hundredth of one cP.nt:. · 

ADJUS'l'iUE.NT FOR TAXES, LICENSES, FEES, 
CHARGES, AND RENTALS 

Customer 3hall pay Coravan.r an amount eauiva!P.nt. t.n a J'Tt;>portioMto pBrl of o.JI taxes 01' 

rentals \vh1r.h nnw are or which may be leviecl, charged or !m)'losed by any governmentnl body 
under authority of any law, Qrdinam:r. or r.nntrnl't ~'>r tho UGO of the publ!o: .sl.eel:., alley~:~ anti 
thoroughfares in the conduct of Company's business,. or because of Company's occupation; and 
Customer shall pay Company an amount equival~nt to a proportionate part of any new tax or 
increased tax or any other· governmental imposition, rental, fee or charge levied or charged 
after July 1, 1969 (except State, county, city, and special district ad valorem taxes, taxP.s on 
net income and any production or similar tax included in the weighted average cost of gas as 
provided in the g·as cost adjustment clause). 

3 
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EXHIBIT' 1. 4. (Cont' d) 

FonD U6l. (Ull) 

APPLICATION: 

LONE STAR GAS COMPANY 
AIR CONDI.T.IONING RIDER-H 

STATE OF TEXAS 

Applicable to all customers o~her than general service customers when the customer uses 
such. services for process and/or comfort cooling purposes during the months shown below. 

. The provisions of the rates specified above are modified by the attachment thereto of this 
rider· only as shown herein. 

MONTHLY RATE:· 

First 100 Mcf @ $.4500 gross; $.405 net per. Mcf 
Next 200 Mcf. @ .3389 gross; .305 net per Mcf 
Over 300 Mcf @ .2278 gross; .205 net per Mcf 

The above rate shall be subject to the terms and conditions, including adjustments, set forth 
in the, Rate Schedule to which this rider is attached. · 

VOLUME: DETERMINATION: 

The portion of' the monthly gas consumption subject. to this air conditioning rider shall be 
computed on the following basis: 

April 
May 
.June 
JulY 
August 
September 
October 
November 

3 Mcf per nominal ton installed capacity; 
5 Mcf per· nominal ton installed capacity; 
S Mcf per nominal ton installed capacity; 
9 Mcf per nominal ton. installed capacity; 
~ Mcf' per nominal ton installed capacity; 
8 Mcf per nominal ton installed capacity; 
5 Mcf per nominal ton installed capacity; 
3 Mcf per nominal ton installed capacity. 

Installed capacity shall mean name-plate capacity of the plant normally and regularly used for 
maximum conditions and does not include stand-by or unused facilities. The Mcf so computed 
shall. not exceed 95% of the total monthly consumption. All gas i:oru;umption in excess of the 
volumes. subject to this air conditioning rider shall be billed in accordance with the terms of the. 
Rate Schedule to which this rider is attached. · 

cUstomer. Name. Sherman Ener·gy Management, Inc. 

Number of tons applicable under this rider--~1Jr.7-7..J..5d------
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2 DESCRIPTION OF TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEM 

2.1 FACILITY SERVED BY SYSTEM 

The Sher-Den Mall Shopping Center is located in Grayson County, Texas, 
approximately 75 miles northeast of Dallas. The site is situated ·approximate
ly two miles north of the. City of Sherman, Texas, and 10 miles south of the 
City of Denison. (Figure 2.1 * ·indicates the geographical location of Sherman 
and the surrounding major metropolitan area.) The property adjoins U.S. High
way IF75 to the west and is bordered by Interstate Highway 82 to the south. 
(Figure 2.2 indicates the shopping center site in relation to the communities 
of Sherman and Denison.) 

The Mall is classified as a Regional Shopping Center in that: it con
tains in excess of 400,000 sq ft of retail space, and includes two major qe
partment stores and approximately 50 national chain stores and local specialty 
shops. The complex is totally enclosed and served by a common malL This 
project was conceived in early 1968 based on extensive market research, which 
indicated strong growth patterns in the general· area of north central Texas 
and significant increases in general buying power for the periods 1960 through 
1970. The following is excerpted from the market survey report of that time. 

Sherman and it~ neighboring city Dension, located. in 
Grayson County in north central Texas, have recently been de
clared a standard metropolitan statistical area (SMSA), which 
means that they are in effect in a select group of cities 
that offer present and future growth potential. 

Sherman is ideally situated 70 .miles from Dallas and, 
as a result, has a more captive local shopping market, yet it 
is close enough to allow convenient access to the l<lrge mP.
tropolitan city area and the new regiona\ airport. Adding 
further impetus to the area "is its proximity to Lake Texoma, 
which has a 1250~ile shoreline and was visited by 9,000,000 
people in 1967. 

From the latest 'Survey of Buying· Power,"' a survey of 
the adjoining 12-county trade area was made, taking into con
sideration a reasonable distance of 40 to SO minutes driving 
time a shopper would normally travel. From this survey, the 
growth that was and is presently taking place is apparent. 
The state-population growth rate from 1960 to .1.967 was 13.2% 
or an average of 1.88% per year. Grayson County grew 14.8% 
for the same period or an average of 2.1% per year. Sher
man's rate was the most o~tstanding, growing 22.0% from 1960-
1967 or 3.15% on a yearly average.· Because of the stability 
of the. working market, which is based on a solid manufactur
ing foundation, the number of households in Sherman making 
from $5,000 to $8,000 is 7.5% more than the U.S. average and 

*Figures appear consecutively at end of section. 

;'1 
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1s 12.5% higher than the state average. In addition, per 
capita income for Sherman is 9. 2% higher than the state 
a"erage. 

The apparent strength of this area is affirmed by 
such quality firms as Johnson and .Johnson, I.B.M., Texas 
Ins.truments, and Kaiser Aluminum Company. 

Undoubtedly, the Sherman area enjoys a unique 
position with respect to.location and economic stability . 
. The development of Sher-Den Mall will adequately meet 
the needs created by this rapidly growing market. 

The shopping center site consists of 42.26 acres of ground and was 
planned for a gross building area of 498,691 sq ft ·{415,722 leasable) and 
parking facility for 2767 cars, with major tenants being the J~C. Penney 
Co. and Montgomery Ward. 

As eventually developed, the gross building area comprised 484,804 sq 
ft (exclusive of the total energy plant building) consisting of a Mall of 
59,850 sq ft and the following leasable areas: 

Montgomery Ward 

J.C. Penney Co. 

Mall Stores 

Theater 

sq ft 

94,954 

119,018 

201,384 

8,800 

and parking for 3014 cars. The Mall now contains a third department store -
Beall Bros.-- occupying 21,740 sq ft. 

As shown in Fig. 2.3, an additional 59 retail stores, ranging 1n size 
from 600-21,000 sq ft, have frontage space on the enclosed Mall connecting the 
Penney and Montgomery Ward facilities and kiosks, ranging in size from 150-280 
sq ft., npPrRtP. in the Mall itself. 

The Mall is open for business six days per week from 10:00 a.m. to 
.9:00p.m. and has a fully climate-controlled atmosphere for all stores and the 
common area . 

. Also located on the site are automotive service facilities providing 
TBA services operated by both the Penney and Montgomery Ward companies. 

2.2 TOTAL ENERGY PLANT 

2.2.1 The Sher-Den Mall Shopping Center 

ThiO' Rhe.r-Den .Mall Shopping Center receives all of its electricity and 
heating and cooling energy from a total energy plant located within the 
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shopping center proper. The plant is in a self-contained building on the 
easterly perimeter of the project. (See Fig. 2. 3.) . The plant is 110 feet 
long and 93 feet wide, and has an overall head room of ·25 feet. Construe tion 
is of structural steel with masonry perimeter walls on a concrete slab floor. 
As indicated in the figure, the plant is separated from the Mall occupied 
space by several corridors to minimize noise 'or vibrations transmitted from 
the plant to the shopping center proper. All items of equipment are located. 
within the building with the exception of a roof mounted cooling tower and 
underground sto~age tanks for fuel oil, lubricating oil, and waste oil. 

In addition to fuel oil, the plant is served with natural gas from the 
1 ines of Lone Star Gas Co., who maintain a gas regulating and metering stat ion 
on the southern corner of the plant building. Raw water is supplied by the 
City of.Sherman, as are the necessary sewage facilities. 

Electricity geueraleu within the plant is dist:r ibuted tht."Oughout the 
complex via multiple underground feeder circuits at 4160 volts. Feeders ter
minate at eight transformers wherein voltage is reduced to 480/120 volts. 
Secondary feeders, also underground·, terminate in various meter rooms wherein 
individual tenant electric usage is measured for demand and·kilowatt hour con
sumption. In a similar manner, power for the Mall and common areas maintained 
by the owner of the shopping center, as well ~s fo-r parkin~ lot lights, is 
distributed and metered. 

Heating and air conditioning for the individual stores and the common 
areas is accomplished with hot and chilled water generated within the plant. 
The water is circulated throughout the complex by two independent loops of 
piping providing hot and chilled water to be. circulated continuously to all 
areas. From the main loops secondary piping is connected to individual air 
handling units in each store. The air handling units with their separate 
thermostats control the. temperature of the air across the unit coils, thereby 
maintaining space temperature at the desir~d level. Each of the plant's sub
systems are described below. 

2.2.2 Description of Mechanical Systems 

The primary power source of this totai energy plant is four Fairbanks 
Morse engine-generators, Model 38 TDD8-1 /8. These dual fuel, turbocharged, 
after-cooled, six-cylinder engines are r~ted 1800 hp at 900 rpm. They 
directly drive matching generators rated at 1250 kW each and generate power at 
2400/4160 volts. The facility is designed to accommodate a fifth engine
generator should expansion of the complex increase demand beyond the desired 
reserve capacity of the initial installation. 

The .following list presents specifications and manufacturing informa
tion on this equipment: 
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ENGINE - GENERATORS AND .ACCESSORIES 

Engines (4) 

Manufacturer 
Model 
.No . of Cy 1 inders 
HP .at RPM 
BMEP 
Total Piston Displacement 
Pis t.on Speed at RPM 

Blower (Turbo-Compr.essor.) 

Air Delivery at RPM 
.Scavenging Pressures at RPM 

Generators (4) 

Manufacturer 
Model 
kW at RPM 
Volts 
Cycle 
Phase 

Exciters (4) 

Manufacturer 
Model 
kW .at RPM 
Volts 

Air Filters (4) 

Manufacturer 
Model 
-Width 
HP i.eht 
Weight 
au·tlet 

Air Intake Silencers (4) 

·Manufac ture.r 
Model 
.W.idth 
Height 
Weight 

Fairbanks .Morse 
38TDD8-l/8 
6 
.1800 at .900 
127.3 psi 
622.1 cu m. 
15.00 fpm at 900 

5500 c.fm at 700 
15 psi at 900 

·Fairbanks Morse 
TGZJ 956-18 
1250 at 900 
2400/4160 
60 
3 

.Fairbanks .Morse 

.286 .AZ 
9 at 17:50 
1'2'5 

'Burgess-Manning Company 
2065-1141-0 
60" 
68" 
945 Ib 
16" d.ia. 

Burgess-Manning Company 
-4400-.24.2 
64" 
28 23/32" 
.590 lb 

.Th.e engine-generator units .are fueled primarily by natural gas, which 
is :fed at 60 ps·i,g through a .Peco d.ry gas filt·er .to a .supply manifold .feeding 
.each .of .the .four unit.s'" Liqu:ld fuel oil is provided for pilot· fuel .and for 
:periods. when na:tural gas supply is limited or curtailed.. The fuel o.il su_pp.ly 
s:y:s:tem :as ·well as the. ·natur.a1 ,gas s_·ystem als.o sup.pl:ies tQe . .steam bo:iler -

.mo:r.e fu1ly d-escribed .l·a~te.r. 
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The fuel oil for the engine-generators is ·stored in a 20,000-gal under
ground storage tank exterior of the plant building and is pumped· into two 275-
gal day tanks equipped with high- and low-level alarms and an ·automatic start/ 
stop pumping system that maintains an adequate fuel level in the day tanks. 
From here the fuel is gravity fed to the engines. Unused fuel is returned ,~; 

from the engine to the storage tank and dirty fuel that has been ·filtered out 
is sent to a 750-gal waste fuel tank, .also enclosed underground exterior to 
the plant. 

Lubricating oil required by the engine-generating units is supplied 
from a 1000-gal underground storage tank and is pumped into one 275-gal day 
tank. From there it is gravity fed into each engine sump by lubricating sump. 
level controls. Lubricating oil extracted by the filtering system 1.s returned 
to the waste-oil storage tanlt •. · 

The primAry by-produc.t of the ~mgini! operation l.fl heat rejected to the. 
exhaust gas and jacket cooling water. .To recoup this otherwise wasted source 
of energy, each Fairbanks Morse engine is equipped with a Maxim thermo~lash 
unit Model TPP 50-18(20). These units, incorporating the exhaust muffler with 
an exhaus·t, heat boiler, ·circulate jacket cooling water from. the engine at 
200gF through tubes surrounded by engine exhaust gas at 770uF. A portion of 
the wateJ: flashes into RtP.Am. F.::H"·h nn it ii t:apablii ·of producing a mmnmum of 
5000 pounds of steam per hour at 15 psi. 

The manufacturer and specifications are listed below: 

WASTE HEAT BOILER (4) 

Manufac t11rer 
Model 
Exhaust Outlet Temperature 
Exhaust Heat Recovery · 
Jacket Water Heat Recovery 
Total Heat Recovery 
Steam Capacity 
Steam Pressure 

Maxim 
TRP 50-18 ·(20) 
770°F 
2. 6 MMB.tu/hr 
865 1 000 Btu/hr 
.3 .465 MMBtu/hr 
Approximately 3400 lb/hr 
15 psig max. 

Steam is fed into a header that is controlled by a steam demand valve. 
The steam 1.s then available to perform two functions: 

1. It feeds a Bell & Gossett heat exchanger that has a capa
city to produce 600 gpm of water heated from 106°F to 
200°F. Condensate from the exchanger i~ se.nt to . a Maxim 
condensate receiver and eventually used as boiler feed 
water. Specifications regarding the heat exchanger and 
Maxim condensate receiver are listed below: 

HOT WATER HF.AT EXCHANGER (1) 

Manufacturer 
Model 
Shell, fluid 
Tubes, fluid 

Bell & Gossett 
SU-209-2 
Steam 
Wa.ter 
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Capacity, MBH 
Entering/Leaving Water Temp. 
Steam Pressure, psig: · 

at control valve inlet 
at sheli 

Max. Water P.D. (ft) 
Fouling Factor 
Passes 

Steam Condenser (1) 

Manufacturer 
Model 
She 11, fluid 
Tubes, fluid 
Capacity 
Steam Pressure 
GPM 
Entering/Leaving Water Temp. 
Max. Water P.D., ft 
Fouling Factor 
Passes 

Condensate Sub-cooler (1) 

Manufacturer 
Model 
Shell, fluid 
Tubes, fluid 
Entering/Leaving She 11 
Entering/Leaving Tubes 
GPM, Tubes 

CONDENSATE EQUIPMENT 

Condensate Receiver (1) 

Manufacturer 
Model 
Capacity (Storage) 

Condensate Return Pump (2) 

Manufacturer 
Model 
Arrangement 
Type 
GPM, each pump 
Discharge Pressure 
Motor HP, each 
RPM 
Receiv'er Size 
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12,000 
160/200oF 

·15·psig max. 
10 
0 
5 
.0005 
2 

. Bell & Gossett 
SU-205-2 
Steam 
Water 
16,800 lb/hr 
15 psig 
·198 
85/125°F 
5 
.0005 
2 

Bell & Gossett 
WU-64-43 
Condensate 
Water 
250/200°F 
85/125°F 
42 

· Maxim 
MCR 1000 
500 gal 

Chicago 
Sure Return Type D9200 
Duplex 
Vertical shaft, ce~tr~fu~al 
112 
25 psig 
3 
17 50 
87.5 gal 

-.·:_· 
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2. The low pressure steam can go alternately to a Trane 
absorption cold generator that requires 19,000 lb/hr to 
produce 1025 tons of re~rigeration. This unit can 
produce 2050 gpm of chilled water at 42.5°F. 

Since electric power demand is directly proportional to the amount of 
steam produced by the waste-heat system, heating and cooling demands and steam 
production will not necessarily match at all times. In the event steam pro-· 
duction exceeds the requirements of the heating and cooling equipment, excess 
steam is fed to a Bell & Gossett steam condenser, a subcooler, and then·goes 
as condensate into the condensate receiver. The water in the condensate 
receiver is returned to the system v.ia waste-heat boilers. 

To supplement the hot and chilled water production from waste heat and 
to insure the plant's capability to meet the peak heating and cooling demands 

.of the complex, the system is equipped with an electrically-driven centrifugal. 
water chiller and a dual-fuel-fired steam boiler. 

A Trane Model CV-7 centravac, driven by ·a 650-hp motor, is rated to 
produce 725 tons of refrigeration with 1450 gpm of chilled water at 40°F. 

The dual-fuel Kewanee steam boiler a capable of producing 13,800 
pounds of steam per hour to be used in either the heating or chilled. water 
systems. 

Specifications regarding the Trane absorption unit, the Trane centravac 
and the Kewanee steam boiler are listed below:· 

ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION MACHINE ( 1). 

Manufacturer 
Model 
Capacity, tons refrigeration 
!:iteam Flow 
Evaporator: 

Entering/Leaving Water Temp. 
GPM 
Max. P. D. ( ft) 
Passes 
Fouling Factor 

Absorber-Condenser: 
Entering/Leaving Water Temp. 
GPM 
Max. P. D. ( ft) 
Passes - Absorber 

Condenser 
Fouling Factor 

Concentra.tor: 
Steam 
Psig - to valve 

to machine 
Purge Motor 

HP 
Volts/Amps/Cycle 

Trane 
BlOC 
1025 
Approx. 1Y,4UU lb/hr 

54.5/42.5°F 
2050 
11.8 
2 
.0005 

85/101°F 
3860 
46.5 
2 
1 
.0005 

19,400 lb/hr 
15 
12 

1/2 
115/60/1. ) 

J 



Pump Motor 
HP 
Volts/Cycle/Phase 
F.L.A. 
L.R.A. 

Condensate Cooler 

Manufacturer 
Model 
Capacity to cool 
Cooling Water 
Cooling Water Temp., Ent./Lvg. 
Max. P.D., condensate 
Max. P.D., cooling water 
Fouling Factor 
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15 
480/60/3 
20.6 
124.5 

Be 11 & Gossett 
WU-63-23 
25,000 lb/hr from 2l2°F to 200°F 
25 gpm 
85° /109°F. 
1 ft 
5 ft 
.0005 

CENTRIFUGAL REFRIGERATING MACHINE (1) 

Manufacturer 
Model 
Capaci_ty, tons refrigerat-ion 
kW 
Evaporator: 

Entering/Leaving Water Temp. 
Max. P.D. (ft) 
GPM 
Fouling Factor 
Passes 

Condenser: 
Entering/Leaving Water Temp. 
Max. P.D. ( ft) 
GPM 
Fouling Factor 
Passes 

Compressor: 
Volts/Amps/Cycle at RPM 
F.L.A. 
L.R.A. 

oii Pump: 
HP 
Volts/Amps/Cycle at RPM 

Purge Unit: 
til' 

Volts/Amps/Cycle at RPM 
Chilled. Water Requirement 

STEAM .BOILER ( 1) 

Manufacturer 
Model 
Design Pressure 

Trane 
CV-7G-GG-H6 
725 
602 

52/40°F 
18 
1450 
.0005 
2 R.H. 

85/95°F 
15.5 
2175 
.0005 
2 R.H. 

480/60/3 at 3600 
800/840 
5150 

1/4 
480/60/3 at 

1/4 
. 115/60/1 at 

4GPM 

Kewanee 
LS-400 G02 
15 psig 

1800 

1800 



Operating. Pressure 
Relie.f :Valve Pressure 
Output 
Fuel 
Firing 
Htg. Surface, Fireside 
Blower HP 

·Steam Nozzle 
Regulator inlet pressure 
Altitude 
Fuel Rate: 

Gas 
Oil· 

Motors: 
Oil Pump 
Air Compressor 
Volts/Cycle/ Amps 
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12 to 14 psig 
15 psig . 
400 BHP 
Gas/Oil. 
.Full Modulation 
2000 sq ft 
15 
12 in. 
4-5 psig 
600 ft 

16,740 CFH 
119.6 GPH 

1/2 hp 
5 hp 
460/60/3 

The condenser cooling water system serves several functions throughout 
the plant. It ci~culates treated water through two Baltimore Aircoil cooling 
towers, each with a capacity of 3895 gpm where the water, cooled by eight 
fans, enters at 98°F and leaves at 85°F with an ambient wet bulb temperature 
of 78°F. There are four electric heaters rated 6.6 kW each, per .tower to pre
vent freezing. This water is pumped to the absorption refrigeration machine, 
the centrifugal refrigeration machine, the steam condenser and sub-cooler, and 
the jacket water system of the engine. This water serves to dissipate the 
heat in the machines or heat exchangers it comes in contact with. Specifica
tions for the cooling tower are given below: 

COOLING TOWER (2)· 

Manufacturer 
Model 
Maximum Overall Height 
GPM, each tower 
EWT 
LWT 
.Anlbient Wet Bulb 
Max. Pumping Head 
Electric Heater kW, per tower 

(for freeze protection, 40° 
basin temp., down to -10°F) 

Motor HP, each tower 

.Halt imore Air Coil 
VLT-1500 
12'-0" 
3895 
98°F 
85°F 
78°F 
23 ft 

4 at 6.6 kW each 

8 at 20 hp each 

Compressed air, necessary for starting the engines and operation of all 
pneumatic control devices, is provided by a Quincy two-stage, motor-driven air 
compressor (main compressor) and a Quincy dual-drive, two-stage compressor. 
The dual-drive compressor runs on either ~n electric motor or it can be 
switched to a Wisconsin heavy duty gasoline engine. The compressed air goes 
into seven 20" diameter x 60" high air reservoirs connected to a common pipe 
so that one, all, or an~ combination of rese~voirs can be in use. The 
pressure maintained in the reservoir is between 200-250 psi. The compressors 
are equipped with start/stop pressure switches in order ·not to exceed or go 
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below that level. Relief valves, in case of overload, are on the compressors 
and reservoir-s and are set at 265 psi .and 255 psi, respectively. A pressure 
reducing station regulates a second compressor air circuit to a maxi~um of 80 
psi for operation of the pneumatic motor valves and associated controls. 
Specifications are listed below: 

COMPRESSED AIR 

Pumps 

Manufacturer 
Type 
Pressure Switch 

Air Reservoirs 

Dimensions 

Relief Valves 

Compressor
Reservoir 

Quincy 
Two-Stage Motor-Drive 
225-250 psi 

20" diam. x 60" high 

265 
225 

Qu.incy 
Two-Stage Dual-Drive 
200-250 psi/250 
electric gas 

There are eight major pumps (see following list of specifications) in 
the plant operating in three capacities. Two pumps of 1750 gpm each supply 
the chilled water system, four pumps of 2960 gpm each supply the condenser 
water system and the remaining two of 300 gpm each work for the hot water 
system. 

PUMPS 

Quantity 
Manufacturer 
Model 
Duty 
Type 
GPM, each 
T.D.H. (ft H20) 
Water ·Temp. 
Motor HP, each 
RPM 

2 

6x14 SD 
<hill water 

1750 
160 
45-55°F 
100 
1750 

2.2.3 .l:?_~.s~,:.:::_iption of Electrical Systems 

4 
Ingersoll-Rand 
8x14 SD 
Cond. water 
Double Suet ion 
2960 
100 
85°F 
100 
1750 

2 

'3x14 SD 
Heat water 

300 
200 
160-200°F 
30 
1750 

:-· ·. 

The prime movers generate electricity by driving f()~r Fairbanks Morse 
' generators ·rated at 1250 kW each, producing power at 4160· volts, 60 Hz. Each 

generator is equipped with a Fairbanks Morse direct current exciter rated at 9 
kW with a power output of 125 volts. 

·All power generated within the plant is distributed.· to a common bus, 
which is contained in switchgear equipment manufactured by .:Euclid Equipment 
Co. of Farmingdale; New York. The switchgear consists o-f 16 side-by-side 
stee 1 cabinets having front-mounted instrumentation and. rear access to 
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equipment. Each engine generator unit has one cabinet for incoming circuit 
breakers connecting that generator io the bus, and a second cabinet contairis 
the volt, amp, watt-hour meters, the various engine controls, and safety 
alarm indicators. Two additional cabinets, with similar equipment, were 
provided in the event a fifth engine generator was required to be installed. 
One common panel provides automatic controls for regulating sharing of line 
load evenly among the operating engines as well as load-shedding equipment and 
automatic start-up .. and shut-down circuitry, and one additional panel is 
provided for manual or automatic syncronizat ion of operating equipment. The 
rema1n1ng four panels are provided for outgoing feeder, circuit-breaker 
equipment. 

Two of the four outgoing feeders are connected to. a double-ended 
substation and loaa center located in thP. switc.hge.<!r. room. As shown in 
Fig. 2.4, this substation consists of two 1000-kV transformers reducing the 
generated voltage to 27.7/480 volts. The load center can be fed from either 
transformer with the opening or closing of the bus tie breakers contained 
therein. The tie breakers are interlocked to prevent accidental short circuit 
ot incoming power. The low voltage power from the load-center, feeder circuit 
·is u'sed primarily to operate the electrically driven equipment located within 
the plant, such as a centrifugal refrigeration machine, pumps, cooling tower 
fans, miscellaneous electrical dP.vic.es Ann plAnt lighting. A portion of the 
power from the plant's substation is distributed outside the plant. to certain 
shopping center spaces located nearby. 

· The two remaining outgoing feeders -located on the opposite end of the 
main switchgear equipment are fed underground for further distribution to the 
tenants of the shopping center. All power generated and distributed to the 
main switchgear is metered by individual engines and collectively reported for 
use in determining plant production and effie iency .. 

2.3 UlSTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

2.3.1 Mechanical 

As previously described, the hot and chilled water produced by thP. 
plant is conveyed by manifolds and· multiple pumps to a four-pipe, closed
circuit, distribution system (supply and return circuit for both the hot and 
chilled water system). These pipes encircle the shopping center in the space 
between the roof and the 'finished ceiling near the exterior perimeter wall. 
This space is usually the rear of the individual store and i~:: normally used 
for storage or other support facilities to the retail space. 

Secondary piping connects to the main circuit, both supply and return, 
and carries the water to dual-coil, air handling units. There are 10 air 
handling units used to serve the 60, 000-sq-ft ma.ll space. Each air hand 1 ing 
unit has· appropriate ductwork, ceiling diffusers, and thermostats controlling 
three-way automatic valves in order to enable it to maintain space conditions 
compatible with all other units. 
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For approximately 30 of the smaller and contiguous stores in the Mall, 
there are six air handling units with individual ductwork to several stores. 
Air temperature leaving these common units is controlled by a duct thermostat 
to provide air temperature low enough to satisfy the store having the highest 
heat load. Reheat coils located downstream of the air handling unit and 
before the air is discharged into the individual space adjusts air temperature 
for those tenants who have lesser heat loads. The remaining Mall stores are 
large enough to necessitate either one or more of their own units within their 
space. Temperature control is accomplished in a similar manner to that 
described above. The department stores, because of their size, have com
pletely separate systems. Montgomery Ward's system comprises two McQuay air 
handling units plus three Continental air handling units with reheat coils. 
J.C. Penney Co. utilizes seven McQuay air handling units, all with reheat 
coils. All of these units are specifically selected for the department of the 
store they are to serve, each of which has varying heating-cooling demands. 
All air handling systems are operated by Robertshaw Controls. 

2.3.2 Electrical 

As mentioned above, two feeders from the ma1n switchboard are distrib
uted through a system of underground manholes around the perimeter of the 
building to eight pad-mounted transformer locations. The feeders are routed 
in a parallel manner so that each transformer can be connected to either 
feeder in order to balance load and facilitate servicing. Two of the eight 
transformers reduce voltage to 277/480 volts for use by the two major depart
ment stores. The remaining six step-down to 120/208 volts for the remaining 
Mall stores. From the low side of these transformers, underground feeders 
connect to meter rooms. From these locations, power is divided in separate 
circuits and through metering equipment is fed overhead to the individual 
stores for operation of their air handling unit, lighting and other electrical 
needs. 
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Fig. 2.2 
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3 CAPITAL COSTS 

3.1 GENERAL POLICY 

In keeping with its con·tracts with. the owner/developer to install, 
lease, and manage (operate) the system, it was the policy of the Company 
(Telco) to design and construct the energy plant in a space provided by the 
Owner of the project that the system was to serve. Therefore, the building or 
room containing the primary generating equipment as well as access. space for 
the system's distribution components or structural and space provisions within 
the Mall and tenant spaces, did not represent a capital cost for the Company. 
Under the terms of the Management Agreement, the Company compensated the Owner 
of the project for the facilities provided for the system with a nominal 
annual rental termed the "franch-ise fee." For information, the cost of the 
building housing the system, to the extent possible, has been extracted from 
the overall construction costs of the project. (shown as a Note in Table 3.6)*. 

3.2 CONSTRUCTION BUDGETS 

The initial feasibility study previously discussed was based on the 
project Owner's initial plans for developing the site and the intended occu
pancy thereof. The feasibility .study also included preliminary selection of 
major equipment components as to number and size based on the anticipated 
demands of the complex. Construction budgets were then constructed by 
obtaining unit quotations for most of the major equipment within the plant 
proper. Since detailed design of the complex had not been compteted at this 
time, an allowance was provided for the electrical and HVAC distribution 

·systems as we 11 as HVAC work in· tenant spaces. These were influenced to a 
large extent based on the experience of consulting engineers associated with 
similar types of shopping centers. 

3.3 SITE PLANNING 

As part of the feasibility study and the Company's prior engineering 
experience with similar types of plants, the general configuration and overall 
space requirements had been approximately determined. However, a continuing 
coordination with the Owner's. architects and engineers was necessary until the 
site plan became firm. 'Ute major tenants of the shopping center, because of 
their marketing strength, exercised considerable influence on the finalized 
site plan in order to afford their premises the most advantageous orientation 
in the overall development. The location of the total energy plant from the 
Company's standpoint was most preferably a central location in order to mini
mize the length of its distribution systems. From the Owner's viewpoint, of 
course, a remote location was preferable in order to minimize the loss of 
prime rental space and to avoid any nonesthetic effects created by the plant's 
higher roof line, exhaust stacks, and roof-mounted cooling towers. The possi
bility of noise and vibration transmission from the plant to the occupied 
spaces of the.shopping center was also a consideration. 

*Tables appear consecutively at end of section. 
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3.4 DESIGN CONTRACT 

Having completed the general site development plan and general location 
of the total energy plant, an engineer/design contract was entered into with 
Herman Blum Consulting Engineers of Dallas, Texas. It was the policy of the 
Company to engage local professional engineering firms experienced in large 
central system heating and air conditioning plants, locally licensed and 
familiar with building codes, permit requirements and construction practices 
prevailing in the area. The contract, negotiated on a lump sum basis, was 
executed in March 1969 in the amount of $25,000, covering a scope of work that 
included: · 

1. development of mechanical and electrical construction 
drawings, specifications and .other information neces
sary to solicit competitive bids from contractors; 

2. analysis of construction bids for thoroughness and com
pliance with plans and specifications and recommendations 
for award; 

3. receipt, review, and approval of working drawings and 
equipment submittals fu!nished by the contractor's sup
pliers subsequent to award and du.r ing the construe tion 
period; and 

4. periodic inspection of the work in progress with certi
fication. as to its completion and full compliance with 
the plans and specifications. 

Detailed engineering of the distribution systems, especially the HVAC, 
could proceed only as tenant leasing and store plans became known. In partic
ular, the design: of air handlers and ductwork in the J.C. Penney Co. and 
Montgomergy Ward's space required detailed coordination with the construction 
personnel of these companies. ·Likewise, many of the national chain stores 
occupying space in the Mall required approval of interior HVAC work in order 
to assure compatibility with their interior design. For this reason, a lump 
sum engineering contract was not practical and in October 1969, the Company 
entered into a contract with Herman Blum Consulting Engineers providing for 
the plans and specifications fut the distribution sy~tem~ on the basis of 
6i/sq ft of building. At the time, this rate was estimated to involve an 
expenditure of approximately $27,000. Subsequent to the awarding of these 
contracts, it was necessary to engage specialized engineering consultants for 
additional ~inor costs. Cerami & Associates, specializing in sound and 
vibration isolation, performed an analysis to assure that the proposed plant's 
location and design would not create any objectionable impact on the adjacent 
shopping center. Their work resulted in the provision for access hallways 
separating the total energy plant from ·the perimeter walls· of the nearby. 
tenant spaces. 

In· accordance with the construction financing discussed elsewhere 
herein, the lending institution required certification of construction work 
completed and compliance with plans •nd specifications in order to fund 
progress payments. There fore, ·Casper & Sotnikow, a firm frequently used by 
the financial institutions, was engaged to perform field inspections during 
the course of ·the construct ion period to verify the accuracy of invoices 
furnished by the various contractors. 
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Capitalized engineering fees applicable to the project are shown in 
Table 3.1, which includes the original engineering contracts as well as the 
addenda required as the result of changes in the scope o.f work and modifica
tions to the project during the course of construction. 

Because of the elaborate coordination requirements among the tenants, 
Owner, and the· Company's engineers and contractors, and because the Company 
prepurchased directly several major items of plant equipment, a member of the 
Company's engineering group was assigned full time during a major port' ion of 
the construction period to establish construction schedules, monitor contrac
tors' performances, and approve the disbursement of capital funds in progress 
payment for work completed. The salaries and expenses incu.rred by the 
Company's in-house engineering personnel were not included in the following 
schedules in that they were considered part of the general ~nd administrative 
expenses of the Company. 

3.5 PREPURCHASED EQUIPMENT 

Due to the long lead time for the manufacture of major equipment items 
and in particular the prime movers, it was the Company's policy to prepurchase 
certain large items of equipment for inst;:Jll .<~t inn hy the <:on tractor.! a.rtd 
subcontractors. This arrangement had several advantages. in that the Company 
was planning several similar installations at the time the Sher-Den project 
was begun and economic benefits were anticipated as the result of bulk 
purchases directly from the major manufacturers. It also enabled freezing the 
cost for a significant portion ($944,569, 35.8%) of the system's components. 
As will be shown later in the capital costs variance table, this procedure was 
effective in limiting cost overruns for this portion of the system. 

In the Sher-Den project, the engine generator units with all accessory 
systems, inc ludlng the waste heat boilers and the primary switchgear, were· 
purchased Lhrough t:he Fairbanks Morse Division of Colt Industries. This 
arrangem~nt, in addition to assuring the best possible price, placed sole 
responsibility for the design and selection of these interrelated components 
with a substantial manufacturer. A lengthy delay in the shopping center 
construction schedules required using similar units originally intended for 
another location. The major chilling equipment, the absorber, and the 
centravac were purchased directly from the Trane Company. The plant's 480-V 
substation and the eight p.<~dmountfid tranoformera for th~ eleeLtl~.:a.l d.ist:r!bu
tion system were committed by the Company. These items were in turn included 
in the specifications of the mechanical and electrical contractors. The 
Company then assigned its commitment to the successful contractor. Other 
items of prepurchased equiJX!lent were assigned to the mechanical contractor for 
installation after arrival at the site. Table 3.2 summarizes these purchase 
commitments, which required significant modifications. 

3.6 CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS 

From the plans and specifications developed by the design engineer, 
competitive bids were solicited from established contractors in the Dallas 
metropolitan area having experience in large mechanical-electrical systems. 

' 
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It was the Compa11y' s des ire to attain a lump sum arrangement for all of the 
work involved, including the tenant work. However, due to the unknown aspects 
Of many Of the Smaller tenantS I requirementS, this portion Of the mechanical 
contract required a negotiated allowance. Continental Mechanical Corp. of 
Dallas, Texas, was ·awarded a contract in the amount of $1,422,000, which 
inciuded all mechanical and electrical work in the total energy plant and the 
mechanical distr.i.hution throughout the Mall as well as the in-store HVAC 
systems for major department stores, the MaLl itself and an allowance for 
future leased spaces in the center. This contract proved to require a 
multitude of additions and some changes in design, especially as relates to 
the J.C. Penney Co. space and the Mall tenants. The project delay previously 
mentioned also resulted in substantial overtime charges. Table 3. 3 clearly 
reflects the nature and extent of these modifications. 

The plans and specifications for the electrical distribution system 
were separable fro~ the documents prepared by the consulting engine~r. Sep
arate bids were solicited for this work, and a contract was awarded to Fisch
bach and Moore, Inc. of Dallas, Texas, in the amount of $212,489. The scope 
of this work involved the installation of the 5 kV feeder cables from the 
plant's switchgear to the various transformers and a low voltage feeder to 
distribution panels in the major stores.and to several meter rooms serving the 
smaller tenants. Table 3.4 indicates the breakdown of this contract. 

Subsequent to the award of these. mcijor contracts and the purchase 
agreements executed by the c'ompany directly, it was necessary to enter into 
several miscellaneous contracts for equipment .and services not covered by the 
original plans and specifications. These, in total, amounted to less than 1% 
of the total project cost. Table 3.5 summarizes the value of all the original 
contracts and purchase agreements, final sums paid after. all addenda and 
revisions to the original scope of work, the percentage increase in each 
commitment, and the percentage each c:;ontract represents of the total final 
project cost. 

3.7 CAPITAL COST ALLOCATION AND ANALYSIS 

In the following outline (see page 74), the total capital cost of the 
project has been allocated to the various components of the system, namely: 
engineering, electrical generation plant, hea~ing and cooling plant, distribu
tion systems and tenant work. Table 3.6 summarizes these component. costs. 
In Table 3. 7 the total capital cost has been regrouped to indicate those 
allocable to the electric vs the heating and cooling elements of 'the system as 
well as an allocation showing the plant vs the distribut.ion system. This 
table indicates the cost per kW and cost per ton of installed capacity as 
well as the cost per sq ft for the areas served. In these analyses, the 
engineering cost hAs been distributed to the mechanical-electrical portions of 
the system on a pro-rata basis. To a large extent, these allocations are 
fairly accurate in that the prepurchased items are known as elements of the 
total cost. Likewise, the electrical.distribution cost is clearly definable 
in that this work was the subject of a separate contract with Fischbach and 
M'oore, Inc. ·In the case of the Continental Mechanical contract, their 
hilling breakdowns indicated cost allocations. To the extent that the dollars 
expended in any one category varied from that ot their original pruj~clion, it 
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would constitute an error 1.n the allocation. However, such variations would 
probably have a negligible effect on the allocation within the overall project 
cost. 

3.8 CAPITAL COST ANALYSIS AND VARIATION 

In Sec. 3.7· we have seen (Table 3.7) that aHocable capital costs to 
the electrical system vs the heating and cooling system are about an even 
split -- 49% vs 51% -- while the cost of the plant proper vs the distribution 
of the electric and HVAC service divide roughly 60%/40%, with the tenant and 
Mall in-store work accounting for the majority of the latter -- 26% of the 
total project cost. These actual cost percentages were not too divergent from 
the feasibility study or the original ~ontract amounts, with the exception of 
the tenant HVAC work that increased from 21% to 26% whereas the cost of the· 
plant decr~ased from 61% to 58%. 

Table 3.8 indicate's the shift 1.n percent allocation to the var1.ous 
components of the overall system as we 11 as the increases in cost from the 
project budget to final cost. As shown in this table and in Table 3.9, 
significant cost .increases were incurred in most d.ivisions of t:he project 
amounting to 23.4% over. the original feasibility. Tenant HVAC work alone 
increased about 45%. Absolute cost increased $300,725 by the time contracts 
were awarded and another $236,624 by the ·time construction was completed. 
Both of these 1.ncreases seriously affected the economic feasibility of the 
project. 

The reasons for these costs in excess of p~oject budget and especially 
those incurred after the award of rnntracts can be attributable to thte~ 

general areas: (1) the passage of time, (2) the intent, which did not 
materialize, that all spaces would bP. served by hot and chilled water, and (3) 
the unknowp. details of the work nnt~irlP the confinec of the total energy 
plant. The conclusion sect ion ot this report discusses the impact of these 
events more fully, but the following should be brought out at this time when 
the figur~s are close at hand. 

The feasibility studiP.~ wPrP rlevelopQd in early 1968, at the sam~ Lime 
agreements were reached with the developer/owner of the shopping ·center pro
viding for the ·Company to install the 11 System." Design work began in early 
1969, but development of the shopping centP.r lAE;ZPrl, ;mrl it ,,T;a& not poooiblc 
to proceed with serious general construct inn unt .il March 1970. By this time 
there had been numerous changes in the project affect..ine; nur scope of work. 
Although· the prepurchased equipment cost was relatively firm, general inf1 A

t' ion increased the cost of the primary mechanical and electrical contracts and 
required additional allowance to accelerate the work to make up for·lost time. 
As a result, final contract costs exceeded original. estimate~ by $300,725 or 
13.1%. 

In the course of the work, numerous change orders were required, some 
of which are unavoidable in a project of this size. The bulk of these 

·occurred in the distribution and tenant work divisions, and can be attributed 
to· our lack of. initial clarification of requirements. As an example, our plan 
was to provide a single electric service point for each user (similar to 
public utility policy). We were in fact required to provide additional 
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trenching, duct bank, and secondary feeders to the outlying TBA facilities 
even though a single service meter was provided. Furthermore, it became 
apparent that the TBA facilities, because of remoteness, would not be served 
by the plant's heating and cooling system. Even so, the Company was required 
to provide and install self-contained equipment. A similar arrangement· 
occurred with Kroger and Super X' tenant spaces. 

The changes in the HVAC work in the J.C. Penney Co. store proved most 
significant. Large nat'ional department stores have· extensive in-house. engi
neeri"ng and construction staffs. Their economic leverage in a project such as 
Sher-Den · is sufficient to demand and receive elaborate facilities to the 
letter of their specifications at no cost to them. The engineer and the 
contractor underestimated these conditions; A review of the mechanical 
contract (Table 3.3) clearly shows an increase of almost 22% over the contract 
value, due to the numerous .changes and modifications required. Engineering 
changes required to implement the above store modifications increased costs in 
that division approximately 20%. Finally, it should be noted that the 
"weight" of the prepurchased equipment, which cost remained relatively 
unchanged, was res pons ib le for limiting increases in the total energy plant 
proper to under 4%. ·In summary, increases in project cost beyond the contract 
stage amounted to $236,624 or 9.1% (Table 3.9). 

The Company's analysis of these· extras reveals that had the project 
proceeded on schedule, its requirements been more precisely defined, and its 
work been limited to the precise area its system directly served, the final 
investment would have been reduced by more than $350,000. 
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CAPITAL COSTS 

DESCRIPTION & ALLOCATION 

I. Engineering Fees - Table III-1 

!!.Electrical Generation. 
Ao Engines - Four (4) Fairbanks Morse. Model 

2800 TDD 8-1/8. Engine Generators, 4160 V, 
3 Phase, 60 Hz., 1,250 KW, 6 Cylinder; 900 
RPM, 127.,3 BMEP, Turbocharged, Dual Fuel 

Accessories: 
4 ea .. 
4 ea. 
4 ea., 
2 ea., 
1 ea., 
1 ea., 
2 ea., 
1 eao 
5 eao 

FM Generator 9 KW 125·v Exciter 
Intake· Air Filters 
IuLake Air Silencer 
Fuel Oil Day Taruc & Controls 275 Gal~ 
Start-Up Air Receiver Elec., Motor.Driven 
Start-Up Air Receiver Gas Engine Driven 
Fuel Oil Transfer.Pumps 
Waste Oil Tank 750 Gal. 
Lube Oil Controls 

$ 62,634 

4 
4 

ea. 
eao 

Sets L.O. Filters, Strainer~s Coolers & Controls 
Jacket Water Pumps 

4 eao 
4 eao 
4 C<lo 
1 ea., 
4 eao 
4 ea. 
4 ea. 

Pre-Lube l'umps 
Combination Waste Heat & Silencer Boilers 
Engine Gauge Boqrds 
Condensate Feed Water Unit 
Back Pressure Valve 
Engine Crankcase Blowers 
Expansion Tanks 

~OtoeoOOCIOOOO 

B. Switchgear: 
1 Lot Euclid 4160 V., Switchgear Consisting of: 

5 Generator ACB Compartments 
5 Generator Auxiliary Compartments 
4 Feeder ACB Compartments 
2 Bus Tie Compartments 
1 Load Shedding Compartment 
1 Auto Synch. & FreqoControl Compartment 
4 Grounding Resistors 
3 Lighting Arrestors 
1 Capacitor 
1 Synch., Panel 

683,, 549 
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1 Set Woodward Controls Consisting of: 
1 Automatic Speed Match Syncho 
5 MoOo Potent Meters 
5 E.G.Ao Control Box 
5 Resistor Box 
1 Master Frequency Trimmer 

Lot • •• a •• o o o ••• 

C. Plant Substation 
1 Each General Electric double-ended 750 KVA, 

4, H)0/480 volt substationo Fus.ed interrupter 
switches, 1600 amp capacity, on outgoing 
section to each bus o Tie interrupter svitch 
normally open between each bus. 

Do Installation ·charge allocated from Continental 
Mechanical Corp. 

III. Chilling & Heating Plant 
Ao Chillers: 

1 Rig of 1,750 tons refrigeration consisting of: 
1 ea. Model BlOC Trane Absorption Unit 208/3/60 
1 eao Model CV-7G Trane Centrifugal Chiller -
4,160/3/60 ' 

Lot o • • o o • • o o ·• • • 

Bo Boiler: 
1 eao Kewanee Lo~.Pressure Steam Boiler 
rated 13o39 x 10 BTU/Hr. Dual Fuel 

C 0 Cooling Tmvers: 
2 ea. Baltimore Air Coil, Model VLT 1500 
rated 3,8Y.5 gpm each,· 8_;2.0 H.Po MJtors 

· Do Piping: 
Insulated steam, hot water and chilled water 
piping located with Total Energy Planto Con
denser cooling water and return piping for 
engines and l,/50 ton chilling plant. Also 
any necessary additional piping 

118,842 

. 28,892 

285' 741 

102,665 

20,000 

68,000 

127,000 



Eo Auxiliaries: 
lo Pumps ':"' 
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2 Ingersoll ·Rand Model 6: x 14 SD rated 
1,750 gpm each- Chilled water 

4 Ingersoll Rand Model 8 x 14 SD rated 
2,960 gpm each- Condenser water 

2 Ingersoll Rand Model 3 x 14 SD rated 
300 ·gpm each - Heating water 

,2o Expansion Tanks -
1 Hot expansicn tank 572 gallons 
1 Chilled water expansion tank 4r:.,7 e::~llons 

3. Heat Exchangers ·- . 
1 eao Steam Condenser - Bell & Gogsett 

Model SU-205-2 rated 15o82 x 10 BTU/Hro 
1 eao Sub-Cooler - Bell & Gossett 

Model Wu-64-43 rated 8o32 x 105 BTU/Hro 
1 eao Hot Water Convertor Bell &.C~sRP.tt 

Model SU-209-2 rated i2o0 X lOb BTU/Hro 
1 eao Condensate Cooler Bell & Gossett 

Model WU-63-23 rated 2o98 X 105 BTU/Hro 

4o Gauges and Thermometers · 

~o Insulation Work 

6o Temperarure Controls 

i~ Installation charge allocated from Continental 
Mechanical Corp. 

Lot o Q o o o • o ~. o" 

IV. Electrical Distribution 

A. Pad mounted transformers 

Bo 4 - 4,160 volt distribution feeders to 
pad mounted transformers. 

Secondary distribution at ?77/480 volt to 
major department stores and at 120/208 
volts to other stores 

224,762 

22,479 

222,247 
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Vo HVAC Distribution 
Hot and chilled water is carried to all parts of 

the shopping center by a four pipe distribution 
systemo The system branches off to supply all the 
air handling units in the Mall and storeso 

VI. Tenant Work 
Montgomery Ward (82,588 sq.ft. served) 

Five air handling units supply the single 
·floor. There are also-additional heating units 
in the ductwork. 

J. Co Penney Co. (141,906 sq.ft. served) -
Seven ·air handling units supply air 
to the two floorso Six unit heaters and eleven 
booster heating coils are also in use in the 
system. Ductwork and positioning of the units 
is all done to Penney's design specifications. 

Mall Area - Ten air handling units supply· 
air for the entire area. 

Strip Stores - air handling units are provided 
for groups of small stores, individual units 
for larger stores and for a few special cases 
multiple units for a particular store. Ductwork 
both supplies and rettirns air. 

142,000 

93,655 

266,619 

84,704 

282,557. 
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Table 3.1 Engineering Fees 

A. Mechanical and Electrical Design -
Herman Blum Consulting Engineers 

1. Total Energy Plant -(Original Contr~ct) 

A. Revisions 

2. Distribution System -(Original Contract 
.449,000 sq.ft. at 6i/sq.ft. 

·A. Revision to J. C. Penne~ Co. area· 

~. Revisi~ to Montgomery Ward area 

c. Revision to MAll area 

B. Vibration Analysis - Cerami & Associates 

C. Field Verification - Casper & Sotnikow 

$ 25,000 

3,171 $ 28,171 

26 '963 

2,633 

G.R5 

2 ~821 32,902 

750 

811 

Total Engineering Fees •••••• $ 62,634 

·Table 3. 2 Prepurch.::u::cd Equipment 

~~ uf 0Llgluct1 
Amount Project Cost 

Fairbanks Morse $ 790,599 30.0 

Trane Company 102,599 3.9 

General Electric co. 51,371 ~ 

$ 944,569 35.8 = 
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Table. 3. 3 Continental Mechanical Corp. Mechanical Contract 

Original Contract $212,498 

Original. Final· 
Division of Work Amount Addenda Amount 

Manholes & Trenching $ 29,934 $ 5,289 $ 35,223 

Equipment 68,386 1,497 69,883 

Duct Bank & 5KV Cable 18,775 15,501 34,276 

---·· 
Conduit & Wire 95,40;3 9,941 105,344 

Totals $ 212,498 $ 32,228 $ 244,726 

Table 3.4 Fischbach and Moore, Inc. Electrical Contract 

Original Contract·- $1,442,000 
Revisions 17, 500 

Total $1,459,500 

Original 
Division of \~ork Amount· 

Start-:-Up and Fees $ . 83,000· 

Total Energy Plant 637,544 

Distribution Piping 142,000 

Montgomery Ward ,88, 700 

.l. c. Penney Co. 154,500 

Mall Area 80,000 

Tenant Spaces 273,756 

Totals $1,459 ,.·sao. 

Final 
Addenda Amount 

$ - $ 83,000 

21,926 659,470· 

- 142,000 
.. 

4,.955 93,6~5 

112,119 266,6:19 

4,704 84,,704 
-. 

8,801 . 282,557 

--
$152,505 $l,61~,oos 



Table 3. 5 Capital Costs, Summary and \"aric.nce, by Contractor 

Criginal Percent of Total 
Category I Contractor I Reference Contra:::t Variance Final Cost Cost 

I. Engineering - Herman Blum Con-
st:lting Engineers - Table III-1 $ 51,963 $ 10,671/ 20% $ 62,634 2.2 

ii.Purchased Equipment: - Table III-2 
a) Engine-Generator Package-

Fairbanks. Morse 790,599 11,792/:..s:t. 802,391- 28.3 

b) Chillers - Trane Co. 102,665 - 102,665 3.6 

c) Substation and Transformers-
General Electric Company -
$51,371 - See Note 1 - - - -

~ii.Construction tontracts: 
a) Mechanical - Total Energy Plant 

and HVAC Distribution System -
Continental Mechanical Corp.-
Table III-3 1,442 ,C·OO 170 ,005/11.8'7,. 1,612,005 56.8 

b) Electrica~ Distribution System-
Fischbach & Moore - Table III-4- 212,498 32,227/15.2% 244,725 8.6 

IV. Miscellaneous:: 
a) Fire Extinguishers - 2,416/100% 2,416 ~08 

b) Governor Field Service - 3,438/DO% 3·,438 .1 
c). Switchgear Field Service - . 3,675/DO% 3,675 .1 

' d) North Texas Air Conditioning - 2,400/lJO% 2_,400 .08 

TOTALS 52. 599 I 72.5 $2361624/9 .. 1% ~2 1836 .349 100.00 

-Note 1- The.cost of the unit substat~on.($28,892) and the pad rnounced trans=crmers ($22,479). was 
determined by firm quotes received from the General Ele:::tric Co. These quotes were assigned 
to the mechanical and electrical cons tractors, respectLrely, and are included iri their 
original contract amount. 

.. 

00 
0 
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Table 3.6 Summary of Capital Costs by Components 

I. Engineering Fees $ 62,634 

II. Electrical Generation: 
Fairbanks Morse Equip. 
Switchgear 
General Electric Substation 
Mechanical & Electrical Install. 

$683,549 
ll8,842 
28,892 

285,741 
. 1,117,024 

III. Chilling & Heating Plant: 
Chillers 
Boiler 
Coo ling Tower 
Piping 
Mechanical & Electrical Install. 

102,665 
20,000 
68,000 

127,000 
224,762 

542,427 

IV. Electrical Distribution: 

v. 

VI. 

Note: 

Transformers 
Duct and Cable Installed 

• 

22,479 
222,247 

Hot and Chilled Water Distribution 

Tenant Work: 
Montgomery Ward 
.J. c. Penney Co. 
Mall Area 
.strip Stores 

93,655 
.266,619 

84,704 
282,557 

Grand Total 

244,726 

142,000 

727,535 

$2,836 '346 

The building or equipment room housing the Total Energy 
System was built and paid for by the shopping center 
owner. Cost for this division of the general contractor's 
work was approximately$145,000. 
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Table 3.7 Summary of Capital Costs by System 

By Major System: 
Electrical System: 

· Generation 
Distribution 

Heating and Cooling. System: 

$1,149,620 
252,844 

Pl~nt $ 550' i61J 
144,467 Di!ltributiOL! 

Tenants arid Mall 738,§.2.~ 

Total 

$ $/Unit 

229/-,.w 
51/KW 

$1,402,462 280/,KW 

31.5/T 
83/T 

421/T 
~ 

819/T 

ifu836 .}~.6 
. ~ 

% of 
Total 

40.5 . 
~ 

. 49.4 

:t9 .ll 
5.1 

76.1 

50.6 .. 

100.0 

-----------~-------------------------------------------------------------

PLANT·VS. DISTRIBUTION 

Plant: 
Electrical 
Heating and Cooling 

Distribut.lun: 
Electrical . 
H.~~ting ~nd Coolin~ 
Tenants and Mall· 

Total 

BASIS: 5,000,000 KW 
1,750 TONS 
485,180 SQ. FT. 

$1,149,620 
550, 76'4 

£52,844 
144,46~ 
738,651 

2.37/sqft 40.5 
.L_l3/sqft 19.n4 

1,700,384 3.50/sqft 59.9 

.52/sqft 13.9 

.29/sqft 5.1 
1,..,53Lsgft 26.1 

12135 2 962 2.34/sqft 40.1 

~2 2836 2 346 5.84/sqft 100.0 
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Table 3.8 Shift in Percent Allocation to System Components 
and Increase from Project Budget to Final Costs 

% Increase in Cost 
Original Original Project 
Project Final Project Contract Budget 

Budget Percent Budget to to to 
Percent Total Original Final Final 

Total Cost Cost Contract Cost Cost 

Engineering 2.2 . 2.2 1.9 20:5 22.8 

Total Energy 
3.9 17.6 Plant 61.5 58.5 13.1 

Distribution 14.5 13.6 5.8 9.1 15.4 

Tenant HVAC Work 21.8 25.7 18.9 21.8 44.9 

Totals 100.0 100 .• 0 13.1 9.1 23.4 

Table 3.9 Capital Costs, Summary and Variance, by Function 

ProJeCt Original % Total 
Budget Variance Contract Variance Final Cost Cost 

Engineering $ 51,000 $ 963 $ 51' 96 3 '$ 10,671 $ 62,634 2.2 

T.E.P. 
Electrical ·926 ,000 154,985 1,080,985 36,042 1,117,027 39.4 
HVAC 485,000 30,323 515,323 27,103 542,426 19.1 

Total 1,411,000 185,308 1,596,308 63,145 1,659,453 58.5 

.Distribution 
Electrical 187,000 25,498 212,498 32,227 244,725 8.6 
HVAC 148,000 (6 ,000) 142,000 ---- 142,000 ~ 

Total 335,000 19,498 354,498 32;227 386 '725 13.6 

; .. ~ .. 
727,537 Tenant Work 502,000 94, 95~ 596 '956 130,581 25.7 

·- Grand Total $2,299,000 $300,725 . $2,599,725 $236,624 .. $?,836,349 100.0 
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4 PLANT OPERATIONS 

4.1 STANDARD OPERATING·PROCEDURES 

4.1.1 Energy Demands 

As in' the case of any electrical generating facility·, increases in 
power demands ~must be met instantaneously with available operating generating 
equipment. As there is no practical way to generate and store large amounts 
of electricity for later use, the operation of the engine generators in a 
total energy plant must match precisely the electrical demands of the shopping 
center tenants and Mall, plus the electrical requirements of the plant itself. 

Heating and cooling energy media must 'be provided to meet the thermal 
loads in the interior spaces of the Mall and individual stores. These 
demands, however, are not instantaneous requirements on the heating ~nn 
cooling plant and can be provided in anticipation of later thermal demands as 
well as decr.eased in anticipation of dim~nishing thermal demands. 

Accordingly, the opcrat ion of the prime moven:; and other pieces of 
equipment within the total energy ·plant are sc'!'leduled to closely conform to 
the operating hours that the shopping center is opened for business. 

Sher-Den Mall is open for business between 9:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m:, 
six (6) days per week. Only the theater is opened beyond 9:00 p.m. The 
theater and one other tenant have some operating hours on Sunday. Most 
tenants (except the theater) are· ~lso closed on major holidays. Although this 
normal daily cycle· would indicate a 12-hour' off condition, the electrical 
demands of the stores precede the public opening time and extend hPynnn 
closing to permit employee activities in preparation fnr and subsequent to the 
normal business day. Hence, the electrical high demands of the center are 
more correctly stated as 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. · 

As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the electrical demands on the 
plant an~ in large part due to the electrical requirements of the plant it
self. Auxiliary equipment, i.e., pumps, chillers, .cooling tower f~ns, etc .. , 
amount to approximately 40% of the normal high electrical demand. To properly 
prepare the spa~e conditions in the shopping center, it is necessary to oper
ate the heating or cooling components of the system in a manner that overlaps 
the public hours of the shopping center. This nec.essity further extends the 
time cycle of high electrical demand on the plant and increases in loading are 
realized as early as 6:00a.m. and last until after 11:00 p.m. 

Seasonal variations in outdoor conditions have a significant effect on 
the electrical demands of the total energy ·plant. Although the shopping 
center tenants have a fairly constant electrical load for lighting and 
miscellaneous power, those users with self-contained air conditioning units 
do ·contribute to increased tenant demands. in the. summer months. To a larger 
extent, the plant's electric chiller (580 kW) and associated electric auxil
iaries require higher and longer usage during the summer months. Conversely, 
the heating demands on the plant are minimal during the normal business hours 
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of the center in that more than adequate heat is generated by the lighting and 
people. In off hours during the coldest winter months, some supplementary 
heat must be provided in early morning hours so that space conditions are not 
uncomfortably cold when employees arrive for work. 

Figure 4.1* shows hourly load curves for a typical sunimer and winter 
day and indicates the relative amount of electrical demand while the center is 
opened vs the nonoperating hours of the shopp'ing center. 

4.1.2 Equipment Selection 

Engine-Generators. The standard operating procedures requ1re that the 
four engine-generating units be operated as follows: 

1. Each unit to be cycled in use to permit operating hours 
to be accumulated on each machine in accordance with a 
predetermined maintenance schedule. 

2. Operating engines to run·as close to 75% of rated capa
city as practical, thereby providing a m1n1mum of 25% 
spinning reserve on each operating engine. 

3. All operating engines to carry an equal percent of the 
total plant load (automatic load sharing). 

4. One engine to be available for standby to replace a 
failed operating engine or to be available when emer
gency repairs are required. 

In Fig. 4.2, typical plant loads have been analyzed for several 
consecutive days selected at random. As can be seen, ·one unit is used to 
carry the minimal night load and act as the baseload unit for several con
secutive days. A second unit is brought into service several hours before the 
shopping center opens to meet the demands of the plant's auxiliary equipment 
and increasing lighting demands· from the center. A third engine is utilized 
to meet the peak demands that are registered on the plant between the hours of 
9:00a.m. and 9:00p.m. The engines are removed from service in reverse order 
unless there is .to be 3 change in the baseload engine designation, in which 
case the previous baseload engine is removed from service and the engine used 
in the second position becomes the baseload engine for the· following night and 
next day. 

For the sample days selected in Fig. 4.2, the summertUne demands in the 
off hours varied between 700 and 800 kW, well within the capacity of one 
engiue and in conformance wi·th the preceding . crite-ria for -having spinning 
reserve. During these day·s, at approximately 4:00 p.m., the peak demand on 
the plant approached 2450 kW. Although this demand is b_arely within the 
~apacity of two units, spinning reserve is insufficient.1n the event of 
_instantaneous surges on the system. Also, in the event· of an unscheduled 
shutdown, i.e., if an operating unit trips off the line, th~ remaining unit 

.· ... · 

*Figures and tables appear consecutively at end of section. 
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would be incapable of carrying the load . even with automatic load shedding 
initiated. Therefore, three units are operated during the normal business 
day. Although the operation on these days results in an average engine load 
of only 55% and does not meet the desired level of 75% mentioned above, the 
requirement for ·spinning reserve takes precedence, provides a factor for 
assured reliability, and warrants the operation of the third engine. ~urther 
analyses of weekly and monthly loads also will show that the capacity of two 
units is frequently exceeded on Saturdays, special sale days, and in extremely 
warm weather. During off hours and especially between the hours of 11:,00 p.m. 
and 7:00a.m., the loading on the one operating engine approaches 65%. 
Operating problems with this one unit during these hours would have no adverse 
effect on the shopping center tenants or customers. During these periods, 
at least one additional unit is maintained in a standby condition a~d can 
be automatically or manually started to assume the load should it become 
necessary to shut down the b~seload unil:. 

Heating and Cooling Components. As described 1.n Sec. 2, · the major 
components of the heating and cooling system consist of waste heat boilers, 
coupled to the exhaust and cooling water s·ystems of each engine generator 
unit, an llOO-ton absorption chiller, a 725-ton centrifugal chiller and a 
13. 5-MMBtu steam boiler. .A,ccessor ies include multiple hot and chilled water 
pumps, condenser water system, ·and heat exchangers. The system, by design, 
utilizes a four-pipe distribution system providing hot ahd chilled water to 
the shopping center complex. This feature enables the system to supply both 
heating and cooling energy media independently and simultaneously. 

Standard operating procedures provide that the initial heating ·and/or 
cooling demands of the complex .be s'atisfied first with waste heat available 
from the operating engine generators. The second increment of the cooling 
load ·is satisfied with the opP.r-'lt i..on of the electr it:. centrifugal chilling 
machine. The operation of this unit in itself, at various degrees of capac
ity, increases successivety. thP. tnt~l.· ~i.lootrical delllctUU un t:h~ plant, the 
amount of waste heat available, and the output of the absorption chiller·. On 
a peak cooling day in the summer, the combin.ed waste. heat and centrifugal 
operation may fall short of the cooling demands of the complex. At these 
times, the boiler is operated intermittently to provide additional absorption 
output to meet peak cooling demands. After the peak demands of the day, the 
boiler is secured and the centrifugal chiller is reduced in c;:apac ity. Whlin 
dem;:~.nds are met with waste heat alone, the chilier is also secured. As the 
monthly tabulation of operating hours will show (Fig. 4.4), the cooling 
demands o~ the project are met for a majority of the operating hours by waste 
heat and. the centrifugal machine only. Boiler operating hours for peak 
cooling demands average approximately 30 hr . per month during the cooling 
season. 

As is common with totally enclosed regional shopping centers·, the 
majority of the thermal requirements are for cooling. Internal heat loads 
generated by~high wattage lighting and a high density population are prim~rily 
responsible for high cooling requirements. Therefore, heating demand is 
almost nil during the normal business bours of the shopping center on a 
year-round basis. although a small amount of ·heat energy is provided to the 
hot water system even in the summer months for reheat purposes. During 
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During nonoperating hours in the winter months, some heat energy is required 
to maintain the complex at reasonable temperature levels. Unfortunately, 
these periods of time coincide with the minimum electrical demands when the 
amount of waste heat available from generation is also at its lowest point of 
·the daily cycle. Therefore, additional boiler operations are required during 
the night hours when outside ambient conditions are severe. The monthly 
tabulation of equipment hours shows boiler hours approximating 300 during 
severe winter months. 

Figure 4. 3 ·graphically depicts the manner in which the cooling equip
ment is scheduled into a daily operating cycle to .meet the typical summertime 
cooling demand of the project. In this example, between the hours of 11:00 
p.m. and 6:00a.m., the minimum amount of waste heat is available due to the 
low demand for electric power. Essentially all of the steam generated from 
this waste heat is utilized in the absorption chiller, which produces about 
150 tons of refrigeration. As the figure indicates, this is not sufficient to 
maintain interior space temperatures. However, since the center is unoccupied 
the chilled water temperature 1s allowed to rise approximately 10° to 15° 
while the air temperature within the space rises about 8°. · Between 6:00 a.m. 
and 8:00 a.m. (depending on the high temperature forecast for the day), the 
electric centrifugal is put in s.ervice at 40% of its rated capacity. The 
total tonnage on line at this tim~ is in excess of the cooling demands of the 
project, but is necessary to pull down the space temperatures that were 
allowed to drift upwards during the night. At 8:00 a.m. and again at 10:00 
a.m., the capacity of the chiller is increased in order to condition the space 
in anticipation of the heat load generated by electric lighting and people as 
the retail spaces become more occupied. In the example, the cooling demands 
of the project exceeded the combined capacity of waste heat and the centrif
ugal machine at about 4:00 p.m. In this case, the boiler is fired for a 
period of two or three hours to provide supplementary steam and additional 
tonnage from the absorption machine. At 6:00 p.m., boiler operations are 
discontinued and beginning at 9:00 p.m. the centrifugal capacity is gradually 
reduced until 11:00 p.m. when it, too is taken out of service. The minimum 
waste heat again provides the basic cooling energy throughout the night. 

A similar chart prepared for a winter day would indicate ·that all of 
the waste heat available during. the night would be used to meet the heating 
demands of the complex.· On extremely cold nights, this waste heat would not 
be adequate and the heating hot water temperature as well as space conditions 
would be allowed to drift down approxi.mateiy 10°, to a minimum of 55°F. At 
approximately 2:00a.m., the boiler would be fired to provide additional steam 
and heating hot water to reestablish the ,desired space comfort conditions in 
advance. of the shopping center opening. 

Auxilicn·y Equipment.· At least one hot, chilled ~md condenser water 
pump is run continuously 24 hr/day to preclude any radical change in space 
conditions during severe off-hour weather. Operation of additional pumps, 
condenser and cooling tower fans are staged to parallel the operation of the 
main heating and cooling .demands. ' 
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4.1.3 Emergency Procedures 

The automatic switchgear described in Sec. 2 is sufficiently -sophis
ticated to permit automatic startup and shutdown of operating engines. In 
view of the fact that the electrical demands of the shopping center during 
normal business hours are the most critical requirement of the total energy 
plant, the switchgear i~corporaies load shedding circuits .that, in the event 
of an emergency, will automatically drop the load of the plant's heating and 
cooling compo.nents or auxiliary equipment. EVen tho)Jgh there may be suffi
c"ient standby· generat:ing equipment, the automatic load shed feature is 
necessary to compensate for the instantaneous losses of on-line generating 
power. The most critical condition would be a sever~ summer day when the 
combined on-line demands of the plant . were approximately 2800 kW and three 
engines were operating.· Should a problem then develop w1thin one engine that 
would activate one of the tl!any safety df.'vic.es an(:l <!utomatically disconnect 
this engine from the line, the remaining two engines would be exposed to 1400 
kW each and would sense an overload. Under these conditions, the operating 
staff cannot react quickly enolJgh to start up and put on line the ~tc.m.dby 
engine so load dump or shed circuits are activated. 

In the above described situation,.the total demand of the total energy 
plant itself is in the neighborhood of 1000 kW, 50% of which can be attributed 
to the electric chiller. Therefore, by instantaneously disconnecting the 
chiller and certain other auxiliary equipment, the total demand of the plant 
is brought well within the capacity of the two remaining engines. The engine 
generators can function effectively for almost two hours without most of the 
auxiliary equipment operation, since boiler feed water pumps and air compres
sors have gasoline engine drive backup to provide an essential service to the 
plant, and the two-hour period is more than adequate to bring the standby unit 
into service and is usually sufficient to analyze and correct the fault that 
caused the original shutdown.· · 

4.2 OPERATION STAFF 

4.2.1 Qualifications 

Due to the critical requirements for continuity of operation and the 
responsibility of a significant investment, qualified operating/maintenance 
personnel are a necessity. Tile staff of a total energy plant requires the 
capabilities normally associated with the classification of operating engi
neers, licensed boiler enginPPrs> · ::~nr.l refrig111ration mechanics. The Uompany's 
recru1.t1.ng program to obtain initial operating personnel investigated three 
sources that had basic experience in a total energy plant: 

1. Public utility power plant operators 

2. Maritime engine room operators 

3. Service organizations of major engine manufacturers 

In 1972, when the Sher-Den plant was completed, the Chief Engineer was 
recruited from the Service. Department of Fairbanks Morse. This choice was 
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appropriate in that the Sher-Den plant was equipped with Fairbanks Morse 
engine generator units. Other operating and mechanical personnel were 
recruited from natural gas exploration and operating co~panies and the 
mechanical departments of several large industrial plants in the Dalias 
metropolitan area. As ig the case in many start-up operations, considerable 
turnover in operating personnel is experienced in the firs,t year or two. At 
Sher-Den, a relatively long employment record has been experienced since 1973. 
Now there are several employees who have almost five years of continued 
ser'iTice. The present Chief Engineer, assigned in March 1976, was transferred 
from another one of the Company·' s locations where he received his initial 
t·raining .. 

4.2.2 Staff 

The total energy plant's staff at the Sher-Den Mall consists of a Chief 
Engineer, operators to provide coverage on three shifts per day, seven days 
per week, and mechanics to perform ·the routine and emergency maintenance re
quirements of the equipment. Each employee works eight hours per day, 40 
hours· per week. Shift schedules are designated as No. 1 (12:00 midnight to 
8:00a.m.); No.2 (8:00a.m. to 4:.00 p.m.); and No.3 (4:00p.m. to 12:00 
midnight). This designation was ·selected in order that changes of shifts 
would not coincide with the normal operating hours of the shopping center. 
The Chief Engineer is considered a member of management and is salaried. All 
other personnel are compensated on an hourly basis, with rates determined in 
accordance with sta.tistics published by the Texas Manpower Commission for man
ufacturing employees in the Dallas metropolitan area. Table 4.1 indicates the 
riumber and type of personnel and their normal assignment: 

As can be seen from the table, the need to cover 21 operating shifts 
with our four operators necessitates the· assignment of one mechanic shift each 
week to operator duties. This assignment, in turn, reduces the ten available 
mechanic shifts to nine. · 

4.2.3 Work Assignment and Schedules 

The regular assigrtment of personnel provides a total of 35 shifts as 
follows: 

1. The Chief Engineer, qualified as operator or m~chanic, is 
normally on duty day shifts -- Monday through Friday --
5 shifts. 

2. One operator per shift is assigned seven days per w~ek .. 
No additional pe~sonnel are assigned on Sunday or·holi':"" 
days when the shopping center is closed., 21 shifts. · 

3. Two maintenance personnel are assigned on three week days 
.(Tue-Thu-Fri). Assignment is flexible in accordance with 
program or emergency maintenance requirements, 6 shifts. 

4. One rn~intenance man is assigned on Mon-Wed-Sat, 3 shifts. 
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Holidays, absences for sickness and vacations are covered by overtime 
or by reducing the normal scheduled work force. The four operating· personnel 
rotate their operating shifts on a four-week repetitive cycle, while the 
mechanical personnel are normally assigned to the first and second shifts. 
The mechanical personnel, however, are fre.quently rescheduled should the 
requirements for their skills be needed during periods other than their normal 
assignment. As can be appreciated, this. fl~xibility is necessary in that 
certain maintenance functions, even those th~f should receive im~ediate 
attention, cannot be performed within the normal ~perating hours of the 
shopping center without jeopardizing the continuity of service being provided . 

. Table 4. 2 indicates an ·actual work schedule for the personne 1 over a· 
recent five-week period. The symbols thereon indicate how coverage is 

·provided for holidays, ab3cnces Jue to holidays and sickness, and where 
overtime work was required. Thit? tablP. inr"l i.cateo that in w~~k 1,. li"riday was a 
huliday and the shift schedule was maintained iii:! normal 'Sunday operation. In 
Weal{ 2, one Lll~chanic was out sick for two days so the shift of overtime was 
required. Week 4 represents the normal operating shift schedule. 

4.3 MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS 

The maintenance activities of the total energy plant 1 s staff can be 
classified as three types: 

1. Preprogrammed maintenance (preventive)·. 

2. Scheduled maintenance/repairs as indicated by operating 
reports. 

3. Emergency or breakdown maintenance. 

Several bases are used for programming or scheduling maintenance 
activities, namely: 

1. Hourly or e~apsed time for engine-generator equipment and 
accessories. 

2. Seasonally for heating and cooling components. 

3. Monthly for tenant HVAC equipment. 

4. Continuous analysis for lube oil and cooling water·system. 

To a large extent, preventive ~aintenancP. as well ao repr~il:::; result
ing· ft·um breakdown of equipment failure are completed by the total energy 
plant 1 s staff. Where specialized skills and/ or test equipment is required, 
outside service organizations are utilized to make periodic inspections and 
tests. The maintenance program on the various components of. the total energy 
system are in a large part fashioned .:~fter the. manufacturers 1 recommended 
procedures. the four engine-generator units and their accessories, which are 
the most critical components of the system necessary.to maintain continuity of 
service to the plant 1 s customers, receive the most critical inspections and 
adjustments. The various items are· divided i~to categories that require 
inspection, testing and/or replacement every 168 hours or weekly, 720 hours or 
mon.thly, and for three-, six-, and twelve...:.month ~ycles. An elapsed hour 
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chart l.s maintained in the Chief Engineer's office indicating the time at 
which .the last inspection was made and the time at which the next event will 
be due. Replacement parts where required are maintained in stock at the plant 
or ordered sufficiently in advance of the due date for th~ scheduled replace
ment. Repairs necessitated· as a result of a breakdown rendering the entire 
unit nonoperational, which necessitates utilizing the standby equipment, are, 
of course, handled on an emergency basis. In such cases, all available man
power are assigned to disassemble, inspect, repair, replace, and reassemble 
the unit in the most expeditious manner commensurate with the availability of 
parts to reinstate the desired standby capacity as soon as possible. 

Table 4.3 indicates the contents of the engine generator log chart 
identifying the various maintenance items and indicating the time each repair 
was last performed and when next due. In addition to the maintenance chart 
described above, an analysis of the daily. logs by the Chief Engineer for 
significant variations or: deviations from the norm results in the assignment 
of the mechanical staff to take corrective action. In addition, the operators 
maintain a chronological log of events wherein each operator enters his 
starting.time, when the major components of the system are started and 
stopped, malfunctions observed, corrective actions taken, and request for 
maintenance services not capable of being performed during his/her operating 
shift. Each operator signs the chronological log upon completion of the shift 
and turnover of the plant to the next assigned operator. 

Seasonal maintenance schedules are maintained for ~he absorption 
chiller, centrifugal chiller, cooling towers and the boiler. These activities 
are scheduled in advance of the cooling and/or heating season to assure that 
the units are capable of performing at their maximum efficiency. Due to the 
specialized nature of equipment needed to test and analyze the performance of 
the chillers, contracts are maintained with the Service Department of the 
Trane Company who, each Spring, conduct detailed tests and inspections of the 
chilled water, condenser water, and refrigerant systems of these machines. 
Any recommended repairs or corrections are·made prior to the cooling season. 
The fire tube boiler requires an annual inspection for a State operating 
certificate. This is normally conducted in the summer and any repairs or 
adjustments recommended by the State's in spec tor are completed prior to the 
winter heating season. 

As in the case of the chillers and boilers, the electrical switchgear 
and 5-kV distribution system requires periodic inspection by outside service 
organizations equipped with the necessary test equipment to verify the 
adequacy of cable insulation. These organizations also provide the necessary 
electronic' ,test equipment to test and adjust the numerous control circuits, 
relays, and circuit-breaker, trip settipgs essential to the control and 
distrib~tion of the electric energy generated by the plant. 

The lubricating oil supplier for Sher-Den -- Mobil Oil Corporation -
provides laboratory analyses .of lube oil conditions on a periodic basis. 
Samples extracted from each of the engine generators is transmitted to the 
laboratory and chemical. analyses are conducted to determine, among other 
things, metal content, acidity, ash and water content. The subsequent report 
indicates recommended action or modification of the ongoing procedures to be 
implemented. 
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In a similar manner, water systems, 1. .e., condenser, hot and chilled 
water, are inspected and tested periodically by representatives of the company 
furnishing water conditioning chemicals. The function of their report is to 
guide· the operating personnel in the control of algae formation and provide 
adequate inhibitors for rust and corrosion control in the systems condensers, 
heat exchangers, chillers, boiler, and associated piping circuits. 

4.4 OPERATING DATA AND REPORTS 

The following describes the various operating logs maintained 1.n the 
plant and the reports generated periodically: 

Operator's chronological log. A permanent ledger is maintained in the 
plant wherein each· shift operator records his assumption of operating duties 
from. the prior shift and his transfer of duties to the following. shift. In 
the interim, entries are. mad~ when any item of ~qu.i.pu~P.nt ls put into ocrvice 
or tak~u out:, t.ben any adjustments or. deviations are made froin ·the normal 
procedure, and a description of specific problems are encountered. 

Daily log sheets. Operating log sheets are maintained for each engine 
generator, the chiller, and boiler. The log sheet provides for recording on 
an hourly basis the various temperatures, pressures and status conditions of 
equipment in use. Each operator in turn makes entries for the period of time 
he/she is on duty. 

Maintenance records. A separate maintenance history is maintained in a 
journal for each engine gPnPr.ator and other maj ur equipment. Maintenance 
activities, either schedttlPrl or emergency in ~aLure, are entered into a 
jo';Jrnal indicating the datP l tlTI!Ii 2nd hours, 4t'!l.l Ut!Sl:r ibing the maintenance 
performed. 

A separate journal is maintained for recording service work performed 
in individual tenant spaces. This record indicates routine change of fil~~rs, 
lubJ;"ication, nr other minor adjustments as well as other items performed as a 
result of tenant complaints. 

Time sheets. Time records are compiled by the Chief Engineer weekly, 
indicating the hours worked by each member of t:he staff on each day and where 
vacation time, sick leave, or overtime was in effect. A copy of this document 
is forwarded to the home off ice for use in preparing the weekly payroll and. to 
compile the necessary records for tax pur.poses. 

Electric meter readings. On a monthly basis, each tenant as well as 
the Landlord's electric meter is read and recorded. A table presentation is 
prepared indicating current reading, previous reading, and current usage. 
After analysis by the Chief Engineer to ascertain that no obvious errors have 
been made in the readings, this information is forwarded to the home office 
for use in the computation of the monthly electric billings. 
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Production report. Monthly, the· Chief Engineer prepares a production 
and consumption report that indicates the hours each piece of equipment was 
operated; the amount of electrical energy produced and consumed by the plant; 
natural gas and water meter readings and consumption; and lube and fuel oil 
purchases, present inventories, and consumption. This report is utilized by 
the home office's manag~ment to evaluate the performance and efficiency of the 
system. 

Charges for services and supplies. The Chief Engineer maintains a 
petty cash account for purchases of miscellaneous items. A monthly accounting 
is prepared to indicate the nature and amount of all disbursements. Although 
major supplies, i.e., fuel oil, nat'ural gas, chemicals are procured on a 
contract basis, the Chief Engineer has authority to procure additional parts 
or services within a given amount locally. All invoices for parts and 
services are reviewed for accuracy, coded to appropriate expense categories 
and forwarded to the home office approved for payment. · 

Quarterly P&L reports. From the data extracted from the above as well 
as billing records maintained in the home office, a quarterly report of income 

. t' and expenses by category 1s deve oped. 

Breakdown report. All breakdowns of a major nature and in particular 
those resulting in any form of interruption of service are- required to be 
documented in a narrative report indicating all circumstances resulting from 
the breakdown, correction action taken, and the nature and extent .of service 
interruption. The history of these reports is used to determine where changes 
in plant equipment or operating procedures are required. 

4.5 ANALYSIS OF MONTHLY PRODUCTION REPORTS 

In the following Table 4.4 covering the year 1976, the monthly produc
tion and operating figures are summarized. For this year, the actual kW 
demand ort the total energy plant (Col. 1) varied from a low of 2080 in 
December to a high of 2630 in September. Analyzing the various components of 
this demand, i.e., station service, tenants and Landlord, it is apparent that 
the aggregate of these three consumers (Col. 5) is greater than the total 
amount registered in the plant. This is explained by the· fact that each 
demand register meter retains the highest 154ninute demand experienced during 
the month. As is the case with a multitude of users, the high. demands of each 
unit will not be coincident. Therefore, a diversity is experienced. This is 
similar to a public utility whose peak generating demand is considerably 
lower than the sum of the demands of all of its customers. The diversity 
experienced by the total energy plant. (Col. 5) varies from a high of 81% to a 
low of 91%. The lower diversities are experienced in the $ummer months when 
more mechanical equipment is in operation.. Comparing the three components of 
the load to the actual demand on the plant, station -service (Col. 2) would 
account for approximately 40%, the tenants· (Col. 3) 65%, and the Landlord 
(Col. 4) 5.8%. These figures would have to be adjusted for the diversity 
factor to enable the components .to equal 100%. 
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The kWh section of the table indicates that the gross generated 
(Col. 6) varies seasonally from a low of 890,000 in December to a high of 
1,290,000 in July. As would be expected, this variation is due in a large 
part to the requirements for station service (Col. 7), which more than doubled 
from winter to summer. The compone.nts of the electrical production ihdicate 
that s·tation servic~ (Col. 7) consumes 34%, the tenants (Col. 8) 63%, and the 
La.ndlord (Col. 9) approximately 5%. Here again, the sum of the parts does 
not equal the whole· and in fact exceeds gross generated (Col. 6) by approxi
mately 2%. This variation is explained in part by the fact that the 50 kWh 
registers located in the tenant spaces have indicating wheels or digits that 
have a tendency to roll over to the next whole number eliminating fractional 
readings. It can be seen that the variations experienced in the summer months 
are smaller when station service is consuming a bigger portion of the gross 
generated. There is also room for error in that it is impossible to read all 
50 meters simultaneously and· the elapsed time from reading the first meter to 
the last will result in·additional kWh being generated by the plant and 
distributed to the meter, but not included in the first meter reading. 

As previously mentioned, the station service (Col. 7) consumption 
varies seasonally from a low of 26% to a high of 40% of the total. This 
variation is attributable directly to the operation of the electric chilling 
equipment and associated auxiliaries during_ the summer months. Tenants' 
consumption varies to a lesser degree. This variation is attributed to the 
operation of self-contained air conditioning equipment located in some tenant 
spaces. The Landlord's consumption (Col. 9) remains ~elatively const'ant. 

In the second half of the table, engine generating hours (Col. 11) and 
average kW load per hour (Col. 12) are indicated for each of the months. As 
shown, this results in an average load of only 47% in November and a high of 
59% in August. When considering the peak demand vs the operating engines on 
the line,· the load factor increases to a high of 70%. However, cont:i..i.dering 
the cyclic conditions from day to night, this peak load factor is sustained 
for only a small portion of the tim~. Wh~n .;:oncidering th!! t,:,ta.l ..i.uslalled 
capacity, the peak load barely reaches 50%. 

In this portion of the chart, operating hours for the boiler (Col. 13), 
absorption machine (Col. 14) and centrifugal chiller (Col. 15) arc indicated 
monthly. As was exp1ained previously under operating procedures, the boiler 
is used to provide peak cooling in the summertime and off-hour ·heating in the 
winter months. Therefore, the figure of 30 or 40 hours in the summer months 
and 200 or 300 hours in the winter months is as expected. Conversely, the 
centrifugal hours are higher in the summer months and considerably lower in 
the winter months. The absor.her. is used to cool with whatever waste heat is 
available. Therefore, hours on this unit run in the neighborhood of 600 to 
700 hours from early Spring to late Fall, and diminish to a low 100 for the 
other months of the year when the waste heat is needed to generate hot water. 

Cross fuel consUlllption (Col. 16), which is the combination of natural 
gas and fuel oil, is expressed herein in millions of Btu. Fuel allocation to 
operate the boiler (Col. 17) is deducted to obtain the net fuel consumption 
(Col. 18) of the engine generating units. Dividing this figure by the gross 
kWh generated (Col. 6) determines the fuel rate of Btu per kWh (Col. 19). 
Note that there is no significant variation or pattern of fuel rate throughout 
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the year although the fuel efficiency seems to be slightly better in the 
summ~r months when the load factor on· the operating units is higher. An 
examination of the- fuel rate curves supplied by the manufacturer would also 
indicate that increases in load factor at the operating levels in force would 
have little effect on the fuel efficiency. 

The last column (Col. 20) on the chart indicates water consumption. As 
would be. expected, water losses in the cooling tower due to evaporation and 
b lowdown have a dramatic effect in the summer. The water consumption. in· 
December/January of 850,000 gallons peaks to 2,444,000 gallons in the month of 
August. Hand-in-hand with the consumption of water is the use of chemicals. 

4.6 ANNUAL LOAD PROFILES 

From daily log sheets and the data presented in the previous section, 
Fig. 4.5 has ~een prepared to graphically display electrical production 
history over the past four years, showing total kW hours consumed monthly from 
January 1973 through June 1977 for station service, tenant, Landlord and 
total. 

On the Fig. 4.5 graph the total consumption (k~l) has been plotted for 
1973 thrOugh 1976 by main user category: namely, station service, ind 
tenants. This graph is indicative of overall energy consumption and demon
strates the conservation efforts that were implemented after 1973. The top 
curve, which is total generated, clearly demonstrates downward trend from 1973 
through 1975. Although the peak in 1976 exceeded that of 1975, the average 
monthly generation continued to be below that of the prior year. The initial 
months of 1977 would indicate that this trend has been reversed. The middle 
curve, which is the amount of power consumed by tenants and landlord, also 
shows to a lesser degree a drop from the 1973 level through 1975 with a 
leveling off in 1976 and a slight rise reported for. the first half of 1977. 
Likewise, in the bottom curve, power consumed by the plant's equipment and 
auxiliaries shows the same general downward trend from 1973 through 1976 with 
1977 showing a slight increase. 

In the following; the average monthly consumption l.S shown for the four 
years: 

Station Tenant/ 
Service Landlord Gross (kWh) 

1973 534 840 1349 
1974 502 722 1202 
1975 457 688 1104 
1976 359 706 1033 

The drop in power use by the plant approximating 10% per year is the 
direct result of improved efficiency and more closely controlled operating 
procedures. 
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4.7 SYSTEM DOWN TIME 

4.7.1 Major Equipment Problems 

The initial startup of the Sher-Den Mall Total Energy Plant took place 
1.n June 1970, at which time there ·was only partial o.ccupancy of the shopping 
center. 

In May 1971, occupancy 
operating demands of the plant 
The major problems encoun.tered 
and are classified in three 
electrical distribution: 

Generators 

leve 1 of the tenant spaces . reached 9 5% and 
equipment were approaching design .conditions. 
~n the initial operations are described below 
general categories; generators, engines, and 

The generator, manu tac tured by Fairbanks Morse Divis ion of Co 1 t 
Industries. and its P.XC iter. manufactured by the General Electr i.e Co., were 
supplied as part of the engine-generator package. Between initial startup and 
early 1972, at least 10 tail bearing failures occurred in the generator. 
These bearings, located on the outboard side of the generator, are double-row, 
self-aligning b~ll bearings, mounted in the end plate of the gener~tor 
housing. The bearing is lubricated by an oil bath that is manually maintained 
by a sight glass. The outer bearing race housing is separated from the 
machined portion of the frame by· a semiflexiblP. insulating ring to allow for 
minor movement. In the initial bearing failures, the ball bearings would 
"gaul," seuang th~ i.uu~I~ race with the outer race causing the inner race 

· housing to turn on· the generator shaft.· In two of the failures, the generator 
shafts were severely damaged reqn:irinp, machining and olc~vi.ng to obtain the 
original 'diameter. . Numerous P.xpPriments were conducted by Fairbanks NoL se 
"tYith different type bearings, bearing in~111l:-~tnr-;, and m:u:hining of t:he 
generator housing before a sat is factory solution was devised. Subsequent to 
June 1972, this problem has been nonexistent. 

Engines 

Numeruu:5 we~o:hctui.cal problems were exper1.enced with the Fairbanks Morse 
engines as purchased and installed. Cylinder liner leakage was extensive in 
all four engines and cylinder liner seals were replaced several times. The 
liners were returned to thP· m:-~m.tfacturer and ocal:J of the various types of 
material were installed. Injector nozzles failed on numerous occasions.· In 
some. cases, I.nJector nozzle life was limited to two or three days. The gas 
valves as originally installed experienced an extremely short life. Inspec
tion of these units indicated a deformation of the seat .area and extensive 
weer in the valve guides. Torsional vibration dampening pins required 
replacement after .006 in. of wear. Gear train failures occurred in all four 
engines and the gear driven jacket water pumps experienced failures as a 
result. Injector fuel pump failures occurred on each of the installed engines 
with injection tube nuts backing off, disconnecting the tube and permitting 
fuel oil to spray on the engine exterior. This condition resulted in a fuel 

·•. 
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oil fire on engine 4Fl on June 9, 1972, which fire resulted in serious damage 
to the engine and gauge board and rendered this engine inoperable until August 
31, 1972. 

Throughout the period of the above described engine problems; continu
ing discussions with the Engineering and Service Departments of Fairbanks 
Morse result·ed in an agreement to implement several modifications and improve
ments to the units. In the spring of 1973, a program was implemented to 
install newly designed pistons and liners, a water-cooled exhaust manifold, a 
modified turbocharger system, injectors of an improved design, motor driven 
jacket water pumps and other mi~cellaneous modifications, all aimed at 
eliminating the problems described. During the period o.f modification, 
Fairbanks. Morse also supplied an additional 675-kW engine generator set as 
back-up power while the modifications were being implemented. Fairbanks Morse 
also provided a new warranty and , a guaranty of performance and maintenance 
cost for 12 months following the completion of modifications. Personnel from 
the Fairbanks Morse Service Department were assigned full time to the Sher-Den 
plant during the modifications p~riod and the subsequent warranty period. 

A similar arrangement was negotiated with Fairbanks Morse providing for 
modifications to the vibrating dampening pins and gear train to resolve these 
problems. Subsequent to the .implementation of modifications and improvements 
described, operating problems with the units have been minimal and within 
normal expectation of our maintenance program. 

Electrical Distribution System 

Beginning on June 25, 1971, and until January 25, 1972, numerous prob
lems were encountered with· the electrical distribution feeder cables. The 
cables were furnished by Kaiser Aluminum and ins!;alled by the electrical 
contractor. Initially electric shorts in the manholes were believed to have 
resulted from runoff of surface water contacting faulty splices. Although new 
and improved splicing material was provided by the 3M Co. , the problem per
sisted. Samples of the feeder cable were exhaustively examined and tested for 
adequate insulation. Although it was never completely established. that the 
cable was of defective manufacture, it was the Company's position that a 
breakdown of insulation quality under normal operating loads resulted in the 
aforementioned electrical shorts. In early 1972, a program was implemented to 
replace all of the primary 5-kV cables from the total energy plant to the pad
mounted transformers located throughout the complex. The cable was supplied 
by Kaiser AlUIIlinum at no cost to the Company. However, as the electrical 
contractor was not at fault in his installation of the ·original material, the 
Company was required to bear the cost of labor to remove the original material 
and reinstall the replacement cable. 

Many of the 
partial and total 
Mall at that time. 
outages. 

problems described above resulted iii service failures both 
in nature to the tenants who were occupying the Sher-Den 
These are identified in the following description of plant 
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4.7.2 Plant Outages 

Outages of the system or failure of plant components are of several 
types. Tho·se resulting in an engine shutdown may be mechanical in nature or 
the result of human error. Those involving a single unit usually do not 
affect the overall plant performance and. are not considered as outages in that 
they do not affect the quality or quantity of services provided to the Sher
Den Mall. The following enumerates the number of outages and the elapsed time. 
of all outages in each of the years 1971 to 1977: 

,. 

Outage 
Minutes 

Year Tim:e < 30 < 60 < ,120 > 120 Total 

1971 1747 7 2 2 1 12 
1972 784 3 1 3 1 8 
1973 58 5 0 0 0 5 
1974 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1975 2 1 0 0 0 1 
1976 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1977 19 2 0 0 0 2 

Totd 2610 26 

As indicated, the years 1971 and 1972 accounted for the majority of 
the outages. These periods are also the ones in which the major problems 
described previously occurred. For instance, 11 of the 12 outages exper i~nced 
in 1971 were attributed to electrical feeder failures, and one of these 
accounted for al"most 24 hour:s. Twu uf Lht:! l::!ight outages Occurring in lY/'1. 
were the result of electrical feeder failures. Therefore, the electrical 
feeder problem in itself is responsible for 46.4% of the total fRilnrPs tn 
date, and 73.1% of the total time of service cnrtRilmE;>nt. Although there 
wa~ no total power loss to the ~hopping center due. to thP firP rlPsrr;herl 
previously, or the multiple instances of tail bearing failures, these con
ditions did result in limiting the power available from the plant and, 
therefore, an intentional curtailment of air conditioning service during May 
and June 1972. 

The total time of outages experienced to date, exclusive of those 
experienced in 1971 and 1972, is considered infinitesimal in relation to the 
totai operating time of the plant and is even further reduced in significance 
when consideration is given to the fact that outages that occur outside of the 
normal operating hours of the center have littlP or no pffP('t on the tenants 
of the Sher-Den Mall. 
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JANUARY . - 2,331 I 941 __ __ ; ,0.3 1,595 - 68.5 .. 
FEBRUARY 2 , 2-+0 852 38 . o . 1,578 70.4 
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OCTOBER 2, 3.30 ... 839 35.7 . J. ,6_54 _ _70. 3 
NOVEMBER 2,320_ 1-- __ 841 . ... .. . 36.2 ... 1 ,658. __ 71.4 
DECEMBER 2,080 819 39.3 1,628 78.2 

TDTA 
AVG. . / MONTH 

MONTH 
JANI'ARY. 
FEBRUARY _. 
MARCH - · 
APRIL .. 

'MAY -- -' J UNE 
]. JULY 

--- · 

• AUGUST 
SEPTEMBER 
OCTOBER 
NOVEMBER 

I DECEMBER 

I TOTAL 

AVG,/MONTH 

I 

ENGI!lE 
HOURS 
1 , 441 
1,161 . 

. 1,826 
1,461 
1,633 
1,459 
1,753 
1,635 
1,573 
1,551 
1,480 
1,457 

18 430 
1,535 

ENGINE-GE~RATORS 
LOAD" AND HOURS 

1') 

AVERAGE LOAD 
KW '! PEAK LOAD 7. 
625 50.0 59.7 
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... 654 . 52,0 60,5 

662 53.0 63,7 
681 54.0 63.7 
732 . 58.0 66.9 
731 58.0 68.0 
734 59.0 69.3 
706 56.0 70.1 
624 50,0 62,6 
596 47.0 61.8 
607 48,0 55.4 
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KW '7. KW '7. 
143 __ .. 6. 1 . ~.Ji!iQ __ ...LU . 
137 6 , 1 2,569 1.15 
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142 .. 5 . 6 .. 2 ,:133 . . _l _. _p _ 
145 . 5,6 2 ,,3 50 1._1,_2 . 
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_ 150. ______ :; . ~ _2 , .373 _1.0_9_ 
. 142 ____ !!.Q --~ .. 6.3!t . _1,12_ 
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·1o·9·--- -5:2· ·z·:·ss7 -ci3" 

HIIAC HOURS 
\L.J) l 1.4 _ W. 

BOILE.R ABSORP, ENTUF, 
28) 6_Q· . 220. 
181 45 ~~1- . 
lO..L _ .. ?t.L .: _ .5.1L .. 

3L 661? 375 
3'. 718 433 
2~ . " 6(,7 . .. 

436 ' 
539 '" 30 716 

4L 715 
510 --

33 716 441 
39 654 i99 
5:' 450 86 

35:1 148 
' 

1 
1 20- 5 600 3 976 

100 467 I 331 

li.W I:i HOURS U l , J.UUU S 
{0 . \0. ,"J 

PLANT STATION SERVI C TENANT lANDLORD TOTAL VAR. 
KWH KWH '7. KWH '7. KWH '7. KWH '7. 

LJ:;z+OZ -4 315 34 , 8 7 866 63.5 616 f..-Q 12.797 1.03 
:Jl . !l bsb b _ ~ s 4 . 9 066 : n3 

FUEL CONSUMPTION IN MMBTJ'S FUEL RATE WATER USE 
lb 17 18 19' r2c 

CROSS 
BTU/KWH WATER 

: ENGINE FUEL CONS. GAL, 
FUEL CONS. BOILER FUEL NET FUEL RATE ' X 1000 

. 1~,429 --- .3. 948 14,481 15,604 _____ 874--
__ 13,.448_ . ·- 2,635 

.. 
1!>,813 14,265 -.934 ___ 1!1,69.7 . 1,424 

-- .. ·- · 
. - -· .. 18,273 .. 15,342 . 1,11-9 -- --

15,).04 437 
-

14,667_. .. .15.,074_ .. __ 942 .. __ 
. ... 17,_0'!7_ 

-
437 _1.6 ,61Q __ J-4.,923 _____ 1.,481 _ ___ --- - 295 . - ·- · f- - -15,943 _15,648 _ 14,651 . 1,5Q~L __ __ _ 

19;446 - · 423 . - . . 19,023 1'•. 747 _ 1, 776 . .. 
18,090 620 17,470 14,475 - 2,445 
16.908 465 16,443 14,760 -- 1,656 
15,980 550 15,430 15,90-7 - . 1,1-76 .. -
14,955 803 14,152 15,848. _ 981 
15,572 2 954 12 618 14 177 847 

200 619 14 991 185 629 - 1 'i 7t.6 
16.718 1,249 15,469 14,967,6 -

~ig. 4.4 Sher- Den Mall, Summary of Monthly Operating Rep ~rt, 1976 
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Table 4.1 Sher-Den Operating Staff 

c:as3ifieation No. SI-_ifts /Week Total Shifts Assignment 

Chie::; Engineer 1 5 5 5 

Mechanics 2 5 10 9 

Oferaton: 4 5 2(1 21 

Tctal 7 3.: 35 



M 

M 1 
M 

01 
02 2 
03 1 
04 3 

c 1 

c 1 
M 1 
0 3 

G.T.5 

Table -.4.2 Total Energy Plant Staff's Work Schedule 

..-4 ..-4 
WEEK l Ill WEEK 2 Ill 

~ ~ 

T.W T F s s 0 
E-< M T W T F .s s 0 

E-< M 
H 

1 <J;>1 4 1 1 ~s s 3 1 
2 2 2 1 4 2 2 2 2 1 5 

2 2 2 2 4 2 1 1 2 2 5 1 

1 1 2 2 5 1 1 3 1 1 5 3 
1 3 1 1 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 6 
3 3 3 3 3 6 2 2 2 2 4 2 

1 . 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 

1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 
2 2 2 1 8 1 2 2 1 1 1 8 1 
3 2 3 3 3 3 bo 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 ~0 3 

6 5 6 3 4 3 32 5 6 5 5 5 4 3 33 5 

H - HOLIDAY, SAME AS SUNDAY SCHEDULE. 
<:>·- MECHANIC FILLS _IK FOR OPERATOR. 
Q- OVERTIME 
S- AHSENCE_DUE TO SICKNESS 

..-4 
WEEK 3 Ill WEEK 4 

~ 
0 H T W T F T W T F s s E-< 

1 1 1 1 5 1 10 1 1 
2 2 2 2 1 5 2 2 2 2 

1(] 3 1 1 6 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 3 6 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 4 2 1 1 

1 1 2 2 5 1 1 3 

1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 

RECAPITULATION 
1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 1 10 1 2 2 2 2. 
3 3 3 3 3 3 ~1 3 3 2 3 3 

6 6 6 6 4 3 36 5 6 5 6 6 

Shift 1 - 12:00-8:00 AM 
Shift 2 - 8:00-4:00 PM 
Shift 3- 4:00-12:00 PM· 

..-4 
Ill WEEK 5 
~ 

s s 0 M T W T F s s E-< 

5 1 1 1 1 1 
1 5 2 2 2 2 1 

3 3 6 2 2 2 2 

4 2 1 1 2 2 
2 2 5 1 1@ 3 1 1 
1 1 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 
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Ta-Jle 4. 3 Engine-Generator, Maintenance Schedule 

ENGINE 1Fl HRS. ENGINE 112 HRS a EN•:;UIE 11J HRS. ENGINE 114 HRS. 
INTERVAL ACTIVITY LAST DUE LAST DUE L\ST DUE LAST DUE 

' ' 

168 Hours Gas Valve Lash - Adj. 35,8.58 36,058 40,213 40,413 26 1760 26,960 41,097 41,297 
or Emergency Stop - Test 35,858 36,058 40,213 40,413 26 1 '?60 26 '960 41,097 41,297 

Weekly Fuel Racks- Adj, 35,858 36,058 40,213 40,413 26 ':'60 26,960 41,097 41,297 

Low Oil Pressure - Test 35,487 36 ,207 40,213 40,933 26: ';60 27,480 40,492 41,212 
720 Hours Boiler Controls - Test 35,487 36,207 40,213 40,933 26: ;60 27,480 40,492 41,212 

or Intercooler - Inspect. 35,487 36,207 40,213 40,933 26 'i60 27,480 40,492 41,212 
Monthly Air Intake Filters - Clean . 35,487. 36 ,207 39' 96 7 40,687 26 1 j60 27,480 40,492 41,212 

Lube Oil - Sample 8/15 8/15 8j]5 8/15 

Vertical Drive - Inspect. 34,326 36,486 40,061 42,221 25.,26 7 27,427 39,533 41,693 
2,160 Hrs. Gear Train - Insp-3ct. 34,326 36,486 38,394 40,534 25,267 27,427 39,533 41,693 

or Blower Drive - Im~pect. 35,487 37,647 39,967 42 '127 26 ,(l)l 28,221 40,652 42,812 
Three Timing Chain - Inspect. 34,662 36,822 39,533 41,693 
Months Exciter Belts, Brushes, 

Beari~gs - Inspect. 34,36 7 36,527 39,535 41,695 26,051 28,221 39,533 41,693 

Piston Rings - Inspect. . 33,401 37' 721 30,852 35 '172 16 ,171 20,491 39,533 43,853 
Gas Va11ves - Overhaul 32,229 36,549 36,408 ~0' 728 23,197 27,515 39,533 43,853 
Tail Bearing Oil - Change 32,-713 37,033 39 '96 7 44,287 23,J-+3 27,363 39,533 43,853 

4,320 Hrs. Governcr -Flush/Adj. 32 '924 37,244 38,374 42,694 25,267 29,587 39,533 43,853 
or Generator - Clean 34,367 38,687 37,206 41,526 20' 715 25,035 39,533 43,853 

Six Injectors - Overhaul 32,229 34,349 38,362 42,682 22 ,a.._3 · 27 '163 39,533 43,853 
Months Crankcase and Oil 

Separator - Clean 31,462 35,782 38,374 47,134 
Main & Rod Bearings-Inspect. 35,025 43,785 21,992 30,752 39,533 48,293 

Gene~ator Align.- Adj. 22,040 30,800 
Camst.aft & Brgs.-Inspect. 36 '964 45,724 
Dampe.r Bushing 

8, 760 Hrs. & Pins - Inspect. 28,478 . 37,238 38,374. 47,134 21,992 30,752 35,098 43,858 
Pistcn & Liners -Inspect. 39,553 48,293 

or Filters & Strai~ers -

' 
Clean & Change 35,623 44,384 38,374 47,134 19 ,2~3 2 7, 983 39,553 48,293 

One Year Oil & Air Coolers - Clean 20,~.33 29,693 37,322 46,082 
Air Start System- Inspect. 38,374 47,134 21,9n 30,752 39,533 48,293 
F/0, L/0 & H2 0 Pump -

Overhaul 38,-374 47,134 21,992 30,752 
Turbocharger ·- Service 30,825 39,585 
F/0 Filters - Change 33,515 42,215 37,248 46,008 .26 'j60 35,520 39,277 48,037 
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5 REVENUE STRUCTURE 

5 .1 DEVELOPMENT OF RATE STRUCTURE FOR TENANT HVAC AND ELECTRIC CHARGES 

5.1.1 Prime Objectives of the Tenant Displaced Cost Analysis 
r 

Our (TELCO's) presentation of a Tenant Displaced Cost Analysis was 
essentially an analysis by major components of the costs that would have been 
incurred by a user-tenant had he been required to purchase, install, operate, 
maintain, and replace his individual heating and air conditioning system over 
the life of his lease commitment. ·This compilation of individual costs was 
then presented to the tenant and an HVAC rate established that indicated a 
substantial savings compared to this ·aggregate cost. 

Therefore,. the development and presentation of the Tenant Displaced 
Cost Analysis study had several important objectives: 

t. It was devised ·as an analytical tool to sell our services 
on an economic basis; substantial savings over costs 
incurred' by the tenant on an individual purchase and 
operation basis. 

2. To act as a document that indicated the parameters of 
each cost determination and thus negate long periods of 
horse trading, interminable delays and polarized posi
tions from which neither party could offer concessions 
that would enable a final resolution of the HVAC rate. 

3. To enable the technicians: consulting engineers, the 
construction departments of large chain stores, opera
tions managers, etc., to challenge the· parameters, to 
submit _their methods of determining the appropriate cost 
components and to orient all thinking to a review and 
evaluation of the rate structure items. 

4. To establish the individual components as an integral 
part of the rat'e structure. 

5. To determine the portion of the capital cost supplied 
and installed by Telc~ Energy Corporation of Texas and 
the percentage of the total HVAC capital cost ~hat this 
investment represented. 

6. Tn bring the associated costs to the bargaining table. 
These costs were an integral part of our HVAC rate struc-
ture although they were not direct energy .costs (cooling 
energy, indicated ~s kWh/yr and heating energy, indicated 
as cu ft/yr). These-as'socia'ted costs were maintenance, 
repairs, and filters; replacement costs; insuranc~; ·and 
taxes. .-. _. _ 

· 7. Finally, to review the components· of the Subscriber-
S~tvice Agreement Schedules: Rasic HVAC :Fees, fue.l,- wage, 
and tax adjustments applicable to the basic fees;-addi
tional HVAC fees, and the Schedule of Electric. Service fees. 
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5.1.2 Development of the Parameters for Initial Equipment Investment 
for Central Plant Chilled and Hot Water Systems and Roof Mounted 
Heating and Cooling Units 

In the establishing of the capital costs component of the Basic HVAC 
Fee, we had no historical reference point as a base determinant nor were these 
costs stated separately iri any franchised utility schedule or regulated by any 
public appointed authority. 

Therefore, based on the experience of our own management team in the· 
marketing, engineering and installing of roof top heating and cooling units 
and central chilled and hot water systems, we determined the following cost 
parameters, as shown in Tables 5.1-5.6.* 

Tables ~.1-~.1 pre~entQd tho diotribution of ~uwpuue~t costs for 
~t;utt·al chilled and hot water- systems with VRrinm; roit& for in-otorc work, 
depending on the sophistication of the major tenant and the demands of his/her 
engineering and construction departments. The 20-year economic life cycle is 
accepted by the national chain construction personnel as a normal life span 
for this type of equipment with proper maintenance and repairs. 

In the original presentation to the Owner of the shopping center, we 
had developed the Landlord's displaced cost analysis with the understanding 
that Telco of Texas (a TELCO wholly-owned subsidiary) would assume the capital 
investment for that portion of the chilled and hot wai:er system serving the 
key tenants and located ~ithin the total energy plant structure. As defined 
in our feasibility study in Sec. 1, there were seven key tenants and we 
would obligate our company to purchase and install the components of the HVAC 
system with the chilled and hot water distribution up to the wall of the total 
energy plant. 

Th'iarefore, b.:tocd on the or igiL"1<il feasib il iry study and on a distr ibu
t inn hPtt.rPPn r.~ntral plant equipment il'1.!tc!lldLi.uu custs and in-store equ1pment 
installation costs of approximately 33-67%, we estimated the overall capital 
costs for this category of customer as presented in Table 5.7. 

However, as the responsibility for the complete capital investment for 
these key tenants was not properly spelled out in detai.l, we had to modify our 
proposed capital investment from approximately $255,QR4 to $775,704, an 
increase of approximately $519,720 that .was not included in the original 
feasibility study and for which we could not receive any reimbursement from 
the key tenants. 

Tables 5.4-5.6 presented the distribution of ~rojected roof tops 
heating and cooling costs by high- and low-side .equipment (this terminology 
us~d in the refrigerant trade refers to refrigerant pressures in each part of 
the packaged unit). The cost per ton is then distributed and thP. high-side 
installed equipment cost is amortized over a 10-year period at an interest 
cost of 8% and at a yearly installment constant of .149. The 10-year economic 
life cycle is used by major manufacturers of this equipment in determining 

*Tables appear consecutively at the end of the section. 
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warranties and by national chain store personnel as a normal life span for 
this type of equipment if associated with a preventive maintenance repair and 
replacement program. 

These shell and allowance tenants -- this term refers to the Landlord 
designation of these tenants as· he erects a basic shell for the prospective 
tenants and negotiates an allowance for fixtur ing the store to the tenant 1 s 
requirements -- were originally to pay Telco Energy Corp; of Texas for the 
central ·plant portion of the HVAC system as a part of their HVAC rate and 
receive an allowance from the developer for the in-store portion of their HVAC 
equipment and installation. 

Therefore, our HVAC rates would reflect ·the yearly installment to 
amortize. the central plant portion of the HVAC system. ·However, the tenants 
insisted that in their negotiations. with the developer/owner, that the com
plete HVAC system was included in the shell and that their allowance for 
fixturing did not include any part of ·the HVAC system. Therefore, once again 
we had to modify· our capital investment (see Table 5.8). 

We originally planned for our HVAC revenue structure to include the 
yearly installment to amortize the central plant portion of the HVAC system. 
However, due to changes in the initial understanding with the developer, we 
had to supply all the HVAC equipment for the Landlord without including this 
investment in our rate structure. Therefore, our capital investment was' 
increased by approximately $312,087. 

In summary o.f the total projected 
capital investment of the 7 key 
tenants of ......... , .................... . 

And, of the 40 shell and allowance 
tenants of ....... ; ...... · ............... . 

Resulting in a total HVAC projected 
investment of ....................... · ... . 

We intended to invest .................. . 
reimbursement 

And, to invest .................. , ...... . 
for which we were to receive a return 
over a 10-year period 

The tenants and the landlord were to 
supply the capital funds for the 
remainder ........................... · ... . 

Under our renegotiated ·agreement, we 
initially estimated our investment as 
for which we were to receive no 
revenue reimbursement 

Which was 
1n excess of our original feasibility 
commitment 

$ 775,704 

312,087 

1,087,791 

255,984 

171 '648 

660,159 

1,087,791 

831,807 
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5.1.3 Parameters for Operating Costs·. 

Lighting - kW and kWh. In those instances in which we received 
detailed plans and specifications from the proposed tenant, we initially made 
a takeoff on lighting fixtures, bulbs, motors, exhaust fans, specialized 
equipment, s.igns, canopy lighting, and air handlers and determined the 
kilowatt demand for operating and.nonoperating hours and the consumption ·for 
each period. In those instances, which in the case of the Mall tenants proved 
·to be in the majority, in which we received no advance plans or drawings, we 
devised a chart for various demands and usages and estimated the tenant fit 
from similar types of stores in other shopping centers. 

Parameters: 

Operating Hours 
5 days x 1.2 hr/ day = 
Saturday x 9 hr = 

60 x 52 weeks 
9 x 1?. w~eks 

- 3600 hr/yr - Mall Open 
- 5100 hr/yr Hall Clu!:li:'U 

8700 hr 

Lighting Load has no seasonal pattern. 

= 3120 hr/yr 
~-~8 hr/yr 

3588 hr/yr 

General Lighting and Miscellaneous Powe< Use 
For Various Kilowatt Demands 

Watts/Sq Ft x Hours = kWh/S.q Ft/Yr = kWh/Sq Ft/Mo 
1000 12 

Open .0065 3,600 23.4 
2.37 

Close .001 5,100 5.1 

Open .006 3,600 21.6 2.22 
Close .001 5,100 5.1 

Open .0055 3,600 19.8 2.07 
Close .001 5,100 5.1 

Open .0050 3, 600 18.0 1.92 
Close .001 5,100 5.1 

Open .0045 3,600 16.2 1.66 
Close .00075 5,100 3.8 

Open .0040 3,600 14.4 
1. 51 

Close .00075 5,100 3.8 

Open .0035 3,500 12.6 1.26 
Close .0005 5,100 2.55 

Open .0030 3,600 10.8 1.11 
Close .0005 5,100 2.55 

Open .0025 3,600 9.0 .85 
Close .00025 5' 100 1.27 
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For example, for Lilley's Department Store, lNe estimated 110.7 kW 
demand and 448,999 kWh/yr for lighting and miscellaneous power and air 

.handlers. We applied Texas Power & Light Co.'s rate schedule, LP-20, to this 
demand and to 1/12 of the kWh/yr and estimated that Lilley's would purchase 
their lighting and miscellaneous power needs at 1.64t/kWh, or 34.97i/sq ft/yr 
and would utilize 21.3 kWh/sq ft/y'r. Although their lighting and miscella
neous power consumption would be metered and their meter read each month with 
demand and usage applied against the appropriate schedule, we required this 
base calculation in order to derive the cooling energy charge. 

Cooling Energy. If we had sufficient data supplied by the prospective 
tenant, we prepared a heat gain calculation for the air conditioning design 
load. We computed the air conditioning peak load based on people, electric 
load, wall and partitions, windows, ceilings, floor and ventilation require
ments. If we had no preliminary data, we utilized 280 sq ft/ton for the large 
stores and 300, for. the Mall stores. 

To compute the kW demand; w~ used 1.4 kW/ton of maximum load and from 
2050 to 2270 effective full load hours for refrigeration component and from 
2422 to 2587 hr of operation of the air conditioning blowers. 

In the case of Lilley's Department Store, we computed the tonnage 
required at 280 sq ft/ton, or a total demand of 105.0 kW. 

We used the refrigerant compressor demand of .95 kW/ton for 2050 EFLh 
(effective full load hours) and .45 kW/ton for the air conditioning auxilia
ries for 2422 hr. Therefore, we estimated that this tenant would require 
105.0 kW for air conditioning services and 110.7 kW for lighting and that the 
stor.e would use an additional 19,002 kWh/mo for air conditioning in addition 
to.37,417 kWh for lighting. 

We then proceeded to recompute the tenant's electrical bill under Texas 
Power & Light Co.'s LP-20 Rate Schedule and subtracted the initial amount 
attributed to lighting. This additional· or add-on load would appear on the 
"Tenant Analysis of Operating Cost Structure of a Roof Top Heating and Cooling 
Plant," under Heating-Cooling Energy. 

The additional cost to Lilley's for air conditioning was 1. 75i/kWh, 
18.95t/sq ft/yr for 10.82 kWh/sq ft per yr, or a total of 228,029 kWh. We 
estimated 2050 EFLh and 2422 hr of operation of air conditioning auxiliaries. 

' Heating Energy- Cubic Feet/Year. In preparing the heating energy cost 
we utilized Lone Star Gas Company's Commercial Service Schedule . (311) and 
estimated the fuel costs under the. four methods advocated· a·nd accepted by 
consulting engineers: heat loss formula, the degree day formula, the NEMA 
formula, and corrected heat loss formula developed by Harris & Fitch. If we 
did not have the data to prepare a heat loss calculation, we utilized between 
25 and 35 Btu/ sq ft for design heat loss. Heating energy cost was based on 
72° temperature indoors for day time operation, 55° temperature indoors for 
non-operating hours, 18n design temperature, 48.6 averagP. winter temperature, 
2272 degree days· and credit allowed for heat gain from lights, 65% efficiency 
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factor for the heating equipment and total heating requirements in cubic feet 
used over a seven-month season. Therefore, in the case of Lilley's Department 
Store, their heating cost would be 6.40t/therm or 2.60t/sq ft/yr. Their total 
heating charge would be $548 for 85?, 561 cu ft of natural gas consumption. 

Maintenance, Repairs and Filters. The breakdown of the costs for main
tenance repairs and filter replacement are explained on the second page of our 
analysis. These rates include maintenance contract, replacement 'of parts 
(valves, pumps, shafts, bearings, belts, isolators), replacement of piping, 
electrical wiring, filter maintenance, oiling and greasing, painting equip
mE;!.nt, refrigerant pump down, and recharge labor for above. The question was 
raised in various meetings that an individual company's experience is not 
always in line with·our estimate and this descrepancy was due to their 
engineerS I COin paring the first 00f!.;.t O-fOUr-yoarU I experienCe as againSt OUr 

figures, which average out cost expenditures over a 1.5-20-yr pe:r:iod. 

For example, 10 Sher-Den Mall the follow:i,'il~ CUI>tR Wf'TI? IJ~E'rl :. 

Preventive Filter 
Size of Maintenance Changes Repairs 
Gtore $/Ton $/Ton $/Ton i Sg, Ft/Yr. 

2,250 30 8 25 22.40 
6,000 25 7 20 18.20 

14,060 20 5 15 14.23 
28,350 10 3 10 8.68 
9,825 Spet;ialty 8 1.50 7 17.80 

Replacement Cost. The replacement cost guidelines are discussed in 
depth on page three of the Analysis of the Oper:1ting Co3t Gtructlut! uf a Roof 
Top Heating and Cooling Plant and, once again, represent industry P-XpP.ri~;>nr.e 
gl42aueu from Cot'ltractors, national chains ~md manufacturers. In our computa
tions, we have estimated very conservatively that over a 20-yr period 70% of 
the original installed equipment will be replaced. Recent industry experience 
has shown that roof tops have an expected life time cycle of from 8-10 yr. 
Therefore, a periodic sinking fund installment i~ required to A.c:-r.umulate thio 
amount in a given numer of periods,. including the accumulation of interest. 
We have utilized a sinking f11nrl f.;~~tor of .069 £or 10 yt. aL 8'~ interest: 
cost. 

Inf?urance and Taxes. As to insurance and taxes appearing as a compo
nent of the HVAC rate, the taxes required to be paid by the Landlord under the 
lease relate to real estate taxes whereas the components for taxes contained 
in the HVAC rate relates to a portion of the personal property taxes payable 
and allocated to the air cond it i.oning equipment. If the tenauL had individual 
air conditioning units installed in his store, a portion of such unit value 
would be taxed as personal property just as a portion of the total energy 
plant is so taxed. Similarly, the insurance that the Landlord is required to 
maintain relates to fire and extended coverage and boiler insurance, but there 
is no obligation on the part of the Landlord to carry insurance with respect 
to liabilities occurring as <1 result of equipment installed in the tenant's 

• 
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star~ .area. It is insurance for this type of liability that the tenant would 
nonnally carry that is computed as a component of the HVAC cost. The annual 
cost of the insurance ·and taxes for HVAC ~quipment installed in a shopping 
center complex was est i.mated at 1% of the original equipment cost per sq ft/ 
yr. 

Total Operating Costs. Total operating costs comprised the cooling 
energy; heating energy, DHW (domestic hot water) supply energy (optional); 
maintenance repairs and filters; replacement cost and insurance and taxes. 

HVAC Rate per Subscriber Service Agreement.. Depending upon the indi-
vidual tenant's negotiations with the owner we would indicate on the TDCA 
study,· an amount for amortization of the total installed equipment cost or 
only amortization cost for the high side, and would then show a total owning 
and operating cost for the roof mounted heating and cooling system and a 
proposed HVAC rate that indicated a savings to the tenant. 

Examples of total owning and operating costs for five selected tenants 
and the final HVAC rates are listed below: 

Tenant 

Zales 
Mangels 
Lilley's 
S.·H. Kress (Key) 
Wyatt Cafeteria (Key) 

.\ 

Sq Ft 

2,250 
6,000 

14,067 
28,350 

9,825 

Total Owning 
and 

Operating 
Cost 

¢/sq ft-yr 

95.12 
79.23 
64.!'4 
49.93 

163.68 

5.1.4 Typical Tenant Displaced Cost Analysis Studies 

Finalized HVAC 
Rate per 

Subscriber Service 
Agreement 
Usq ft-yr 

85.00 
67.00 
58.00 
45.00 

115.00 

We are attaching to this section for your perusal the actual TDCA for 
Zales (Exh. 5.1);* Mangels (Exh. 5.2); Lilley's (Exh. 5.3); S.H. Kress (Exh. 
5.4); and Wyatt's Cafeteria (Exh. 5.5). 

5.1.5 J.C. Penney HVAC Rate Determination 

In the negotiations to detennine an HVAC rate for the J. C. Penney 
store at Sher-Den Mall, we were confronted with a unique situation in which 
the major anchor tenant set the HVAC rate for the store and would not engage 
in a discussion of economic inputs or engineering .parameters, or evaluate the 

. quality of the propos_ed plant installation. 

In 1969, the J.C. Penney Co .. had 37 stores that were heated and cooled 
from central or district plants and nine of these were ser.Ved by total energy. 

*Exhibits appear consecutively at the end of the ~ection following the 
tables. 
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systems. These plants were not designed, owned, or operated by the Penney 
Company; rather, the systems were common to the shopping centers in which 
Penney's was a tenant. 

The J.C. Penney Co. established their own criteria for onsite energy 
sys.tems that together with its central plant heating and cooling criteria 
became the standard for the J. C. Penney store to be located in the Sher-Den 
Mall Shopping Center. This criteria, which was submitted as the First 

. Amendment of Lease, covered the following: 

1. Physical requirements, 

2. Insurance protection~ 

3. Performance standards, 

4. nPr-Prmin.'ltion of paym~nt for heating and cooling media, 

J. R~liability rcquircmcntc, .. 

6. Standards for electrical power quality, 

7. Reliability criteria, 

8. Freedom of power usage, and 

9. Metering and billing. 

The J.C. Penney Co. as the principal anchor tenant represented: 

25.6% of total square footage to be served by the total 
energy plant; 

29.1% of the stores to be served by the total energy plant; 

44.3% of the major tenants. 

The J. C. Penney Store Planning Dept. had· developed a working analysis 
of an average two-level 150,000-sq ft store which ~uld utilize 280 sq ft per 
ton of refrigeration. The fixed and variable costs were estimated based on 
past records, fundamental ·formulas, and ruie-of-thumb guidelines. In those 
cases, as in Sher-Dert Mall, in which the J.C. Penney co; leased the building, 
the amortization of capital costs for mechanical equipment were not considered 
in the purchased media analysis, since this parameter was already included as 
part of the building rental paid by the tenant. In other words, the Landlord 
would supply the air conditioning system as a <.:umpuuent of the boac rental 
charge and, therefore, the term used in this sLudy to designate a tenant with 
this arrangement is "key" L~u<wL -- that is, thio type of tenant rPc.eived a 
store with the complet~ au conditioning and. heating system installed and paid 
for by the Landlord. 

Therefore, the J.C. Penney Co. proceeded to evaluate the following 
fixed and variable cost factors: 

Fixed Costs: 

1. Repairs, both heating and cooling, 

2. Replacement filters, 

3. Maintenance costs, 
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4. Water treatment, 

5. Prorated labor for sys~em op~ration, and 

6. Rental for use of the space gained by having the major. 
heating and refrigeration machinery installed outside 
the building. · · 

Variable Costs: 

1. Water usage, 

2. Electrical ,power usage, and 

3. Heating fuel usage. 

In all discussions with J.C. Penney's construction and engineering 
personnel, they would emphasize that the development of the above costs 

·reflected numerous proprietary factors, building characteristics and geo
graphic location factors. 

Although we were to negotiate an HVAC rate with the J .C. Penney Store 
Planning Dept. 1n various geographical locations: Lancaster, Pa.; Tom's 
River, N.J.; Columbia, Md.; Hagerstown, Md.; Frederick, Md.; Sherman, Tx.; 
Joplin, Mo.; and for store square footages ranging from 150,000-217,000 sq ft, 
with varying labor rates, and rep-air and maintenance costs in different sec:... 
tions of the United States, we were informed·that the proportion of the total 
fixed costs saved by participation in a total energy plant was 5.129t/sq ft in 
every location. This figure was derived as follows: 

Repairs. Based on 1965 thru 1968 repair costs, the average repair cost 
was $2.00/ton. Thus, the average annual repair cost was 2001/./ton-yr divided 
by 280 sq ft/ton or approximately 72t/sq ft-yr. Of this total, 90% or 64.8i/ 
sq ft would be allocated to the total energy plant and 10% would rema1n a 
tenant expense for repairs to in-house direct system and controls. 

Replacement Filters. Based on 375 cfm/ton of refrigeration; 800 cfm of 
au per 20x20x2-inch filters, at a filter cost of 30t, and 12 replacements 
per year, the filter·cost was 1.68i/ton-yr or 0.6i/sq ft-yr. 

Maintenance Service Contract. Based on 50t/ton-mo or ·2.15i/sq ft-yr, 
the total expenditure for filters and maintenance services would be 0.60 plus 
2.15 or 2.75i/sq ft-yr. Sixty percent ·of this total or 1.65i/sq ft per year 
would be the cost of general maintenance and supply of disposable filter media 
in the store area and remaining 40% or 1.lt/sq ft-yr would be saved and should 
be allocated to the total energy plant. 

Water Treatment Chemicals. Assume $2 .00/ton-yr used for water treat
ment chemicals or 0.7151/./sq ft-yr. 
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Prorated Labor for System Operation. Approximately 30% of an operating 
engineer's time can be applied directly to system operation. Therefore; 
$3,000 per year divided by a 150,000 sq ft of a building equals 2t/sq ft-yr. 
Two-thirds or 1.33¢ will be saved by purchasing heating and cooling. The re
maining 0.67¢/sq ft-yr will be required for system operation of the equipment 
in the store. 

Rental. Space Gained. Assume two 24x28-ft bays (1344 sq ft) for machin
ery displaced by total energy system and a rental figure of $1.50/ sq ft-yr. 
The annual savings on a 150,000-sq ft building works out to 1.333/sq ft-yr. 
Table 5.9, therefore, presents a ~ummary of fixed costs. 

Variable Costs 

Water Consumption. Assume 3 gpm of cooling water per ton, 280 sq ft 
per tori of refrigeration and 150,000 sq .ft store area; and 1703 operating 
hours during the cooling season for re fr igcration equipment. The. above equals 
1088 gas/sq ft per season and at a make-up water requirement of 3%, and $1.50 
per 1000 cf, ·the cost of make-up water. would be 0. 65U/ sq · ft per season. 

Electric Power Usage. Assume 280 sq ft/ton of refrigeration and 
150,000 sq ft store area, 0.83 kW/ton and 1400 EFLh of centrifugal chiller 
operation. The .chiller load would equal 621,600 kWh.· For the cooling tower, 
total connected tower condenser hp would be 120 and the total input 112 kW. 
The total· operating hours during the cooling season for refrigeration .equip
ment was estimated.at 1703 resulting in 190,736 kWh consumption. 

1he combined re fr igerat ion inpnt for the independent systems serving 
the office, coffee shop, an.d beauty pArl nr w~i 88,7 l(t-1 opcratit'l~ fu1 1703 hr 
or 151,056 kWh. Therefore, the total refrigerant equipment equals.963,392 
kWh/yr or 6.42 kWh/sq ft, for a 150,000 sq ft store. 

The Hot Water r.i rt:'ulating Pumpo. Undl!r thi:s example equal '5. 4 kW or 
0.00003 kW per sq ft or 0.03 kW/sq ft per 1000 hr of operation. It was 
estimated that there was 3114 hr below 60° or 0.09342 kWh/sq ft or 10,088 kWh 
used per year for the hot water circulating pumps. 

Fuel Consumption. Assume winter design temperature of 18°, 2272 degree 
days, average winter temperature 51 o, 162 days per heating season, K. factor 
465.0 (K factor, heat supplied in Btu per degree day per 1000 Btuh heat loss 
at design conditions) or 1.367 kWh/sq ft-yr. Table 5.10 presents a summary of 
var. iab le ·costs. 

Under the Subscriber Service Agreement, we elected to provide the addi
tional in-store work associated with maintenance and filter charges at 1. 65t/ · 
sq ft-yr. Therefore, our final HVAC rate was 15.00t plus 1.65t ot- 16.65t/sq 
ft-yr. 
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Using the J.C. Penney parameters as outlined below, the LP-20 Texas 
Power & Light Rate Schedule and the lowest fixed cost schedule submitted by a 
major tenant for repairs, maintenance, filter costs, water· treatment, and 
system operator labor, the HVAC rate schedule for this store would total 
2 2. 653i/ sq ft-yr. or an increase of $6,172.28 over the final rate approved by 
the J.C. Penney Co. (See also Table 5.11.) · 

J.C. Penney Co. Engineering Parameters and Costs Per 
Public Utility Rate Schedule 

Parameters - Lighting, air handlers, return air fans, a1r compressor and fans 
for office, ~eauty parlor and coffee shop: 

5.4 watts/sq ft 
20.14 kWh/sq ft/yr 

Lighting & Miscellaneous Power Cos~s per LP-20 Rate Schedule: 

1.207r/./kWh 
. 24.30i/sq ft/yr 
20.14 kWh/sq ft/yr 

Parameters - Air· Conditioning: 

Peak requirements - 375 tons 

Centrifugal chillers: .88 kW/ton 
280 sq ft/ton - 340 kW 

Cooling tower fans, pumps, a1r cooled condensers - 81 kW 

Refrigeration compressor - beauty parlor, coffee shop and office -
64 kW 

1.11 diversity factor 

1700 hr equivalent full load h6urs 

2000 hr total operating hours 

Air Conditioning Costs Per' LP-20 Rate Schedule: 

1.303i/kWh 
10.480¢/sq ft-yr 
8.04 kWh/sq ft-yr 

.Parameters- Hot Water Pumps: 

12 HP- 11.2 kW for 3114 hr of operation 
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Parameters - Gas Heating Fuel: 

Peak requirements - 2,300,000 Btu-h 
Winter design - 18° 
2272 degree days 
K factor - 465.0 
162 days per heating season 
Average winter temperature·- 51° 

Gas Heating Fuel Costs Per Lone Star Gas Co. - Commercial Service 
Schedule 311: 

1.6814i/sq ft-yr 

Thus,. the First Amendment of Lease* unde-r Paragraph n sPt tl1e HVAC r.ate 
at l"lf/sfJ. f.t-yr pluc 1.65~ oq ft yr acrd th~ square footage served as 102,820 
sq ft,: or. a total heating and cooling media payment per year of $17,119.53. 
The 22.653i proposed by Sherman Energy ManagemP.nt Services, Inc., utilizing 
the engineering parameters developed by the J.C, Penney Co. and serving· the 
same square footage would result in a payment of $23,291.81 or an increase of 
$6,172.28 per year, or 36.1%. In the first full year of operation, 1971, the 
total HVAC revenue for Sher-Den Mall equalled $178, 753·. 03 and this difference, 
$6,172.28, represented a po~ential revenue loss of 3.45%. 

On October 23, 1974, we informed the J.C. Penney Co. Store Manager at 
Sher-Den Mall that 

due to the scale of increased operating costs incurred in the 
management of the Total Emngy Plant, we reluctantly are com
pelled to institute an energy, labor, water, water treatment, 
maintenance, and filter.escalation charge in A~~n~rlance with 
the First Amendment of Lease ·made July 1·, 1970. 

Under this First Amendment covering the central utility plant, the 
lease· states in part under paragraph,D 4 --

The foregoing annual service charge may be adjusted -- for 
any inc.rease or. dP~r~;>.::!se that may h.lvc taken pl"''·~ in the 
unit cost of fuel and electricity and in the prevailing wage 
rate for labor in the lucaliLy ~1er.e the utility plant is 
located -- provided that the amount payable by tenant for 
heating and cooling media for ~ny lease year shall not exceed 
the annual service charge ceiling impos~d by pu·agraph 1 of 
this Section D. 

*First Amendment of Lease. This agreement, made as of this 1st day of July 
1970 by and between Meyer Steinberg, doing business as Sher-Den Mall, having 
his office at 538 Braniff Tower, Exchange Park, Dallas, Texas,. 75235 ("Land
lord"), and J.C. Penney Company, Inc., a Delaware corporation having its 
principal office at 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York, 10019 
("Tenant"). 

. r 
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Section D - Paragraph 1 - reads in part --

..... that the total amount payable.by Tenant for the heating 
.and cooling media furnished by Landlord during any lease year 
shall not exceed the aggregate amount of mon~y (hereinafter 
called the·'Annual Service Charge Ceiling') which Tenant 
would have been required to expend during such lease year in 
order to operate and maintain equipment for heating and cool
ing the Main Store Building in accordance with the above 
described standards and criteria if all of the equipment 
required for such purpose had, contrary to fact, been located 
in the Main Store Building and had been operated and main
tained solely by Tenant, excluding from such expenditures, 
however, any charge for the cost of such equipment or depre
ciation thereon, repairs to or replacement of such equipment, 
rent for the space occupied by such equipment, interest on 
the cost of such equipment, insurance on such equipment, and 
taxes on such equipment or on the space occupied by such 
equipment .. 

As the escalation clause referred to above is not a formula type esca
lation charge similar to the adjustment clause incorporated in other major 
tenants' leases, we had to compute the appropriate increase in each component 
of the j.c. Penney annual service charge in order to equitably pass through 
the proportionate share of the operating cost increase against the squaFe 
footage of the J.C. Penney Co. receiving heating and cooling services from 
Total Energy Plant operated by Sherman Energy Management Services, Inc. 

In a letter to Mr. M.E. Pickens,* we analyzed the appropriate increase 
in each component of the J.C. Penney annual service charge, and on August 7, 
1975, in a final commitment letter J.C. Penney** agreed, commencing September 
1, 1975, to revise the annual service charge to 25{/sq ft or an increase of 
8.35i/sq ft-yr. This revised maximum annual service charge equalled $25,705.00 
per year (25t x 102,820 sq ft) or an increase of $8,585.47 over the First 
Amendment yearly rate of $17,119.53. 

5.2 FUEL COSTS 

As s.hown in the figures and tables of this section, the most signifi-· 
cant component of operating costs is the cost ·of fuel consumed in the produc
tion of electricity and hot and chilled water. These costs,. which at current 
prices account for over 60% of all operating_ costs, have also been those that 
have seen the most draua.tic ~scalation over the ye<~rs since the total energy 
plant was installed in the Sher-Den Mall. Over the past four. years covered by 
this report, thes~·costs have increased 329%. 

*Letter to Mr. M.E. Pickens, Manager, J.C. Penney Co., Inc., 100 Sher-Den 
Mall, Sherman, Texas 75090 dated October 23.' 1974, from Merton D. Levy, Vice 
Pr·esident, Sherman Energy Management Services, Inc., 330 Madison Ave., N.Y. 
10017, Room 2300. 

**Letter from Joseph T. Zarcone, Real Estate Dept., Property Management Div., 
J. C. Penney Co. , Inc . 
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The primary fuel used in the plant is natural gas, which is furnished 
under .contract by the Lone Star Gas Co. and delivered through their pressure 
regulating· equipment located. adjacent to the total energy plant. The second
ary fuel, which is No. 2 distillate fuel oil, is· purchased from distributors 
of the major oil companies on a negotiated price per gallon. An inventory of· 
fuel oil is maintained in a 20,000 gallon underground storage tank. Table 
5.12 indicates the quarterly and annual consumption of ·fuel oil, in gallons, 
and gas, which is· purchased in units of one thousand cubic feet (MCF) and 
expressed in units of one million.Btu (MMBtu). Fuel oil gallons are converted 
to MMBtu in th~ ratio of 140,000 Btu per gallon and added to gas consumption 
to give total consumption. As can be seen, fuel oil and natural gas consump
tion has gradually decreased from 1973 through 1976. The total decrease of 
approximately 25% roughly parallels the total decrease in production of elec
tricity for use by the tenants and in the plant for the same period ·of time. 

Under normai production procedures, approximately 90% of the total 
fuel consumption is in the form of natural gas; the remaining 10% being fuel 

·oil, which is used as a pilot fuel in the internal combustion engines driving 
the electric generators. The fuel oil serves as a back-up fuel, which can be 
used by the dual fuel engines and boiler in the event of a failure or curtail
ment of natural gas supplies. Partial intentional curtailments were imposed 
by the Lone Star Gas Co. during certain winter months in 1973, 1974, and 1975. 
As the table shows, the percentage of gas used during these periods fell to a 
low of 70% as compared to over 90% for the 1976 season. 

The cost per unit of fuel for both a gallon of oil and a thousand cubic 
feet of gas (MCF) has increased drastically from initial operations of; the 
Sher-l>en total energy plant. In the first year covered by this report, fuel· 
oil wa~ <'l"ailable at leso than lU/gal in Lank car lot:s (80UU gal), while 
natural gas in quantities of 50,000 MCF per month was delivered at roughly 
30i/MCF. In the last quarter of 1976, fuel oil was .1JI;/g~l and natural gas 
$1.67 /MCF, and further increases have been realized in both these products 
throughout the first three quarters of 1977. As a. rP.sul t, the unit cor.t nf 
fuel oil has increased 171% and gas 398% over the four-year period covered by 
this report. When combining the two products in the ratio of their use, the 
average increase has been 329%. Although fuel oil has not increased to the 
extent of natural gas, gas is still the most economical form of fuel for 
operating the plant. H the plant to~er.E' operated on 100% fuel oil, approxi
mately 7.14 gal of fuel oil would be required to replace the energy value of 
each MCF of gas, and the average cost per MMBtu would be $2.56 in comparison 
to $1.59 actually experienced during th~ calendar year 1976 (see Table 5.12). 

In Table 5.13, these total fuel costs have been computed with the pro
duction of electric power for each quarter from 1973 through 1976. Although 
the amount of electric energy produced for customers as well as for the opera
tion of the plant itself has reduced significantly over the years, the fue 1 
rate or Btu consumed per kWh produced (both grpss and net of fue 1 consumed by 
the boiler) has changed only slightly. Thert'!fore, the unit cost of fuel has 
had a marked effect only on the cost to produce a unit of electric energy -
increasing 0.562¢/kWh in 1973 to 2.390t/kWh in 1976. In comparison, average 
revenue derived from the sale of electricity in cents per kWh, which charges 
are adjusted to equal the public utility rate~ applicable to each user, has 
increased to a lesser degree for the same period -- increasing from 1. 73 in 
1973 to 3.138 in 1976. · 
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The factor not considered 1n the above is the allocation of the value 
of energy recaptured from waste heat produced as a by-product of engine driven 
electric generators to the cost of producing heating and cooling services 
versus a credit to the cost of producing electricity. 

5.3 LABOR 

Operating and maintenance labor constitutes the second largest portion 
of operating costs, accounting for 16.3% of the total. These costs are, iri a 
large part, necessitated by the need to have round-the-clock attendance in the 
plant by at least one operator to assure continuity of operation of the elec
trical generation portion of the plant. As previously detailed in Sec. 4, 
the Sher-Den total energy plant is staffed with one chief engineer and six 
operator-me.chanics. With the exception of the Chief Engineer, all personne 1 
are paid on an hourly basis. Due to the skills required to operate and main
tain the total energy plant, hourly rates were initally established with re
fe.rence to the average hourly rate paid to manufacturing workers in the Dallas 
metropolitan area, as reported monthly by the Texas Manpower Commission (TMC). 
As indicated on Table 5.14, our average rate in 1973 was roughly 10% above the 
referenced rate reported by the '!'MC, and the annual base payroll was $61,396. 
Since then hourly rates have increased approximately 7% per year and for the 
period covered . by this report aggregate an increase of 22.7%. The staff at 
Sher-Den is nonunion, as is a majority of the work force in the Grayson County 
area. The wage and benefit package is negotiated directly between the Company 
and the employees annually and 1s predicated on national and local labor 
trends. 

The Company provides each employee with medical coverage after three 
months of continuous employment, including hospitalization (Blue Cross) and 
major medical. This coverage provides reimbursement of 100% of cost in excess 
of $100 per family per year. This program, which currently costs $41.50 per 
man per month, is provided at no cost to the employee. ·In addition, a term 
life insurance policy is provided each man in the face amount of $10,000. The 
staff at Sher-Den receives nine paid holidays, five paid sick days (the unused 
sick days being paid to the employee at year end), and vacation of· one week 
aft:er six mOttths and two weeks aft~r nnP.·year's service. Time and one-half is 
paid for all hours worked in excess of 40 hours per week, as are all hours 
worked on designated holidays. Table 5.14 further indicates that while the 
base pay has increased 22%, overtime has decreased· a similar ·amount so that 
total wages over the four-year period have increased a net of 16.7%. Employee 
benefits and payroll taxes have increased 43% and 32%, respectively, due in a 
large degree to the escalating cost of medical services and changes in federal 
and state tax regulations. Adding these costs to wages· paid, total labor 
costs amounted to $91,643 for.l976, up 18.3% from 1973. At the current level, 
overtime amounts tu almost 10% of the base p8y while benefits add another 4.4% 
and taxes amount to 5.9%. 

5. 4 MAINTENANCE COSTS 

Maintenance 1s the th i. rd 
amounting to 6. 79% of the total. 

largest component of operating costs, 
These costs are primarily for service and 
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replacement parts in that most labor for maintenance 1s provided by the 
plant's staff. Categories of maintenance involve: 

1. Routine service and maintenance of the heating and 
cooling components located in the tenant spaces and 
the Mall. These include periodic replacement of 
filter media, cleaning of coils and diffusers, 
adjustment of thermostats and an occasi6nal replace
ment of belts, bearings, or a fan motor. 

2. Maintenance of heating and cooling components in the 
total energy plant that primarily involve seasonal 
service of chillers and the boiler, cooling tower 
cleaning, periodic pump packing and servicing of 
controls. (See Table 5.15). 

3. Engine generator maintenance, wh ieh by far is the 
largest component of maintenance cost, relates to the 
engine generator equipment, This cost has risen to 
alm~.,t 7 51~ uf Lhe roral dollars spent and has tripled 
since 1973. Though these changes appear dramatic, the 
current amount of expenditure is believed to be a more 
realistic level required to sustaiu the engines in good 
working condition. (See Table 5.15). 

5.5 WATER AND WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS 

Water and water treatment account for only 3.2% of current costs. 
Water consumption is largely related to the operation of the cooling system in 
that water .consumption in the engine generator portion of the plant and in the 
heating componenets is almost negligible, As shown T.<~hle 5.16, water cnn.9ump
tion in thousands of galions is by far the l;:~reest during the third quarter of 
each year when the maximum demand on the· c.nnl i.ng system io cKperienced. Cuu
versely, the first three .months of the year consume the least amount of water. 
There has been a "reduction" in annual water consumption over the four years, 
1973-1976, of 12.14%, which at least in part is attributable to efficiencies 
in the plant and possibly lower demands by the shopping center. . The unit cost 
per 1000 gal, howevt:r, has inr.rPased 26% co that tot: ... l .: . .:•sL fur warcr has 
increased only 12%. Water is purchased from the City of. Sherman on a block 
rate basis; therefore, the unit cost per 1000 gal is lower when consumption is 
highest and vice versa. There is no separate assessment for sewer charges in 
the City of Sherman and costs the·reof are included in quarterly water charges. 

Chemicals used tci maintain stable water conditions and minimize rust, 
corrosion and deposits in the equipment and piping system, as well as algae in 
the cooling towers, are consumed largely in proportion to the amount of 
evaporation in the condenser water systems and, therefore, to the amount of 
water m!:l.keup required. A minor portion of chemicals is used to maintain the 
hot and chilled water closed systems and· well as for periodic cleaning of 
waste heat boilers, etc. Chemicals are purchased in bulk in accordance with 
the suppliers program. Invoices for same occur at various times of the year, 
and ·therefore costs are not directly proportional to consumption. However, 
the annual cost for water and water treatment products combined on a unit 
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basis does show a significant increase over the years refle.ct ing the combined 
escalating cost of water. and chemical products . 

5.6 OTHER EXPENSES 

Other expenses classified as indirect· costs, which are applicable to 
the operation of the total energy plant at the Sher-Den Mall, consist of (1) 
property taxes, (2) insurance, and (3) franchise fees. 

The total energy plant is assessed by the City and School District of 
Sherman and Grayson County as personal property. The original and current 
assessed value of the system by the City and School District is $749,830, and 
the tax rate is $1.37 and $1.92 per $1000 of assessed value, respectively, 
resulti~g in a combined tax of $23,920 to the City and School District. The 
State and County's assessed·value of the personal property is $428,340 and the 
annual tax is $6254. This category also includes the corporation franchise 
tax imposed by the State of ·Texas on the corporate entities that own and 
operate the total energy system in the Sher-Den Mall Shopping Center. These, 
in the aggre·gate, amount to less than $1900 per annum. There has been no 
significant change in the tax rate during the years covered by this report. 

I 

In accordance with the conditions of the Company's agreements with the 
Owner of the Sher-Den Mall Shopping Center, insurance is provided covering 
loss or damage by fire or other perils in the face amount of $2 million. In 
addition, general liability insurance is provided to cover claims for personal 
injury, death, or property damages resulting from the operating of the system' 
in the face amount of $5 million. Boiler and machinery coverage is provided 
on all items and components of the system in the total amount of $2,800,000. 
The parent company also carries a general liability umbrella policy, the cost 
of which is prorated over all of the Company's installations. Mandatory work
men's compensation insurance for the employees. at the Sher-Den Mall total 
energy plant is included in this category. Insurance costs, which amounted to 
$10,134 in 1973, have escalated to $13,998, or 38.1%, for the year 1976. 

A franchise fee, which has been discussed in a previous section, 1.s a 
fixed sum of $15,000 per annum paiu Lo the Owner of thP. Shopping Center.as a 
fee for permission to install and operate the system, supply services. to the 
tenants, and for providing the space in which the system is located. Table 
5.17 summarizes the history of the above described indirect costs. 

5.7 COSTS SUMMARY AND ALLOCATION 

5.7.1 Summary 

.Table 5.18 summarizes all components of operating expenses described 1.n 
the preceding Sees. 5.2-5.6 for each of the years 1973 through 1976. 

As previously indicated, the most significant component of operating 
cost has always been fuel cost and over the years is ·the o~e. that has experi
enced the most significant escalations. Actual fuel cost has increased 203% 
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since 1973 (evel;l more so on a cost per unit basis) and accounts for 81.3% of 
all increases since that time. Fuel a.nd labor now account for 74% of all 
costs. Maintenance and lube oil costs have also escalated in excess of 100%; 
maintenance, because of the anticipated requirements after initial operation, 
and lube oil, because of escalation prices for petroleum products. These two 
items, however, contribute only a minor portion of total costs. 

Together with the indirect operating costs described in the preceding 
paragraph, all cost~ have accelerated a total of $264,000 or 91.3% more than 
those incurred in the base year 1973. These cost increases have been realized 
even though total production of the plant has decreased by 3, 789,000 kWh or 
23% lower than that experienced in. the base year 1973. 

5.7.2 Cost Alloc~tion to S~nri.t:"u 

Each of the components of operating expenses described in the preceding 
items are allocable to the production of the two basic services provided by 
the total energy plant; namely, electricity and hot and chilled water. Pre
cise determinations are possible in some categories such as fuel and mainte
nance as to what quantity or cost is required for electricity vs the heating 
and cooling portion of the plant. However, the cost accounting system cannot 
accurately divide other categories like labor and miscellaneous expenses and 
supplies. Therefore, formulae for allocating costs are applied that were 
based in part on the quantity and efficiency of the services produced. 

In Table 5.19, the total cost of operation for each of the years 1973 
through 1976 has been divided between electric and HVAC servit:"es. In the case 
of ele..::(ricity, each component is shown as a unit cost for electricity pro
duced and sold (ri./sq ft). In this form, costs are more directly related to 
the revenue stn'l-'lm generated for. each of Lhe services pr:uv ided. 

A.llocationR nf. cot:t oompon~nt6 <:H~ comput:ed 1n ·accordance with the 
following formulae: 

Fuel. Cost for· electric generation is the gross fuel consumption less 
fuel used in the boiler. The portion of fuel used tQ generate power for the 
plant is added to boiler fuel to determine HVAC fuel. 

Labor. Of the six operator-mechanics, one man is charged 100% to HVAC 
service of Mall and tenants' systems. Time studies show that two-thirds of 
the remaining five mens' time is attributable to the electric portion of the 
plant, The C:tdfO'f Engineer's time is distribu.ted in proportion to the alloca
tion of the six men, resulting in a ratio of 68.6% to electricity and 31.4% to 
HVAC. 

Maintenance. All parts and supplies as well as out:side services are 
coded as invoices are received. Separate accounts are generated therefore for 
electd.c and HVAC. 

Water and Chemicals. Chemicals for 
direct relation to water consumption, which 
chiller water system. Spot tests indicate 
requirement of the HVAC system. 

water treatment are consumed in 
is primarily a consumable for the 
that 95% of these products are a 
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Lube Oil. Records indicate that approximately 95% of these materials 
are used in the dual fuel engines. 

Miscellaneous. These costs, which are a small percentage of the total, 
are divided equally between the two functions. 

. ' 

Indirect Costs. Since taxes are assessed on the system as a whole and 
insurance coverage is not divisible, these costs and the franchise fees are 
allocated in relation to the components of total capital cost developed m 
Table 3.7 (Sec. 3), namely, 50.6% to HVAC and 49.4% to electricity. 

5.8 OTHER CHARGES 

The statements of income and expenses prepared .quarterly by the 
Company's accountants include as 110ther Charges11 a charge to each of its 
operating subsidiaries for depreciation, debt service (interest) incurred by 
the Company under its various loan agreements with the bank and other lenders, 
and, when necessary, charges for write-offs of uncollectible receivables (bad 
debts). 

5.8.1 Interest 

Debt services or interest paid to a commercial lending institution 1s 
paid pursuant to a consolidated loan agreement covering all the Company's 
total energy systems. Charges are allocated in· the ratio of the capital cost 
of each system tq the combined cost of· all systems. The loan agreement 

. provides for a constant payment of 9% per annum of the original principal 
amount, of which 4% is interest on the outstanding principal and the balance 
is applied as reduct ion of principal. The Sher-Den total energy system ·is 
allocated 24% of the total debt and interest charges equal to $125,927, of 
which approximately, $55,000 is interest. 

5.8.2 Depreciation 

When there is no statistical record either stemming from the past 
assets of the company or adaptable from other companies with similar assets on 
which to base any of the previously mentioned actuarial methods, the useful 
service life of the asset must be.estimated. Basically, there are five funda
mental methods useful in 11 guessing 11 at plant lives. Usually, a combination to 
two or three methods would be used in estimating the useful service life of 
the capital asset. The methods are: 

1. Component assessment~ 

2. Similar operations, 

3. Limiting factors; 

4. Market economics, and 

5. Projected competitors. 
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In the application of these methods, we conducted written and telephone 
surveys with diesel engirie manufacturers, franchised utilities, Public Utility 
Commissions, competitors, and. trade associations. 

· The substantive comments made by the management personnel of_ these 
companies follow. 

Fairbanks Morse, Inc., Power Systems Div1sion, Diesel Engine Life 
Expectancy 

The large heavy duty diesel engines are designed and 
sold for an indefinite life. All moving and wearing parts 
are replaceable. The 3B DB 1/B engine (four of these en
gines, turbocharged, after-cooled were installed in the Total 
Energy Plant ;3.~ Sh~~-Dcn Mall) was developP.d in 1Q1'i. SPvr>n 
Lhuusand Model 38 D8 1/8 engines are.in service and many of 
them were removed from navy ships and reinstalled in· .all 
types of power plants. In most cases power plants that are 
kept in good running condition are more valuable today than 
when they were purchased. It is our opinion that we will be 
building or supplying parts for the Model 3B DB 1/B for at 
least the next 75 years. 

Caterpillar Tractor Co., Caterpillar Diesel and Gas Engine Life 
Expectancy 

The accounting department has used the following de
preciation base for diesel and gas'engines installed in our· 
own headquarters plant. Life of the engines before a major 
overhaul: diesel, 25,000 hr; gas, 30,000 hr, 

This JifP r.yrlP wnnlrl h(' nividoad by the 2Vt~r.:lg~ .ElOUnt 

of hours of annual use - approximately 2500 hours per year. 
Therefore, the engines would be depreci·ated over· 10 years to 
12 years' life. The 2500 hours of use.would, of course, de-. 
pend on the load factor on the plant. 

When the engine is rebuilt during a major overhaul, 
the cost involved in the major overhaul would be capitalized 
and a new depreciation period commenced. Caterpillar Corp. 
has not received any formal approval from the IRS as to the 
life expectancy depreciation r~tc ochcdulc for their diesel 
and gas engines. 

New Jersey Board of Public Utilities 

Depreciation rates for all public utility systems ·are 
subject to IRS schedules that are executed by the various 
State ·power commissions. Each piece of equipment is c lassi
fied under the appropriate type of plant account for which 
there is a corresponding depreciation rate. To.change these 
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rates, the utility company must submit rev.ised equipment 
lifetimes to the commissions for rev1ew before altering their 
present rates. 

By uniform systems of account classification: 

Type of Plant . 

Electric public utility -

steam production 
other 
transmissio~ 

distribution 
general 

Hydroelectric plant -

hydroelectric production 
hydroelectric storage 
other 
distribution 

Gas .public utility -

gas production plant 
local storage plant 
distribution plant 
general 

Jersey Natural Gas Company -

manufactured gas product ion plant· 
local storage plant 
transmission plant 
distribution plant 
general plant 

South Jersey Gas -

production plant 
storage plant 

·transmission plant 
distribution 

. general 

Elizabethtown Gas Company 

Annual Rate 

2.45%. 
4.08% 
2.29% 
3.68% 
4.11% 

2.87% 
1.43% 
3.40% 
3.96% 

5.15% 
9.64% 
3.04% 
2.76% 

'3.44% 
2.20% 
2.12% 
2.93% 
8.13% 

2.57% 
1.64% 
2.06% 
1.56% 
3.39% 

Depreciate.s their Total Energy Plant at a 5% rate. 

Group to Advance Total Energy 

No consistent depreciation policies are being followed 
by total energy companies. The industry appears to be taking 
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·the position that TE plants should be considered by the IRS 
as a single utility plant, not as separate functional plant 
with accounts subject to the various IRS schedules estab
lished for public utilities. Four or five years ago, some 
total energy companies established· twenty years as an average 
rate; however, the industry is now seeking quicker write-offs .. 

Among the total energy companies are the following: 

Utility Systems Corp. 

Use IRS guidelines for individual pieces of equipment. 
The rates average between 20 and 30 years. 

Ohio Energy Systems 

When OES joint ventures a TE plant, depreciation rate 
depends on the depreciation policies of the other party. In 
such a situation, the IRS guidelines for individual equipment 
plants are used. 

Often the depreciation rate may coincide with the 
terms of the lease and/or the mortgage. If a short-term 
contract is written, then the Company tends to depreciate 
at high rate. 

Tri Energy Corp. 

We advocate relating depreciation ·rates to the terms 
of the financing on the plant, which usually is 12 to 30 
years. For example, a· large gas tur.bine plant has an un
limited life because of continual maintenance and it would 
be depreciated over the life of the corresponding lease. 

Utilities Leasing Corp. 

Majority of TE companies use 20 years. As size of 
plant increases, then so does time span for wr ite.-..off. 
Uleasco uses 25 years' straight line, does not accelP.rRtP. for 
tax purposes. The rate will usually relate to the length of 
the lease; however, if a long-term lease is written on the 
plant (i.e., over 25 or 30 years), the long-term lender will 
not want to risk t·aking such a long-term wr it'e-off and con
sequently the rate of-depreciation will be shorter than the 
lease. 

The System Lease between Telco Energy Corporation of Texas (the 
"Lessor") arid Meyer Steinberg d/b/a Sher-Den Mall (the "Lessee"), provides 
that· Telco will l_ease the system to the owner for an initial term of 35 years 
and for optional renewal terms of three successive periods of 10 years each. 
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Notes D. and E, below, the Finane ial Statements of the Total Energy 
Leasing .Corporation for the period endirig December 31, 1970, state the 
depreciation policy of the Corporaton and the write-down of the plant invest
ment to realizable value. 

Note D 

It is the intention of management to sell the three "total 
energy" systems presently owned.· In the opinion of manage
ment, the amount realizable upon the sale of such systems 
would be approximately $2,900,000 less than the cost thereof 
and,· accordingly, the carrying amount of the companies' 
'total energy' systems has been reduced by that amount. 

Therefore, in accordance with the above statement, the capital invest
ment in the total energy sy·stem at Sher-Den Mall was reduced by $900,000, from 
a carrying value of $2,822,601.17 to $1,922,601.17 and the 30-yr depreciation 
schedule for the period 1970 through 1976 reflects the book entries presented 
in Table 5.20. 

Note E - Depreciation Policy 

Depreciation of 'total energy' systems located in 
shopping centers has been computed by the straight-line 
method, over their estimated lives of 30 years. It is the 
companies' policy to capitalize e·xpenditures for major bet
terments and renewals, and to charge expenditures for main
tenence and repairs to an· expense account as incurred; as at 
December 31, 1969, prior ·to the commencement of revenue
producing operations, the latter expenditures were deferred. 
It is the companies' poli~y also, upon retirement or.other 
disposal of fixed assets, to remove from the accounts the 
cost of the assets and the related accumulated depreciation 
and to credit or charge any gain or loss thereon to opera-
tions. 

5.8 .3 Bad Debts and HVAC Allowance for .fuel Escalation Rebate for 
Prior Periods 

For the 4-yr period of this study, a search of the accounting records 
and a compilation of entires to the accounts reserve for doubtful accounts ·and 
bad debts indicates that th~ loss in revenue billings was 1/2 ·of 1% or less 
for each year. Table 5. 21 presents the yearly costs. 

In the fiscal year 1975, we issued a fuel escalation re.bate allowance 
covering a partial rebate for the period November 1973 thro\lgh March 1975 in 
the amount of $18,164.74. This allowance appeared under·the section Extraor
dinary Expenses for the year 1975. 
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Our monthly charge for HVAC comprises a basic contract fee and escala
tion clauses. for fuel, wage,· and tax adjustments (see Exhibit 5.6). Our first 
fuel adjustment escalation was for the month of November 1973, and we notified 
all subscriber tenants that due to the increasing shortage of fuels, our·prin
cipal supplier, Mobil Oil Corp., had advised us that commencing October 1, 
1973, our cost per gallon .of fuel would be increased by 45%, and our natural 
gas supplier, Lone St-ar Gas Co., had been gradually escalating our cost of 
natural gas each month under a gas cost adjustment clause. These charges had 
been .absorbed previously by Sherman Energy Management Services, Inc., but now 
were to be passed through to our tenant subscribers in accordance with 
Schedule 1 - Part 1 Basic HVAC Fees - Paragraph C.(l) Fuel Adjustments - (see 
Exhibit 5 .6). 

The method of calculating the fuel adjustment by weighing the propor
tion of natural gas and di.esel fuel utilized each month and ~onverting this 
escalation to 'cents. per equivalent Me~· and then to the applicable forruula was 
as follows. 

Gas Cost Escalation on Lone Star Gas Billing for October 1973: 

$.0298 x 21,686 MCF = $646.24. 

Fuel Oil - Mobil Oil Invoices for October 1973: 

18.65t/gal less 12.9t/gai base x 11,670 gal= $671.03. 
(Equivalent MCF for oil purchases= 1,634 MCF.) Therefore, 
$646.24 plus $671.03 equals .$1,317.27, divided by 23,320 
equivalent MCF equals 5.65t/MCF. 

U.S. Theater, Wards and Kress had special formula escalations that for 
the month of October totalled $175.76. 

Therefore, the fuel cost escalation for the· remainder of the tenants 
who had signed the standard Subscriber 8erv ice Agreement was $1,317.27 minus 
$175.76 equals $1,141.51 and as the subscriber square footage was 185,867, the 
fuel cost escalation 0.61415i/sq ft for the month of November 1973 was 0.61415 
sq ft. 

In January 1975, we compiled a table that indicated for our subscribers 
the monthly fuel coG alation in t:lint~ pl"r Pqnival Pnt Mr.F, th~. percent~ge. in
crease from the base period (November 1973) and the total dollar expenditure 
by Sherman Energy Management Services, Inc. relating to fuel cost escalation. 

An analysis of these costs revealed that: 

1. From a b~sic fuel cost in November. 1973 of 28.467¢ per 
equivaient MCF, our fuel cost had escalated to ov~r 71¢ 
per equival~nt MCF, or an in~rPa~~ nf 42.60¢/MCF within ~ 
one year period (November 1973 through December 1974). 

2. This increase represented a fuel cost escalation of 
149.6% over the basic fuel cost existing only one year 
ago. (Base cost of ,equivalent MCF in November 1973 was 
28.467¢. Base cost of natural gas was 23.67¢/MCF and 
base cost of #2 diesel fuel oil was 12.9¢/gal.) 
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3. The plant had consistently operated on a high percentage 
of natural gas to 4F2 diesel fuel - approximately 93% 

·natural gas and 7% fuel .oil. 

However, the tenant subscribers requested that we review our method for 
"passing through" fuel cost increases under the appropriate clause of our HVAC 
agreements. We recognize the fact that due to special escalation formulae 
negotiated by major tenants, inequities existed that could have resulted in 
charges that were less than fair· to some of the smaller .tenants. 

Therefore, we revised our fuel cost adjustment computation so that it 
would be based upon an allocation of our total fuel consumption to the HVAC 
and electric portion of our system. The portion of our fuel consumption used 
exclusively for HVAC operations was ailocated "pro rata" among all tenants 
receiving HVAC (378,463 sq ft) and fuel adjustment provisions of the electric 
rate schedules of Texas Power & Light Co. as applied to our unit cost of 
fuel and assessed to each tenant in accordance with their actual ·electric 
consumption. 

This modification in our escalation formulae resulted in the following 
revisions of our HVAC and electric fuel adjustment charges for the period 
November 1973 through ·March 1975. The new formulae ~ere utilized commencing 
with April 1975 billings (see Table 5.22). 

Therefore, based. on the above modifications, our total HVAC fuel ad
justment charge for the period November 1973 through March 1975 was reduced by 
$22,309.98 and our electric fuel adjustment charge was increased by $4,145.24, 
or a net credit of $18,164.7~. 

5.8.4 Independent Accountants'. Report 

The system's P&L statements prepared by the Company's accountants, 
quarterly and annually, are included as Exhibits 5.7-5.10 .. The figures 
shown there may differ slightly in certain categories from those previously 
presented in those accruals, and other adjustments have been made from time to 
time to conform to established accounLi11g practicco, 

5.9 BUDGET VARIANCE ANALYSIS 

A variance may be defined as the difference between actual and stand.ard 
or budgetary cost. The process of analyzing variances involves subdividing 
the total variance in such a way that management can assign responsibility for 
off-budget performance. The decision on how far to go in.analyzing variances 
should be based on the use that management has for the information. 

Our budget variance analysis concentrated on HVAC revenue components 
(square footage served, basic HVAC fees and fuel cost esca~ation); electric 
revenue components (basic rate schedules, electric fuel adjustments factor and 
kilowatt hours sold, and the fuel cost component -- natural· ·gas or 412 diesel 
fwil; which represented approximately 60% of total direct and o.ther operating 
expenses and warranted an extensive analysis and review.with the Chief 
Engineer. 

',• ,. 
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The input for our first detailed budget preparation to be reviewed in 
this study was the 1973 Budget prepared in the late fall of 1972 and 1n 
.January 19n. 

Input Parameters 

A. Square Footage 

Gross Leasable Area - 485,678 sq ft 

1. 

2. 

HVAC Service 

Existing tenants 
Landlord - Mall Area 

TuLal 

Electric Service 
--~---·"' 

Tenants plus Landlord 
Area receiving electric 

service only 

Total 

Vacancies - proposed 
new tenants -,HVAC 

Sg Ft 

320,477 
59,850 

:3~0 2 327 

380,327 

~-s. ,,?.66 

479,093 

and electric services 6,585 

Projected HVAr. s~ ft 1973 
380,327 + 6,585 = 386,912 

Projected ele~tric sq ft 
479,093 + 6,585 = 485,678 

B. Electric Generation.Forecast kWh 

Existing .Ten~n ts 
New Tenants 
Landlord 

Total Saleable 

T.E. Plant- 25%-30% of 
kWh sold 

T.E. Plant - electric 

9,669,986 
36,560 

664,094 

10,370,640 

2,942,3R? 

cooling 1,179,679 

Total Plant 4,122,061 

Total Generation Forecast 14,492,701 

C. HVAC Fuel Adjustment - None 

Electric Fuel Adjustment - .0924i/kWh 
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D. Electric Rate Schedule-. 

·Texas Power & Light Co. GS-1 and LP-20 

E. Fuel Usage and Distribution 

12,500 Btu to produce one kWh 

Boiler fuel heating 

Boiler Fuel Absorption Cooling 

Total 

Gas 82.7% 

Fuel Oil 17.3% 

181,156 MCF 

19,600 MCF 

20,000 MCF 

220,756 MMBtu 

182,533 MCF 

273,024 gal 

The 1973 annual variance analysis form indicating budget components, 
actual accomplishments and favorable and unfavorable variance is presented in 
Table 5.23. 

Comments 

HVAC Service, Sales. The existing and new tenant occupancy varied 
during the year from a high point of 327,628 sq ft to an end of year tenancy 
of 319,557 sq ft or an average occupancy of 324,842 sq ft. The loss of 
potential HVAC revenue ($196,138 - 187,536 = $8,602) was due primarily to a 
higher average vacancy rate and higher final vacancy rate, new tenants 
receiving these services at a later date than scheduled, a mix of new tenants 
with a lower basic rate than budgeted. The HVAC fuel adjustment charge was 
added to the basic rate for the first time in November 1973 and for the 1973 
calendar year represented only 1.4% of HVAC revenue. The real estate taxes 
remained stable so that there was no real estate tax pass-through and the wage 
adjustment was less than forecasted. 

Electric Service, Sales. The electric kilowatt hours sold to tenants 
and landlord was budgeted at a modest 3% increase, but remained constant from 
1972 usage of 10,060,953 kWh. The electric fuel adjustment was budgeted at 
0.0924i/kWh and although fluctuating throughout the year (.06440i/kWh to 
0.154t/kWh) equalled 0.10348t/kWh for the fiscal period. 

Electric kWh Produced. In the generation of 16,191,000 kWh, we have 
already commented upon the kWh sold that are essentially controlled by our 
subscriber tenants. Although our central air conditioning plant and auxiliary 
electric equipment utilized 4,968,906 kWh in 1972, we scheduled a reduction in 
this category to 4,122,061 kWh (pumps - fans ... motors - lighting- 2,942,382 
kWh; electric centrifugal 1,179,679 kWh). Our actual consumpt.ion of 6,417,000 
kWh exceeded our budget by 55.6% and signaled our operations management that a 
detailed modification in the operation of our chilled wate_r plant was neces
sary and a closer supervision of electric centrifugal s~artup and demand 
settings was needed. ·· · 
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Plant Efficiency.· It was the consensus of management· that with the 
close of 1972 our major generator problems had been isolated and that the tail 
bearing failures would· not . recur. As Fairbanks Morse had also agreed to 
implement several modifications in their engines and to install newly designed 
pistons and liners, water cooled exhaust manifold, modified turbocharger 
system, injectors of an improved design, motor driven jacket ~ater pumps and 
other engine modifications,· we believed that our net Btu per .kWh generated 
would .decrease significantly from our previous year's experience and we 
budgeted our operation at 12,499 Btu per kWh. However, our actual performance 
did not indicate any significant improvement over prior year's operations. 

Fuel Usage. While we were successful in controlling our use of gas and 
diesel oil in our boiler operation, which enabled us to utilize only ·56% of 
our budgeted fuel for this function, our net Btu requirement per kWh generated 
8$ indicated above WB9 15,110, .and thereby QCCOurtted fur usag!'! Varianc;:e Of 
42,287 MMHtu in excess of budget forecast based actual kWh. generated. There
fore, if we multiplied our budgeted fuel usage for HVAC by our actual plant 
generation (12,499 Btu/kWh x 16,191,000 kWh generated)) onr totd fuel ucage 
would have been 22,475 MMBtu for boiler use plus 202,371 for generatio.n or a 
total of 224,846 MMBtu and a budget variance of 1.8%. 

Type of Fuel. The primary fuel used in .the plant is natural gas and 
the secondary fuel is #2 distillate fuel oil. Fuel oil gallons are co~verted 
to MMBtu in the ratio of 140,000 Btu per gallon and added to gas consumption, 
which is purchased in units of one thousand cubic ft (MCF) and expressed in 
units of one million Btu (MMBtu). Under norinal seasonal use, out· distribution 
between the two fuels varies from 93-7 ratio of gas to fuel oil for nine 
months to a SU-50 ratio in the winter month~. In our overall budget estimates 
we used 82.7% natural gas and 17.3% fuel oil. However, our actual usage 
breakdown was 88.8% natural gas and 1i .2% fuel oil, which closely paralleled 
optimum use. Therefore, if· we utilize this actual d.i.st:ribution of fuel types 
And the itandard Btu/ltt-lh budgeted with a(.Lui:ll kWh gl::!nerat:ed, our total pro
jected fuel usage of 224,846 MMBtu would be distributed as follows: natural 
gas, 199,663 MCF; #2 diesel fuel, 179,876 gal. 

Cu~;l of Fuel. To express the price per gallon of /}2 diesel oil m 
terms of the price for 1000 cf of gas, we multiplied the price of one e-"1 of 
oil by 7.1428. Therefore, as we budgeted the price of natural gas· at 28.36i 
/MCF and #2 diesel fuel at 87.50i/EMCF 7 diesel oil was J.OS times more 
~xpensive per EMCF. In the actual purchase of fuel,. gas was purchased for 
30.02¢/MCF and oil for 94.43i/EMCF M1d, Lh.l::!rl::!fore, diesel oil was 3.145 times 
more expensive. Therefore, we not only benefitted from the improved ratio of 
gas/oil purchases - 88.8/11.2 vs 82.7/17.3, but also saved money, as the 
multiplier between the two fuels increased over our. estimate. . Therefore, we 
had three variances to analyze: plant efficiency and usage; type of fllf~l 

used; and price variance. 

,. 
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Plant ~fficiency and Usage 

If we had produced 16,191,000 kWh at 
12,499 Btu/kWh, we would have used 
202,371 EMCF instead of 244,658 EMCF, 
or an excess use of 42,287 EMCF at 
37 .19t/EMCF 

In producing chilled and hot water 
through firing of our boiler, we 
used 22475 EMCF and budgeted 
39600 EMCF - a savings of 17125 
EMCF at 37.19¢ 

Distribution of Fuel 

In utilizing more gas than fuel oil 
compared to our budget, we saved 
the following: actual use i37,378 MCF 
at 30.02¢ = $71,265; 212,108 gal 
at 13.22¢/gal = $28,050 ($99,315) 

Budgeted Distribution - in terms 
of actual consumption and cost 

220,919 MCF at 30.02¢ = $66,320; 
330,100 gal at 13.22¢/gal = $43,639 
($109,959) 

$109,959 - $99,315 = 

Price of Fuel in terms of actual 
consumption 

237,378 MCF at 30.02¢/MCF = $71,265 
212,108 gal at 13.22¢/gal = $28,050 
($99,315) 

237,378 MCF at 28.36t/MCF = $67,320 
212,108 gal at 12.25¢/gal = $25,983 
($93,303) 

$99,315 - $93,303 = 

N€'t llnfavorable Variance 

Favorable 

$6,369 

$10,644 

$17,013 

_$ .':+ .. ~ __ ?1!!._ 

Unfavorable 

$15,927 

$6,012 

$21,739 

The 1974, 1975 and 1976 annual variance analyses ind-icating budget com
ponents, actual performance and favorable and unfavorable variances are shown 
in Tables 5.24-5.26. 
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Table 5.1 Cost Parameters for a Central Chilled and Hot Water 
System Based on 300 Sq Ft/Tpn and Various Costs for 
In-Store Equipment, Ductwork, Controls, and Piping 

Central Chilled and 
Hot Water System - $/Ton •••• 0 • .•• 

Centrif~gal,Chiller, Compressor, 
Condens'er, Boiler, Ventilation 
Equipment, Piping, Valves, Elec
trical Controls, Building Improve-

810 750 606 530 

ments i/Sq~Ft. ••••.••••••••• 61;0 . 61.0 61.0 61.0 

Cooling Tm~er, Pumps, Piping and 
Valves, Controls, Electrical 
Wiring- ¢/Sq.Ft................. 19.0 19.0 19.0 19,0 

Four-Pi~e Distribution System -
¢/Sq.Ft................. 23.0 18.0 18.0 15.0 

In-Store Hork: Air Handler, Cooling 
and Heating Coils, Motor, Filters, 
Controls, Insulation, Elec. Wiring, 
Duct~~ork, Registers, Thermostats, 
tJ.'es:c:-srart- ¢/!::>q.Ft............. 167.0 152.0 104.0 82.0 

Total Installed Cost Per Square 
Fbot - (300 Sq.Ft./Ton) .r/.}S,q .• Ft..... .270.0 250.0 202.0 177.0 

Total Installed Cost Fer Sq.Ft. 
(280 Sq.Ft./Ton) •••••···~······· 

Total Installed Cost Per Sq.Ft. 
(250 Sq.Ft./Ton) ••••.•••..•••••• 

289.0 

324.0 

268.0 

300 •. o 

216 .o 

242.0 

189.0 

212 .o 

Table 5.2 Amortized Installeq Equipment Cost for Central 
Chilled and Hot Water Systems Based on 20-Yr 
Economic Life at 8% Interest and Constant Annual 
Reduction Factor of .10185 

Installed 
Price: ~810/Ton ~750/Ton ~606/Ton 

Yearly Yearly Y~arly 
Payment Payment Payment 

Install~ to J;nstaU. to In~tRJl, tn 
Equip. Amortize Equip. Amortize Equip. Amortize 
Cost Over Cost Over Cost Over 

i/Sg.Ft. 20 Years· ¢/Sq.Ft. 20 Years r/./Sg.Ft. 20 Years 

Sg.Ft./Ton 
r//Sq.Ft, ¢/Sq.Ft. r/./Sq.Ft. 

300 270.0 27.49 250.0 25.46 202 .o 20.57 

280 289.0 29.43 268.0 27.29 216.0 21.99 

250 324.0 32 0 99 300.0 30.55 242.0 24.64 
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Table 5.3 Amortized Installed Equipment Cost for Total 
Energy Plant Portion Onl~ of Central Chilled 
and Hot Water Plant Based on 20-Yr Economic 
Life at 8% Interest and Constant-Annual Reduc
tion Factor of .10185 

Installed Price: ~240/Ton 
Yearly Installment 
to Amortize Total. 
Energy Plant Invest-

¢/Sgk Ftk 

Square Feet/Ton: 

300 80.0 

280 86.0 

250 96.0 

·acentrifugal chiller, compressor, condenser, ·boiler, 
ventilation equipment, piping, valves, electrical 
controls, building improvements,. cooling tower, 
pumps, piping and valves, ~ontrols and electrical 
wiring. Complete installation of this equipment 
and its components to the common mall between the 
total energy plant and the shopping center. 

ment Only 
¢I Sq • Ft ./Year 

8.15 

8. 76 

9.78 

Table 5.4 Component and Percentage Breakdown of Packaged 
Rooftop Heating. and Cooling Units by High-:.and 
Low-Side Equipment and Installation 

Equipment Cost - High Side 

Hermetic compressors, steel insulated 
cabinet, air cooled condensers, condenser 
fans, magnetic starters, high and low 
pressure cutouts, refrigerant piping, 
internal wiring, 24 volt controls, filter 
drierso, low ambient controls 

Equipment Cost - Low Side 

Permanent air. filters, cooling coil with 
DX valves, blower and blower mo·tors and 
drives, natural gas heater, gas controls, 
cooling, heating thermostat, air transition 
plenums, fresh air damper controls, cabinet 

Installation w High Side 

Steel preparation, wiring &tart~up and test 

Installation - Low Side 

Mounting transition plenum, furnishing and 
installing ductwork, diffusers, insulation, 
electrical wiring, mounting thermstat, 
gas piping, etc. 

Percent of 
Total Cost 
Installed 

51.0 

21.0 

4.0 

Total Equip~ent and Installation •••• ~ 

/. 



Cost 
Per 
Ton 

$525 

$M1'i 

$425 

$385 

$330 
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T.able 5.5 Cost Parameters for a Rooftop Heating and 
Cooling System Based on 300 Sq Ft/Ton by 
Equipment and Installation Components 

300 

Cost 
Per 

Sq.Ft. 
r/./Sq.Ft. 

175.0 

15.5.0 

142.0 

128.0 

110.0 

SQUARE FEE'f/TON 
High 
Side 

Equip.& 
Install. 
r/./Sg.Ft. 

96 .o 

85.0 

. 78.0 

71.0 

61.0 

Low Side 
Equip.& . 
Install. 
t/./Sg .Ft. 

79.0 

70.0 

64.0 

57.0 

49.0 

280 SQUARE. FOOT/TON 

Cost. 
Per 

Sq.Ft. 
t/./Sg .Ftc 

187.0 

166.0 

152.0 

137.5 

118.0 

High 
side 

Equip.& 
Install. 
¢/Sg.Ft. 

103.0 

91.0 

8'f.o 

76 .o 

65.0 

Low Side 
Equip.&. 
Install. 
r/./Sg.Ft. 

84.0 

75.0 

68.0 

61.5 

53.0 

Table S. 6 Amortized High-Side Installed Equipment Cost for· 
'Rooftop HeaLlug and Cooling Unito B.:11::ed on 10-Yr 
Economic Life at 8% interest and Constant Annual 
Reduction of 1.49 

Installed Price: 
(High Side-Equip-

ment Only) $289/Ton ps6/Ton $211/Ton ~lll2£Ton 
Yearly Yearly Yearly Yearly 
ruyment Payment P11yment Payment. 

to to to to 
Amortize Amortize Amortize Amortize 

Over Over Over Over 
10 Years 10 Years 10 Years 10 Years 

Sy.Ft,/Ton ¢/SqFt. t/./SqFt/'ir i/SgFt. ¢/Sy_FtLYr iJ2!lr:s:..· ¢/SqFt£Yr UsgFt. USgEt/Yr 

300 96,0 14.30 85.0 12.67 n.o · 10.58 61.0 9.09 

280 103.0 15.35 . 91.0. 13.56 76.0 11.32 65.0 9.69 

.·t 
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Table 5. 7 Distribution of Initial Investment for a Chilled 
and Hot Water System for Key Tenants per Feasi
bility Study 

Total. Sq.Ft. Total Investment Central Landlord 
From Cost of Chilled Plant· Investment 

Feasibility & Hot Water S~stem Investment for In-
Ten •. Study i.tsg.Ft. in ~ by Telco Store Work 

1 119,853 2.68 321,206 $ 105 .. 998 $ 215,208 

2 90,000 2.68 241,200 79,596 161,604 

3 34,200 2.40 82,080 27,086 54,994 

4 26 ,.650 2.14 57,031 18,821 38,210 

5 . 17,550 1.82 31,.941 10,541 21,400 

6 7,900 3.22 25,438 8,395 17,043 

7 8,800 1.91 ·16 1808 51547 111261 

$ 7751704 $ 2551984 $ 519 I 720 

Table. 5.8 ·Distribution. of Initial Investment for Projected 
Rooftop Heating and Cooling System for Mall 
Tenants per Feasibility Study 

Total Cost Investment Inve.stment. 
IF O·f Stares Total Sg.Ft. of HVAC for .for Central 

From From System Complete Plant Par-
Feasibility Feasibility Per Sq.Ft. System tion Only 

Stud~ Stud~ in ~ in ~ . {55%2 in ~ 

2 16,340 2.00 32,680 17,974 

4 21,000 2.00 42,000 23,100 

6 23,400 2.14 50,076 27,542 

6 17,.880. 2.28 40,766 22,421 

4 8,880 2.28 20,246 11,135 

5 7,550 2.42 18,271 ·---i0,049 

7 8,400 2.42 20,328 11,180 

5. 4,150 2·.60 10' 790 .5,934 

1 (Mall) 54,950 1.40 76 z 930 42 1312 

312 1 0~\7 171 ,6_4.§. 

. -. 
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Table 5.9 Summary of Fixed Costs per J.C. Penney 
Analysis for HVAC Services Allocated to 
Central Plant and J.C. Penney Co. Store 

(cents per sq ft) 

Proportion of Proportion of 
Total Cost Saved Total Cost Exp. Total Cost 

by Purchasing · by Store Served to the Store 
HVAC Services from by the With Their 

Total Energy Total Energy Own Complete 
Item Plant Plant HVAC System 

Repairs 0,648 0.072 o. 720 

Maintenance and· 
Filter Costs 1.100 1.650 2.750 

Water Treatment 0. 715 0./15 

Prorated Labor 
for System Oper. 1.333 0.666 2.000 

Space Rental .L.1ll 1. 333 

Totnl 5.129 2.388 . 7.518 = r==:--

Table 5.10 SUI!Ullary of Variable Costs per J.C. Penney 
Analysis for HVAC Services Allocated to 

·Central Plant and J.C. Penney Co. Store 
(cents per sq ft) 

Water Consumption 

Electric Power · 
Usage - (chillPr~, 
tower tans., chilled 
and condenser water 

·pumps) 

Hot \Vater Cir
culating Pumps 

Heating Fuel 

Total 

Proportion of 
· Tot:nl Co:;t Saved 

by Purchasing 
HVAC ~~rvir.Pr. from 

Total Energy 
Plant 

0.6570 

7.5110. 

0,1090 

1.6000 

.2.&Z.Z£ 

Propnrtion of 
'Ictal Cost Exp. 
by Store Served 

toy L!t~ 

Totnl Energy 
Pl.:lnt 

-· 

FINAL DF.TF.'RMINATION Of HVAC RATE FUR THE 
J .C. PENNEY CO. STORE AT SHER-DEN MALL 

Fixed Costs - 5.1290 
Variable Costs - 9.8770 

Total - 1S.0060 

'l'ntal Coot 
to ~he Store 

With Their 
Own Complete 
HVAC System 

0,6570 

7.5110 

0.1090 
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Table 5.11 HVAC Rate Schedule Submitted by 
Total Energy Leasing Corporatiqn 
to the J.C. Penney Co. Based on 
Their Parameter.s for Variable Costs 
and ~owest Fixed Cost Schedule Sub
mitted by a Major Key Tenant 

Cost Per 
.Fixed Costs Sq Ft/Yr 

Repairs, maintenance, filters, 
water treatment, ·prorated labor, 
space rental 

Variable Costs 

Water 

Electric Air Conditioning -
8.04 .kWh per sq ft per yr x 1..303<;:/k\fu 

Heating- 3,307,380 cu ft/yr: 6 months' 
use - Lone Star Gas Co. - Schedule 311 

Hot water circulating pumps -
·.322 kWh/sq ft per yr x 1.207<;:/kWh 

In-store maintenance and filter charge· 

Tota1 

7.8000 

.6570 

10.4761 

1. 6814 

. 3886 

1.6500 

22.6530 



Table 5.12 Totc:.l Energy-Plant Fuel Consumption and :ost 

Fuel Oil Gas Total 
Oil Equivalent MCF Equivalent % Cents/ Cents/ Total Cents/ 

·Year Qtr. Gallons MMBTU NMBTU MMBTU ~ Gal. MCF Dollars MMBTU 

1973 1 96 ~193 13,466 Ll,952 55,418 75.70 11.75 34.10 25,609 46.21 
2 35,065 4,909 €7,144 72,053 93.18 11.75 -28.40 23,543 32.67 
3 34,940 4,892 E 9, 974 74,926 93.37 12.75 - 33.30 23,895 31.89 
4 ~51910 61428 581308 641736 . 90.07 17.04 31.63 261268 40.57 

Total 1973 2l2 .108 291695 2371378 2671133 88.86 13.22 30.02 991315 37.19 

1974 1 ~7,310 6,624 45,424 52,048 87.30 26.10 48.95 . 34,583 66.44 
2 31,872 4,462· 57,862 62,324 92.80 30.24 .53.61 40,658 65.24 
3 30,155 4,222 64,619 68,841 93.90 30.95 56.09 45,580 .66 .21 
4 591905 81387 551792 641189 86.90 31.25. 64.86 541909 85.54 

Total 1974 169.242 231695 2231697 2471402 90.40 29.57 56.19 1751730 . 71.03 . t-' 
~ 
N 

I 1975 1 39,260 5,496. 47' 183 52,6 79 73.60 . 32.47 91.46 55,902 106.12 
2. 30,140 4,219 47,757 5 i, 976 91.80 31.22 96.31 55,406 106.59 
3 28,160 3,943 61,029 64,972 89.80 32.80 96.12 6 7,895 104.50 
4 281840 41038 471614 511652 70.70 34.45 120.54 671331 130.36 

Total 1975 l26 ,400 171696 i031583 2211279 82.57 32.70 100.84 2461534 111.41 

1976 1 36,440 5,102 ~6, 712 51,564 90,50 34.95 137.17 76,801 148.90 
2 28' 165 3,943 44,315 48,094 92.14 35.77 144.35 75,222 156.40 
3 30,640 4,290 49,950 54,545 91.50 36.48 151.40 86,895 159.31 
4 29.124 41077 ~31290 461510 93.10 37.07 166.90 811620 175.49 

Total 1976 1241369 171412 1-341267 2001713 91.80 35.93 149.75 3201538 159.70 

Chan.?;e' 76 vs 
73 (87, 739) (53, 111) (66 ,420) 22.11 119.73 122.51 

% Change " ( 4].. 39) ·: 22.37) (24.85) 171.79 398.83 32 9.41 

t· 
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Table 5.13 Production and Fuel Rate 

K\.ffi X 1000 BTU/KWH Utam 
i/KWH 

.::~ Year ~arter ~ Sold Plant Gross ~ Gross ~ Sold 

1973 1 3, 838 2,572 1,360 14,177 13,315 .650 .615 1.700 
2 4,209 2,559 1,730 17,118 15,734 .559 .514 1. 730 
3 4,349 2,628 1,843 17,228 15,550 .549 .503 1. 750 
4 3,795 2,324 1,484 17,058 15,581 .692 .._ill_ 1.860 

Total 1973 161191 • 10 ;083 6,417 16,499 15) 111 .613 .562 1. 730 

1974 1 3,206 2,146 1,277 16,233 14,6 79 1.080 .975 1.950 
2 3,818 2,094 1,586 16.323 15,428 1.060 1.006 2.120 
3 3,901 2,167 1,753 17,647 16,158 1.170 1.070 2.130 
4 3,445 _bill 1 ,416' 18,623 16 1129 1.590 1. 336 2.190 

Total 1974 14,370 ~ 6,032 17,216 15,627 1.222 1.110 2.101 

1975 1 3,229 1,989 1,238 16.314 15,974 1. 73:) 1.695 2.330 
2 3,.522 2,086 1,479 14,548 14,101 1.570 1. 503 2.900 
3 3,568 2,064 1,551 18,209 15,990 1.900 1.671 2. 710 
4 ~ _bill 1,220 15,946 14,647 2. 070 1:.909 . 2.820 

Total 1975 131558 ....§..,12Q 5,488 16 1 32o' 14,821 1.818 1.651. uo2 

.j 

1976 1 2,877 2,127 932 17.923 15,143 2.690 2.255 3.050 
2 3,154 2,043 1,172 15,248 14,878 2. Jill 2.327 3.170 
3 3,611 2,219 1,437 15,105 14,660 2.410 2.335 3.120 
4 2,760 ..L..Q2l _211.. 16) 850 15,290 2.960 2.683. 3.200 

Total 1976 12.402 81481 !±.....ll.l 161261 14) 968 2.585 2.390 3.138 

Change 1973 vs 1976 1.828 1.408 
Percentage of Change 325.260 81.387 

Table 5.14 Total Energy Plant Annual Labor Cost 

$ % 
Increase Increase 

1973 ..l.lli_ ....!lli.... ..l22L 73 vs.76 73 vs.76 

No. of Employees · 9 9 7 7 

Avg.Hourly RAte 3.83 4.14 4.32 4. 70 .87 22.7 

Avg.Hourly Rate 
(Ref.Texas Manpower 

· Commission) 3.50 3;77 4.32 4.57 1.07 30.6 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Base Pay $ 61,396 64,068 68,144 75,378 13,982 .. 22.7 

Overtime Pay 9,601 6,306 8,984. 71459 Q...lli) (22 .3) 

Total Wages 70,997 70' 374 77,128 82,837 11,840 16.7 

Employee Bcncfitc 2,338 2,196 4,133 3,357 1,019 -- .,,J_.5 

Payroll Taxes 4,116 4,147 4,549 5,44"9 1.333 .~2.3 

Total Labor Cost $ 77,451 76) 717 85,810 91,643 14,192 18.3 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Overtime % Base 15.6 9.8 13.2 9.9 

Benefits % Base 3.8 3.4 6.0 4.4 

Taxes % Total 5.7 5.4 5.3 5.9 
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Table 5.15 Major Components of Maintenance·cost 

% 
f:;. 

1973 1974 1975 1976 Total 

Heating-Cooling $ 6,692 7,371 3,272 . 9,483 25.2 

Engine Generator 92848 141882 191375 281144 74.8 

Total $161540 221252 221647 371627 100.0 

Table 5.16 Water and Chemical Consumption and Cost 

Water and 
Water Sewer Annual Annual Total Costs i/1000 Gal. 

consumption Charge Water ChemicaL Water and Water 
Yea;. Quar.tm: jn f:Rllr.rns i./1000 (w'll. ~ _££!E._ Chomi011lo Conoumcd 

1973 1 3,564,594 47.05 $1,498 $ 1,073 $ 2,571 72.11 
2 3,557,990 Jl.24 1,803 313 2,116 59.47 
3 6, 315 ,8ll1 l,6. 75 2,803 3,152 5,955 94.28 
4 4,375,126 49.43 ..1....ill. 2,552 5,079 116,09 

Total 1973. 17,813,J24 48.37 $8,6.31 ~ 7,090 $ 15,72i 88.25 

1974 1 1,884,212 53.02 884 2,409 3,293 174.78 
2 4,704,995 50,41 2,372 1,225 3,597 76 .45. 
3 6,645,531 46.09 2,960 2,817 5, 777 86.92 
4 3,9.58,789 51.51 2 ,ot.2 2,099 4,141. 104.60 

Total 1974 17,193,527 50.26 81258 __JWlQ, 16,808 ...2J.:.d2_ 

1975 1 2,401,477 S2,.'\9 1,258 1,440 '-,698 1.1?.. 37 
"l. 4,074,153 50.28 2 ,048. 2,015 4,06l· 99.13 
3 5,802 '114 47.93 2,781 2,124 4,905 84.54 
4 3,146,733 51.85 ~ __.±._ 1,632 51.86 

Total 1975 15,424,475 50,05 _l_._Z_!2 ____hill ___ll.,298 -~.d! 

1976 1 2. 92 7,614 63.54 1,860 1,409 3,269 111.65 
2 3,921,0i5 63.09 2,414 2,654 5,128 130.78 
3 5,877,896 58.57 3,443 1,554 4,997 85.Ql 
4 3,006,163 63.51 _l...2Q1 2,366 -.!!.2!2. 142.22 

Total 1976 15,732,688 61.57 ~ 7,98J ~ 112.30 

Change ' 76 vs, 1 73 2,080,836 13.00 1,055 24,05 

Percent'!ge Change . 12.14 26.00 12 .oo 27.25 
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Table 5.17 Property Taxes, Insurance, and Franchise Fees 

1973 1974 1975 1976 

Taxes $ 31,279 $ 32,293 $ 32,045 $ 32 '111 

Insurance 10,134 11,004 13,429 13,998 

Franchise Fees 152000 19 2 577 152000 152000 

Total $ 56 2413 ~ 622874 ~ 602474 ~ 61 2109 

Table 5.18 ,· Total Energy Plant Operating Expense Summary 

Total KV/H Generated 
X 1 000 

Fuel 

ANNUAL COST 
1973 1974 1975 1976 

16,191 14,370 13,558 12,402 

$105,551 $176,406 $251,407 $320,466 

Labor 78,560 77,598 86,687 90,544 

Maintenance 16,540 22,251 22,647 37,62~ 

Water & Chemicals 15,721 16,808 13,299 17,669 

Lube Oil 6,871• · 13,674 13,914 14,045 

Supplies & Misc. 9,889 7,236 6,754 12~481 

Total Direct Ope~.Exp, 23j,135 313,973 ~94,708 492,829 

Tor;al.Indirect 11 II 56,413 62,874 60,474 61,109 

Total Cost $289;548 $376,847. $455,182 $553,938 

'1. 
Total 
· Cost 
..1.21L 

Total 
Increase 
1973 Vs, 

1976 

(3. 789) 

57.85 $214,915 

16,34 

6,79 

3.19 

2~55 

2.25 

88.97 

11.03 

100.0 

11,984 

21,084 

1,948 

7,171 

2,592 

259·,694" . 

4,696 

$264;390 

% Inc, '1. of 
1973 Vs. Total 

1976 Increase 

(23.0) 

203,6 

15.2 

127.5 

12,4 

104.3 

.26.2 

111.4 

8,3 

91.3 

81.-31 

4.31 

7.97 

.74 

2,71 

,98 

98.22 

. l. 78 

100,00 



Table 5.19 Total Energy Plant Allocation. cf Operating Expenses 

1973 1974 1975 1976 
~ ~!KWH ~ r/./KWH ~- ¢./KWH ~ r/./KWH 

Electric 
KWH Sold 10,083 ' 8,665 8,~40 8,482" 

Elec::::ric Costs: 
Fuel $ 58 i389 ' • 5n $ 93,031 . 1.074 $136 ~156 1.660 . $193~332 2.279 
Labor 53,892 .53-+ =·3 ,232 .614 59 ,.'.6 7 •• 721 62,113 .732 
Maintenance 9,848 .• 09:3. 14 ~8_81 .172 19,.375 .235 28,144 .332 
Water & Chemicals 786 .. ooa 840 ,010· 665 ,008 883 .010 
Lube Oil 6,350 .. 063 12,990 .150 13,218 .160 13,343 .157 
Miscellaneous 4,945 .049 3,618 .042 3,377 .041 6,240 .074 
Ind::.rect 271867 .• 078 '"311060 .358 .· 29,374 .• 362 301188 ~ 

I--" 
Total Electric Costs $1621077 1.607 $2091652 2.420 $2621732. 3.188 $334,243 3.941 .p.. 

(J'\ 

HVAC 
Square Footage Served. . 384,692 379,352 382,496 385,174 

HVAC Costs: 
Fuel $ 47,162 12.25' ·$ 83,375 21,978 $114,651 29.974 $127,134 33.007 
Labor 24,668 6 ~4l.~ 2.4, 366 6.280 27,220 ?.015 28,431 7. 328 
Maint~nance 6,692 ·L7J9 7,370 1.899 3,2 72 .843 9,480 2.443 
Water & Chemicals 14,935 3.882 15,968 . 4.115 12,634 3.256 16 '786 4.326 
Lube Oil 524 .13f· 684 .176 696 .179 702 . ~ .181 
Miscellaneous 4,944 1.28-5 3,618 .• 932 3;-377 .870 6,241 1.609 
Indirect 281545 7. 42(• 311814 8.199 301600 j .887 301927. "7. 971 

Total HVAC Costs ~12 71470 3.13€ ~167 1195 44.074 2!921450 5C.314 ~2191701 57.039 
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Year 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 
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Table 5.20 TELCO of Texas, Sherman Energy 
Management Services, Inc., 

·Depreciation Account 

Straight-Line 
Total Energy System 30 Year 

.Capital Accumulated Depreciation 
Investment De2reciation Ex2ense 

$· 1,922,601.17 $ 8,011.00 $ 8,011.00 

1,893,995.57 71,100.12 6~,089.12 

1,894, 343.89 134,239.10 63,138.98 

1,916,004.82 197,744.90 63,505.80 

1,916,004.82 261,611.72 63,866.82 

1 , 916 , 46 9 • 82 325,487 0 54 63,875.82 

.1,916,849.82 389,379~84 63,892.30 

Table 5.21 Bad Debts and Reserve· 
for Daub tful Accounts 

Net 
Charges or Credits or 
Bad Debts and Reserve % of Total 

Revenue for Doubtful Accounts Revenue 

$ 362,030 $ 1,900 .524 

450,279 (8, 991) 

522,512 2,655 .508 

602,570 709 .117 



Month/ 
Year 

.liU 
Novenllli::!L. 
Decembl:!i' 

1974 
J<;1nuary 
February 
March 
A[JL 1.1 
May 
June 
July 
August 
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Table 5.22 Modification in HVAC and Electrical 
Fuel Adjustment Charges 

HvAC FUEL ADJUSTMENT ELECTRIC FUEL ADJUSTMENT 
Original RevoCharge Original Rev.Charge 

·Allocation Pro Rata Allocation Formula 
r/./sgft/mo. rf./sgft/mo. i.LI&H./Mo. · t/./KWH/Mo • 

.61415 .21305 .111560 .O.J755 

.61415 .21305 .15400 .08092 

0 94160 • 33324 ol6520 0166 72 
2.10000 o78066 .17360 .• 34901 
1. 99000 0 72264 , ?wno .45.':i9J 
:loU~400 • 76 572 o22500 .50807 
2o92000 lo04440 o24300 .46108 
3o31000 ·1.17240 o21900 .46306 
3o84000 1.41350 .24900• .46596 
4.06000 1.51690 .30000 .• 48127 

September 3o57000 1. 39184 0 36000 .49645 
October 3~50000 1.36840 .36000 . . • 50173 
November 4o01000 1.57530 .33000 o.J3420 
December 3o99500 1. 56240 .33000 .57526 

1975 
January 5.00000 1. 9qns • 32100 • 76 i.n 
February 3o54000 1.44805 .33000 .04058 
March 6.03400 2.40940 • 56400 1. 02221 

. 
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Table• 5 .. 23 1973 Variance Analysis 

HVAC s·ervice Analysis 
· Sguare. Footage: 

Existing Tenants 
New Tenants 
Landlord 

Total 
Revenue: 
Existing Tenants, 
New Tenants 
Landlord 
Purchase Gas Adj. 
Wage Cost Adj. 
Real Estate Tax Adj. 

Total 

Electric Service Analysis 
KWHR. Sold 

Revenue: 
Existing Tenants and 
Landlord 
New Teriants 
Electric Fuel Adj. 

Total 

E·lectric K\ffi Produced. 
Generation 
Sold 
Plant 
Unaccounted 

Plant Efficiency 
Gross BTU per K\ffi·. 
Net BTU per KHH 

Fuel Usage 
Generation MMBTU 
Boilers. - Heating 
Boilers - Cooling 

Total. 

Type of' Fuel & Percent· 
Gas- MCF (82.7) 
Oil - Gallons 
Oil - EMMBT)J (17.3) 

Total EMMBTU 

Cost. of· Fuel 
Gas -· $ 
Gas -· t/./MCF 
Oil. -· $ 
Oil -· ¢/Gallon 
Oil ~· (i·EMCF 

Total -· $ 

Ratio Analysis 
HVAC. Reve~ue .-· ¢/HVAC Sq, 

Ft·, Ser.v.ed. 
Electric Revenue -¢/KWHR Sold 

KI~H. Sold/Sq .• Ft, Served 

Budget 

320,477} 
6,585 

59,850 
386,912 

$ 165,096} 
3,124 $ 

23,940 

2,548 
1 428 

$ 196,138 ~ 

Actual· 

324,842 

59,850 
384,692 

183,58·5 

2,680 
1,271 

187,536 

Favorable 
Variance 

(Unfavorable) 
A/B 

101;4 

100.0 
(99 .4) 

(95',5) 

(49.8) 

(95.6) 

10. 3 70 ,,640' 10,080,583 (97 .2) 

" 169,244} $ Hi3,972 (96 .8) y 

1, 70·9 
9 548 10,432 (92. 7) 

$ 180,501 ~ 174,404 (96 .6) 

14,492,701 16,191,000 lll. 7 
10,.370,640 10,083.000. .(97 .2) 

$ 

$ 

4,,122., 061. 6,417,000 (155.6) 
(309,000) 

15,232 16,499 (108.3) 
12,499 15,ll0 (120.8) 

181 '156 244,658 (135.0) 
20,0001 
19,600 22,475 56.7' 

220,756 26 7,133 (121.0) 

182 '533 
273,024 

38,223 
220 I 756 

237' 378 (88. 8) 
212,108 

29,695(11.2) 
267,133 

(130.0) 
77.7 
77.7 

(121:0) 

51.,765. $' 71,265 
28.36 30;02 

33,446 .28,050 
., 12.25 13.22 
0 8~:5o 96,43 
8 5 • 211 ,$=,;;;9.:,9.!,;, 3=1=~ 

(137.6) 
(105.8) 

83.8 
107.9 

(116. 5.) 

Cos:t· of. Fuel - ¢/K\ffi Gen. Gross 
Elec tr.ic Square Ft •. Served. 

50 •. 69 
1. 740 

21..35 
.587 

485,678 

48.75' 
1. 730 

20.85 
.613 

483,597 

(95 .1) 
(99.4) 
(97.6) 

(104 .4) 
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Table 5.24 1974 Variance Analysis 

Favorable 
Variance "'! 

Budget Actual {!!nfavorable) 

HVAC Service Analysis A/B 
•, 

Sguare Footage: 
Existing Tenants 318,479 319,502 100.3 
New Tenants 
Landlord 59,850 59,850 100.0 

Total 378.329 379,352 100.3 

Revenue: 
Existing Tenants $ 155:248} $. 179,665 (99. 7) 
New Tenants -. 
Landlord 24,844 
~eta~~ Gas Adj, 65,258 81,050 12li.l 
Hagc Coct Adj. 4, 7').0 7,500 158.8 
Real.Estate Tax.Adj. 

$ Total 250,070 $ 268,215 107.3 

Electric Service Analysis 
K\VHR Sold 9,886,812 .8,552 ,000 (87 .6) 

Revenue: 
Exi.sti ne- Tenants $ 150 .295) $ 150.079 (98. i) 
Ne1~ Tenants · 1,601 
Landlord .10,247 
Electric Fuel Adj. 19,346 22-,985 118.8 

Total $ 181,489 182,064 100.3 

Electric K\VHR Produced 
Generation 16,102,991 14,370,000 (89 .2) 
Sold 9,886,812 8,662,000 (8'7 .6) 
Plant 6,216,179 . 6,032,000 97.0 

\~Unaccounted (J24,000) 

Plant Efficiency 
G-r-.-,::~!1 ETU/I~m 15,500 .17,217 (111':1) 
Net 'BTU/!-.'1-IH 14,195 15,627 (110,1) 

l'U!!l 'U~d 0~ 
Generation - Ht-tBTU 228,581 224,564 98.2 
Boilers - Heating 11,016) 22;838 
Boilers - Cooling 10 1000) (108. 7) 

Total 249,597 247__._l!_02 99.1 

T:me of fu_e~ (Percent}. 
Gas HCF - (137. 7) 218,813 223,697(90.4) (102 .2) 
Oil Gallons 219,882 169,242 76.9 
Oil - E.MNllTll (.I.z. j) 30,7a4 23,69.J ( 9.6) 

Total EM!-IDTU (100. 0) 249,597 2ll7 ,402 99.1 . 

Cost of Fuel 
Gas - $ $ 114,170 $ 125l'9.') (110.1) 
Gas - r/./MCF . 52.18 5 .19 
Oil - $ 56,845 50,004 88.0 
Oil - r/./Ga11on 25.85 29.57 
Oil - r/./ENCF 184 ,6(1 211.21 

'J.'otal - $ 171,015 175,730 (102. 7) 

Ratio Analysis 
HVAC Revenue - r/./HVAC Sq.Ft. 

Served 66 ~ 10 70.70 106.9 

Electric Revenue - ~/K\VH Sold 1.835 2.101 114.4 

K\VH Sold/Sq.Ft. Served 21.15 18.48 (87 .4) 
Cost of Fuel - ~/K\YH Generated 1.062 1.222 (115.1) 
Electric Sq.Ft. Served 46 7,462 468,544 
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Table 5.25 1975 Variance Analysis 

HVAC Service Analysis 
. Square Footage: 

Existing Teriants 
New Tenants 

·'Landlord 
Total 

Revenue: 
Existing Tenants 
Ne~~ Tenants 
.Landlord 
Purchase Gas Adj. 
Wage Cost Adj. 
'Real Estate Tax Adj. 

Total 

Electric Service Analysis 
KlfHR Sold 

Revenue.: 
Exi::;ting Tenants 
New Tenants 
'Landlord 
.Electric .Fuel Adj • 

· To.tal 

Electric KlfHR Produced 
;Generation 
SoJ,.d 
.Plant 
Unaccounted 

Plant Efficiency 
.Gross BTU/k"WH 
.Net BTU/Killi 

Fuel Usage 
Generation - :1-R-ffiTU 
Boilers - Heating 
Boilers - Cooling 

,Total 

Type of Fuel (Percent) 
Gas MCF - (.91. 7) 
Oil Gallons 
Oil - EMMBTU ( 8. 3) 

. Total EMMBTU (100.0). 

.cost of Fuel 
Gas - $ 
Gas - ¢/MCF 
Oil - $ 
Oil - r/./Call.on 
Oil - t/./EMCF 

.Total - $ 

:Ratio Analysi's 
:HVAC Revenue - ¢/HVAC .Sq.Ft. 

SerYed 
Electric Revenue.- ¢/Kllli Sold · 

.Kllli Sold/Sq.Ft • .Served • 
Gost ot k~el - ¢/Killi Generated 

.Electric .Sq.Ft. ~erved 

FaYorable 
Variance 

Budget Actual . '{Unfavorable) 
A/B 

318,712 321,856 100.9 

60,640 
379,352 

60,640 100.0 
382,496 100~8 

$ 1~1,028} $ 

24,872 
121,619 

12,149 

182,785 

103,177 
11,,745 

319,668 297.707 

9,039,820 8,259,338 

$ 1~5,345} 
11,719 
34,415 

.201 ,4 79 

171,066 

51,873 
222,939 

15,0.51,820 
9,039,820 
.5,282,000 

(270,000) 

16,648 
13., 700 

206,210 
44,375 

250,585 

229,675 
149,349 

20,910 
250,585 

$ 195,776 
8.5.24 

45' 971 
30.78 

219 .• 85 
$ 241,747 

84.26 
3.20 

19.29 
1.606 

468,524 

13,558,000 
8,259,338 
5,487,098 
( 188,436) 

. 16,320 
14,821 

200,948 
20,329 

221,279 

203;583(92.0). 
126,400 

17,696 ( 8,0) 
221,279 

$ 205,205 
100.80 
41,~29 

32,70 
2 33.56 

$ 246,534 

77.83 
2.6999 

17.51 
1.818 

471,668 

(98. 3) 

(84.8) 
(96. 7) 

(93.1) 

(91.4) 

102.4 

150.7 
110.7 

(90 .1) 
(91.4) 

(103.8) 
69.7 

98.0 
(108 .1) 

97.4 
45.8 

88.3 

88.6 
84.6 

88.3 . 

(101. 98) 

(92. 3) 
.(84.3) 
(90. 7) 

(11.3.2) 
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Table 5~26 1976 Variance Analysis 

HVAC Service Analysis 
Square Footage: 
Existing Tenants 
Ne~~ Tenants 
Landlord 

Tqtal 

Revenue: 
Existing Tenants 
Ne~~ Tenants 
Landlord 
Purchase Gas Adj. 
t-lilf!P. C:nst: Arlj. 
RP.al. Est:at:P. Tax Aclj. 

Total 

Electric Service Analysis 
KHHR Sold 

Revenue: 
Existing Tenants 
Ne~q Tenants 
Landlord 
Electric Fuel Adj. 

Total 

Electric K\ffiR Produced 
Generation 
Sold 
Plant 

\ :uudet.:uuttL~Ll 

Kl..a,nt Eff;_cJ"~E.SY. 
Gro>a BTII/~':Iffi 
Net BTU/11.1ffi 

i·'ud .u,ag~ 
Generation - NMBTU 
Boilers - Heating 
Boilers - Cooling 

Total 

.~.'D?G of Fud (PP:rrPnt) 
Gas NCF - (.91. 7) 
Oil Gallons 
Oil - EMMBTU ( 8.~) 

Total EMMBTU (100.0) 

Cost of Fuel 
GaG - $ 
Gas - i/HCF 
Oil - $ 
Oil·- i/Gallon 
Oil - i/f.MCF 

Total - $ 

Ratio Analysis 
HVAC Revenue - ¢/HVAC Sq.Ft. 

Served 
Electric Revenue. - ¢/Klffi Sold 

K\ffi Soid/Sq .Ft. Served 
Cnst of Fuel - i/t..1ffi Generated 
Electric Sq.Ft. Served 

Budget. 

.321,856 

60,640 
382,496 

$ 196,560 

144,005· 
19.::!::!.5 

359·, 900 

8,928,000 

$ B4,400 

19,900 
254,300 

13,739,000 
8,928,000. 
4,823,000 

16,589 
14' 788 

203,178 

24,750 
-~p,92§. 

209,010 
135,128 

113 2 ~HI 

227,928 

$ 

94.09 
2.84 

18.92 
2.301 

471,802 

Favorable 
Variance 

Actual {Ynfavorable2 
A/B 

325,324 101.0 

59,850 (98. 7) 
385,174 100.7 

192 ;636 (98 .0) 

123,145 (1!5. 5) 
l.lL8~/ ('17.7) 

334,678 (92. 9) 

8,482,510 (95.0). 

~ 2.38,23~ 101.6 

27,888 140.1 
266,141 104.7 

12,402,000 (90. 3) 
8,482,510 (95. 0) 
4,-314,534 89.5 

(39.J,044) 

16,264 98.0 
l.J,045 (101. 7) 

186,588 91.8 

15,129 61.1 
..1.Q.L 719 88.5 

184,26 7 (91. 3) 88~2 

124,639 92.2 
11 ,4.)!.1 t 13.1) ~:,'. .z 

201,717 88.5 

275, 9(r5 (;L03.l) 
149.75 
44,783 92.0 

35.93 
256.64 

320.728 (101.4) 

86.89 (92. 3) 
3.13 110.2 

17.88 ( 94. 5) 
2.585 ( 112. 3) 

474,346 



EXHIBIT 5;1 
Analysis of the Operating Cost Structure of Rooftop Heating and Cooling Plant 

Cent:er - Sher-Den MaH 
Te!lllnt - Zale Sher-De~ Mall Inc. 
Square Feet - 2,250 Basic Annual Annual kWh/yr* Rate Schedule 
Type of System - RTH&: Cost by Dollar cf/yr** 
Operating Hours- 3,7~4 Function Expend- Electric Gas 
A/C Tonnage - 8.0 ¢/sq ft/yr iture Utility Utility 

Installed Equipment C·Jst (Hi Side) 
(AmDrtized over 10 ye~rs) (1) 18.68 420 

Cooling Energy (2) Texas Power Lone Star 
kW Demand 14 32.36 728 33,527* & Light Co. Gas Co. 

Heating Energy (3) 8.00 180 98,300** General Commercial 
Service Service 

·GS-1 Schedule 
(311) 

Maintenance, Repairs and 
Filters (4) 22.40 504 

Replacement Cost 
Amortized (5) 9.12 205 

Ins:1rance & Taxes (6) 4.56 103 

Total Operating Costs 76.44 1,720 

Total Owning & Operating 
Cost RMH&C System 95.12 2,140 

Lighting Energy (7) 
kW Demand 24 Meter Meter 89,470* 

HVAC Rate per Subscri~er 
Service Agreement 85.00 



EXHIBIT 5.1 (Cont'd) 

NOTES: E~plart~tion 6~ Rate Structure 

(1)- A complete roof top heating and ccoling plant for 2,250 square feet is estimated at $2.28 per 
square fe.et installed. As the RTE&C plant less the instoie work and air handler is amortized 
over 10 years and represents 55% cf the installation (.149 factor x-.55), the" amortized . 
installed equipment cost fer the J:Ortion of the system supplied is included in the tenant 
displaced cost analysis. 

(2) Cooling Energy Cost based ori 14 kK Derr:and - 2,050 effective full loc.d ·:lours for refrigeration 
component. 2, 422 hours of operation for air conditioning auxiliaries .. Total kWhr - 33,527. 

{3) Heating Energy Cost based on 72° te~erature indoors for- -daytime operation-. 65° temperature 
indoors for non-operating hours. 18 design temperature. Average winter temperature 48.6°. 
Credit allowec for heat gain from ligbt·s. No. of Degree Days - 2,212. 

{4) Main~enance., F:2pairs ·& Filters - includes ir.aintenancecontract, replc.ce:Iient of parts -valves, 
pumps, shafts~ bearings, belts, isolators, replacement of piping, electrical wiring, filter 
main;:enance, c·ili.ng c:nd greasing, painting equipment, refrigeration pumpc;lown and recharge 
labo::::- for abo\.-2. Computed at $30/ton for preventative maintenance, $glton for filter changes 
and $25/ton fc·r repairs, including labor charges. 

(5) Replacement Cc.3t - Amortized: See a.ttachedl write-up on air haridletE, ele:::trical wiring, 
water p.iping a:c1d val\:es. 

(6) Insurance Poli·::ies ·pLrchased and 'Laxes assessed against HVAC equipment. The annual cost of 
the insurance and ta}:es for HVAC equipment, installed in a shopping c2:1ter complex, is 
estimated at 1% each of the original equipment cost per square foot p2::-y2ar. 

(7) Ligh;:ing and Eiscellc.neous power kftJ Demand computed as follows: General Lighting Design 
Layout and SpE·::ialty Lig-:1ting 10.0 watts/sq ft, Miscdlaneous Power .5 watts/sq ft, 
Air Handlers • .33 watts/Eq ft, . Nonoperating Hours .1 watts/sq ft. 



EXHIBIT 5.1 (Cont'd) 

Replacement Cost 

155 

Evaporator coil replacement experience: 2/3 of one coil every 20 year 
period. Labor to reinstall -- 2 men one to two days: 

AIR HANDLING SECTION 

ITEM 

Casings 
Heating Coils 
Humidifiers 
Fan Motors 
Fan Bearings 
Fan Shaft 
V Belts 
Dampers 
Paint 

"EQUIVALENT REPLACEMENT 

1/2 in 20 years 
2/3 in 20 years 
4 in 20 years 
1 in 20 years 
2 in 20 years 

· 1 in 20 years 
2 sets in 20 years 
1 in 20 Years 
4 times in 20 years 

WATER & REfRIGERANT PIPING 

Black Iron Pipe 
Galvanized Iron Pipe 
Wrought Iron Pipe 
Copper Pipe 

5% 
3% 
2% 
2% 

per 
per 
per 
per 

ELECTRICAL WIRING 

Equipment Wiring 
Control Wiring 
Electrical Temperature 

Controls 
Motor Starting Equipment 
Switches 

Temperature Control Equipment 
Shut Off Valves 
Refrigerant Expansion Valves 
Refrigerant Solenoid Valve 

VALVES 

4% per 
2% per 

10% per 
1 in 20 
1 in 20 

10% per 
3% per 
10% p~r 
10% ·per 

year 
year 
year 
year 

year 
year 

year 
years 
years 

year 
year 
year. 
ye_ar 



EXHIBIT 5.2 
Analysis cf the Operating Cost Structure of 

Rooftop Heating and Cooling Plant 

Center - Eher-Den ~~11, Sherman, Texas 
Tenant- ~angel's [ept. Store 
Square Fee~ - 6,00( 
Type of Systen - R'l!H&C 
Operating Eours - 4,056 
~IC Tonnage - 21 

Installed Equipment Cost 
(Amortized over 10 years) (1) 

Cooling Energy (2) 
kW Demand ::.a 
Heating En::rgy (3). 

Maintenanc~, Nepair3 and 
Filters (4} 

Insurance .) Taxes (.5) 

Total· OperatiQg Cos:s 

Total Owning & Operating 
Cost RHM&C Sys~em 

Lighting Energy (6) 
kW Demand J3 

HVAC Rate per· Subscriber 
Service Agreeme~t 

Basic Annual 
Cost by 

· Function 
<;/Sq.Ft /Yr 

29.30 

24; 33 

3.·)8 

18.20 

3.32 

79.:!3 

Meter 

67.(-0 

Annual "-$.Whiyr* 
Dollar cf/yr** 
Expend-
iture 

1,788 

1,490 

185 

1,092 

199 

4,754 

79,665* 

Z43,800** 

Meter · 133, 850* 

4,020 

Ra:::e Schedule 

Electric 
Ul.ility 

Gas 
Utility 

Texas Power Lone Star 
C. Light Co. Gas Co. 

Large 
General 
Service 

· LP-20 

Commercial 
Service 
Schedule 
(311) 



EXHIBIT 5.2 (Cont'd) 

NOTES: Explana·tiori. ·Of Rate Structure 

(1) A complete roof top heating and cooling plant for 6,000 square feet is estimated at $2~00 per 
square foot installed~ ~s the RTH&C plant is_ amortized over 10 years, the amortized installed 
equipment cost is included in the tenant displaced cost analysis. 

(1-A) Roof top heating and cooling plant includes -hermetic compressor, insulated cabinet,- air
cooled con3ensers, condenser fans, magnetic starters, high-low pressure cut-outs, refrigerant 

(2) 

(3) 

piping, electric wiring, 24-volt co~trols, filter drier, low ambient controls, throwaway filters, 
cooling GOils and TX valves, blower motor and drives, natural gas heater, heater controls, 
cooling-heating thermostats, air transition plenum, fresh air dampers, linkages, damper motors. 
Installation - roof preparation - cutting, patching, flashing, flashing collars, wiring - power 
and control, piping, check, test and st?rt system, mounting transition plenum, furnishing and 
installing ductwork, dif::users, insulation, mounting thermostat and control panel, gas piping, etc. 

Cooling Energy Cost based on 38 kW Demand- 2,050effective full load hours for refrigeration 
component. 2,422 hours of operation for air conditioning auxiliaries. Total kWh - 79,665. 

. 0 0 
~eating Energy Cost ba~ed on 72 temgerat~re indoors for daytime ope~ation. 60 temperature 
1ndoors for non-operat1ng hours. 18 Des1gn temperature. Average w1nter temperature 48.6°• 
Credit allowed for heat gain from lights. Number of degree days - 2,272. 

(4) Maintenance, Repairs & Filters - includes-maintenance contract, replacement of parts - valves, 
pumps, shafts, bearings, belts, isolators, replacement of piping, electrical wiring, filter 
mainten-ance, oiling and greasing, painting equipment, refrigeration ·pumpdown and recharge 
labor for above. Computed at $25/ton for preventative maintenance, $7/ton for filter changes 
and $2Q/ton for repairs, incl~ding labor charges. . 

(5) Insurance policies purchased.and taxes assessed against HVAC equipment. The annual cost of 
··the .insurance and taxes _f~r HVAC equipment, installed in a shopping center ·complex, is 

· · estima·ted a;: 1% each of t:ie o~iginal equipment· cost per square foot per year. 

(6) Lighting and miscellaneous power kW demand 
layout and specialty ligh~ing 4.9 

.25 watts/sq ft, air handlers .35 
• 25 wc:tts/sq ft . 

computed as follows: General lighting 
watts/sq ft, miscellaneous power 
watts/sq ft, nonoperating hours 

design 
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EXHIBIT 5.2 (Cont'd) 

Replacement Cost 

Evaporator coil replacement experience: 2/3 of one coil every 20-year 
period •. Labor to reinstall .-- 2 men one to two days. 

AIR HANDLING SECTION 

ITEM EQUIVALENT REPLACEMENT 

Casings 1/2 in 20 years ' 
Heating Coils 2/3 in 20 years 
H1..uni r.l i f i Prs 4 in 20 years 
Fan Motors 1 in z'O years 
Fan Bearings 2 in 20 y!:!ar::; 
Fan Shaft 1 in 20 years 
v Belts 2 I:H:~ L::; J.U 20 y~tU":J 

Dampers 1 in·20 years 
Paint 4 times in 20 years 

WATER & REFRIGERANT PIPING 

Black Iron Pipe 
Galvanized .Iron Pipe 
WroughL Ii:ut'1 Pipe 
Copper Pipe 

5% per year 
3% per yea:t:" 
2% pPr year 
2% per year 

E~ECTRICAL WIRING 

Equipment Wiring 
Control Wiring 
Elertric.A.l T~mperature 

Con.trols· 
Motor Starting Equipment 
Switches 

VALVES 

Temperature Control Equipment 
Shut Off Valves 
Refrigerant Expansion Valves 
Refrigerant Solenoid Valve 

4%. per year 
2% per year 

10% per yt::ar 
1 in 20 years 
1 in 20 years 

10% per year 
3% per year 
10% per year 
10% per year 

t 
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EXHIBIT 5.3 

Analysis of the Operating Cost Structure of . 
Rooftop Heating and Cooling Plant· 

Center - Sher-D~n Mall . 
Tenant -·Lilley's Dept. Store 
Sq Ft - (14,060+7,020)/2L,080 Basic Annual Annual kWh/yr ·* "Rate· Schedule 
Type of System - RTH&C Cost by. Dollar cf/yr""* 
Operating Hours - 4,056 Function Expend- Electric Gas 
A/C Tonnage - 75 Tons ¢/Sq Ft /Yr iture Utility Utility 

Installed Equipment Cost 
(Amortized over 10 Years) (1) 25.00 5,270 ~ 

Cooling Energy (2) Texas Power Lone Star 
kW Demand 105 18.95 3,995 228,029* & Light Co. Gas Co. 

Heating Energy· (3) 2.60 548 856,560** Large Commercial 
General Service 

Maintenance, Repairs and Service Schedule 
Filters (4) 14.23 2,999 LP-20 (311) 

Insurance & Taxes (5) .3. 36 708 

Total Operating Costs 39.14 8,250 

Total Owning & Operating 
Cost RMH&c· System 64.14 13,520 

Lighting Energy (6) 
kW·Demand 110 Meter. Meter 448,999* 

HVAC Rate per Subscriber 
Service Agreement 58.00 12,226 



EXHIBIT 5. 3 (Cont' .:.) 

NOTES: Explanatibn of Rate Structure 

(1) A complete r•)Oftop ieating and coo:;_:!..og plant for 21,040 square feet is estimated at $1.;68 per 
sq ft inst~lled. As the RTH&C plant is amortized over 10 years, the amortized installed 
eauiument co:::t is i:::1clu.ded in the tenc.nt displaced cost analysis. 

(1-A) Rooftop heat:.ng and coolir_g plant. includeE - hermetic ccmpressor, ins.1lated cabinet, air-cooled 
condensers, condenser fans, magnEtic start erE, high-low pressure cut-·:mts, refrigerant piping, 
electric wiring, 24-volt controls, f~lter drier, low ambient controls. t~rowaway filters, 
cooling coils with '::'X.valves, blcwer :rr;,otor and drives, natural gas heater, heater contro1s, 
cooling-heating thermostats, air transition plenu!ll, fresh air dampers, linkages, damper motors. 
Ins:allation - roof pre:;>aration - cutting, patching, flashing, flashing. collars, wiring - power 
and control~ ?iping, check, test an~ start system, mounting transition p~enum, furnishing and 
installing ductwork,. diffusers, inE?:Jlation, mounting the·:cmostat and cc•ntrol panel, gas piping; 
etc. 

(2) 

(3) 

Cooling Energy Cost ibased on 105 ~\11 :Je'lland - 2, 050 effec;::ive full load hours for refrigeration 
component. 2!422 hours of operation =or air conditioning auxiliaries. 1otal kWh·- 228,029. 

Heating Energy Cost based .on 72° .:en]>"erature indoors for daytime operaticn. 55° temperature 
indoors for nc·n-opera ti~"g hours. 18° Design temperature. Average wiruter temperature 48.6° •. 
Credit allowed. for heat gain from lights. No. of degree days ,.. 2,272. 

(4) Maintenance, Repairs & Filters- inclt:.ces.maintenance·cor:tract, replac:ment of parts- valves, 
pumps, shafts. bearings, bElts, i:::olatcrs, replacement of piping, elec~rical wiring, filter 
maintenance, oiling and greasing, painting equipment, refrigeration pumpd-::>wn and recharge labor 
for above. Computed at $2C/ton fer preventive maintenance, $5/ton for filter changes and 
$15/ton for .repa~rs, including labor charges. 

(5) Insu::-ance poli~ies pLrcbased and taxes assessed against HVAC equipment. The annual cost·of the 
insurance and !:a}:es for TITAC equipme:1t, installed in a sh::>pping center conplex, is estimated 
at 1% each of ;:he original equipme~t cost per square foot per year. 

(6) Lighting and miscellaneous ?Ower bl demand.com;?uted as follows: General lighting 
design layout and specia.::..ty lighting 4.5 watts/sq ft, miscellanecus power 

.25 watts/sq ft, air handle:-s ,50 wa~ts/sq ft, nonoperating hours 
.25 watts/sq ft 

.• 
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EXHIBIT 5.3 (Cont'd) 

Replacement Cost · 

Evaporator coil replacement. experience: 2/3 of one coil every 20-year 
period. Labor to reinstall -- 2 men one to two days. 

AIR HANDLING.SECTION 

ITEM 

Casings 
Heating Coils 
Humidifiers 
Fan Motors 
Fan Bearings 
Fan Shaft 
V Belts 
Dampers 
Paj_nt 

EQUIVALENT REPLACEMENT 

1/2 in 20 years 
2/3 in 20 years 
4 in 20 years 
1 in 20 years 
2 in 20 years 
1 in 20 years 
2 sets in 20 years 
1 in 20 years 
4 times in 20 years 

WATER & REFRIGERANT PIPING 

Black Iron Pipe 
Galvanized Iron Pipe 
Wrought Iron Pipe 
Copper Pipe 

5% per year 
3% per year 
2% per year 
2% pe.r year 

ELECTRICAL WIRING 

Equipment Wiring 
CuuLrol Wiring 
Electrical Temperature · 

Controls 
Motor Starting Equipment 
Switches 

·VALVES 

Temperature Control Equipment 
Shut Off Valves 
Refrigerant Expansion Valves 
·Refrigerant Solenoid Valve 

4%.per year 
2% per year 

10% per year 
1 in 20 years 
1 in 20 years 

10% per year 
3% per year 
10% per year 
10% per year 



EXHIBIT 5.4 

Analysis c·f the Operating Cost Structure of .. 
Roofto1= Heatir:g and Cqoling Plant 

·center - Sber-Den Mall s.c. 
Tenant - s. H. Kress & Co. Basic Annual Annual klilhiyr* iRate Schedule 
Sq Ft - 28,350 ::::oa·by Dollar c f/yr** 
Type of System - RTH&C · Fur:ction Expend- Elecl:ric. Gas· 
Operating· ::iours - 4,056 ¢/Sq Ft /Yr iture Utility Utility 

·A/C Tonnage- 107 

Cooling Energy (1) 2.0. 06 5,687 ::.63,104* 'IeKas Lone Star 
kW Demand :..52 Po•.re::: & Gas Co. 

Lig!r: Co. 
Heating· Ene·rgy (2) 3.05 864 1,218,473** Lar~e Commercial 

Gen-=ral Service 
DHW Supply Energy (3) 7.42 2,104 1!1.5 ,7Mi* Ser-rice 

Maintenance, Repairs 8.68 2,461 LP-2C• (Schedule 311) 
& Filters (4) I-' 

"" N 

Replacement Cost ;.42 2,103 
Amortized (S) 

Insurance & Taxes (f)) ::.30 935 

Lighting Energy (7) Metered Metered 4f4,530* 
kW Demand 120 

Total Ope racing Costs 49.93 



EXHIBIT 5.4 (Cont'd) 

tmTES: Explanation of Rate Structure 

;:1) Cooling Energy Cost. based on 152 .kW Demand - 2,270 effective full load hours for refrigeration 
component.. 2,587 hours ·of operation for air conditioning blowers. Total kWH/yr ..:. 363,104. 

Heating 
indoors 
48.6°. 

Energy. Cost based on 72° temperature indoors for daytime operation. 55° temperature 
for· nonoperating hours. 18° Design temperature. Average winter temperature 
Credit allowed for heat gain from lights. No. of Degree Days - 2,272. 

(3) Based on .heating of water for Food Service Dept. and kitchen and sanitary·use. 

(4) Maintenance, Repairs & Filters - included maintenance contract, replacement of parts -
valves, pumps, shafts, bearings, belts, isolators, replacement of·piping, electrical 
wiring, filter maintenance, oiling and greasing, painting equipment, refrigeration 
pumpdo'ro and recharge labcr for above. Computed at $10/ton for preventive maintenace. 
$3/ton for filter changes. $10/ton for repairs, including labor charg~s. 

(5) Replacement Cost -:- Amorti2.ed: See attached write-up on compressors coils, air· handlers, 
electrical wiring and valves. 

(6) Insurance Policies purchased and Taxes assessed against HVAC equipment. The annual cost 
of the insurance and taxes for HVAC e·quipment, ·installed in a $h.opping center complex, 
is estimated at 1% each of the original equipment cost per square foot per year. 

(7) Light & .Miscellaneous Power kW Demand computed as follows: 

S~ock & Recei~ing & Service Areas 
Sales Area· 
Food Area & Kitchen Area 
Raised Office Area 
Air-Handlers · 
Non-Operating Hours 

2.1 watts/sq ft 
3.6 watts/sq ft 
7.0 watts/sq ft 
2.8 watts/sq ft 

.53 watt·s/sq ft 

.5 watts/sq ft 
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EXHIBIT 5.4 (Cont'd) 

Replacement Cost 

Industry experience for compressor replacements is as follows: Two 
compressor breakdowns per unit over .20 yea·rs. Labor charges computed 
on basis of $300 per mechanical failure and $450 per light burnout. 

Evaporator coil replacement experience: 2/3 of one coil every 20 year 
perfod. Labor to reinstall -- ·2 men one to two days! 

Non-cleanable· condenser coil replacement experience -- 2 coil changes 
over 20 year period. Labor to reinstall coil -- 1 man one day. 

AIR HANDLING ·.SECTION 

ITEM 

Casings 
Heating Coils· 
Humidifiers 
Fan Motors 
:ra11 n~~ri1'1g::. 

V Belts 
Dampers 
Paint 

EQUIVALENT REPLACEMENT 

1/2 in ·20 years 
2/3. in 20 years 
4 ilt 20 years 
1 in 20 years 
2 in 20 years 
2 sets in 20 years 
1 in 20 years 
4 times in 20 years 

WATER & REFRIGERANT PIPINI. 

lllack Irou p .i.}Jl:! 5% per year 
Galvanized Iron Pipe 3%. per year 
Wrought Iron Pipe 2% pP.r YPRr 
Copper Pipe 2% per year 

ELECTRICAL WIRING 

Equipment Wiring 
Control Wir.i.ug 

· Eleccrical ·remperA.tnrP. r.nntrnts 
Motor Starting Equipment 
Switches 

VALVES 

Temperature Control Equipment 
Shut .Off Valves 
Refrigerant Expansion Valves 
Refrigerant Solenoid Valve 

4% per year 
· 2% per year 

10% per year 
1 in 20 years 
1 in 20 years 

10% per year' 
3% per year 

10% per year 
10% per year 

r• 
'i 

.... 

• 

'· 
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EXHIBIT 5.~ 

CeJ.lt~r = Sher-Den Mall 
Tenant - Wyatt Cafeteria 
Sq Ft - 9,825 
Type of System - RTH&c 
Ope['ating Hours - ·3,640 
A/C Tonnage .- 106 

Installed Equipment Cost 
(Amortized over· 10. yrs) 

Cooling Energy (1) 
kW Demand 150 

Heating Energy (2) 

DHW Supply Energy (3) 

Maintenance, Repairs 
& Filters (4) 

·Re.placement. Cost 
Amortized (5) 

,Insurcmce .~.·Taxes .(6) 
.,,. 

Total Operating Costs .. 

Total Owning & 
Operating Cost 
RMH&C System 

Lighting Energy (7)' 
kW Demand 51 

• 

An~lysis of the Operating Cost Structure of 
Roof Top Heating and Cooling Plant 

Basic Annual Annual kWh/yr* 
Cost by Dolhr cf/yr** 

Function Expend-
t/Sq Ft/Y.r iture 

48.11 4, 727. 

64.1 6' 297 360 .. ,057* 

3.0 295 396' 586*ll 

14.57 1,432 2' 41 7 ' 8ll *~ 

17.80 1,749 

9.66 949 

6.44 633 

115.57 11' 355 

163.68 16,082 

Metered Metered 232, 211* 

Rate Schedule 

Electric Gas 
Utility lJt il ity 

Texas Power Lone s.tar 
& Light Co. Gas Co. 

Large Commercial 
General Service 
Service 

(Schedule 3ll) 
LP-20 

•' 



EXHIBIT 5. 5 (Cont' d) 

NOTES: Explanatic·n of R3.te Structure . 

(1) Cooling Energy Cost based on 150 kH Demand - 2,270 effective full lcc:d hours for refrigeration 
component. :!,587 h·Jurs of opera-:ion for air conditioning blowers. Total kWh 360,057. 

(2) Heating Energy Cost based on 75° temperature indoors for daytime operation. 55° temperature 
indoors for nonope·:::ating hours. 18° Design temperature. Average •..:inter temperature 48.6°. 
Credit allowed for jeat gain from lights. No. of Degree Days - 1,6E5. 

(3) Based on hea;:ins of water for sar:itary and maintenance use. 

(4) ·Maintenance, Re?airs & Filters - includes maintenance cc·ntract, replacement of parts -
valves, pumps s::1afts, bearings, telts, isolators; replacement of piping, electrical wiring, 
filter maintena:1ce, oiling and g:rec:.sing, painting equipment, refrigeration pumpdown and 
recharge labor for above. ComputeG. c:.t $8/ton for prevent.iv: maiin.tence. $1.50/ton for. 
filter changes. $7!ton for repa~rs, including labor charges. 

(5) Replacement Cost - Amortized: See attached wtite-up on compressors coils, air handlers, 
electrical w:::..ring and valves. 

(6) Insurance Po::::icies purchased and TaxE.s assessed against HVAC equipnent. The annual cost of 
the insurance and taxes for HVAC equipment, installed in a shopping center complex, is 
estimated'at 1% eaC:h of the original equipment cost ·per square foot per ~ear. 

(7) Light and mis-cellaneous pcwer KW Demand computed as follows: 
Design Layout. 4.1 watts/sq. f.t, air handlers .53 watts/ sq 
.:S '.Vatts/sq ft Kitchen lighting 2.4 wattE./sq ft, signs and 

General Lighting - Dining 
ft, n3~operating hours 
canopy lig.:lting 1. 3 watts/sq. ft. 

•· 
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EXHIBIT 5. 5 (Con t': d) 

Replacement Cost 

Indus.try experience for compressor replacements is .as follows: two 
compressor breakdowns per unit'over 20 years. Compressor replacement 
cos.ts less body value trade-in for the contemplated roof top units·. 
Labor charges computed on hasis of $300 per mechanical failure and 
$450 per light burnout. 

Evaporator. coil replacement .experience: 2/3 of one coil every 20 year 
period. Labor to.reinsta11 --.2 men one to two days. 

Non-.cleanable condenser coil replacement experience -- 2 coil changes 
over .20 year period. Labor to reinstall coil _:.... 1 man -- one day. 

AIR HANDLING SECTION' 

ITEM 

Casings 
Heating Coils 
Humidifiers 

·Fan Motors 
Fan Bearings 
Fan Shaft 
V Belts 
Dampers 
Paint 

EQUIVALENT REPLACEMENT 

1/2 in 20 years 
2/3 in 20 years 
4 in 20 years 
1 in 20 years 
2 in 20 years 
1 in 20 years 
2 sets in 20 years 
1 in 20 years 
4 times in 20 years 

WATER & REFRIGERANT PIPING 

Black Iron Pipe 
Galvanized Iron Pipe 
Wrought Iron Pipe · 
.Copper Pipe 

5% per year 
3% per year 

.2% per year 
2% per year 

ELECTRICAL WIRING 

Equipment Wiring 
Control Wiring 
Electrical Temperature Controls 
Motor Starting Equipment 
.Switches 

VALVES 

Temperature Control Equipment· 
· Shutoff Valves 
Refrigerant Expansion Valves 
Refrigerant Solenoid Valve 

4% per year 
2% per year 
10% per year · 
1 in 20 years 
1 in 20 years 

10% per year 
3% per year 
10% per year 
10% per: year 
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EXHIBIT 5.6 SCHEDULE I 

Subscriber: 

Schedule of HV AC Fees 

PART !_:BASIC HV AC FEES 

A. {1) Standard Fees under Section 3.1 of Subscriber's Service Agreement 

* Minimum Rate per sq. ft. per year $ ......... . 

Size of Sub.'icrthPr Spru:r: ........•• sq. ft. 

(2) Annual Basic HVAC Fee:$ ........ Monthly Basic HVAC Fee:$ ....... . 

B. Normal Business Hours: "Normal business hours" as used in this agreement shall mean the period 

from ...... A.:M. to ...... P.l\I ....... on weekdays, from ...... AJvi. to ...... P.M. on Satur-

days and from ...... A.l\L to ...... P.M. on Sundays. 

C. Adjustments Applicable to all Basic HV AC Fees. 

( 1) Fuel Adjustment-If the local market price of gas, oil, propane or other energy medium used by 

Owner in manufacturing heated and. chilled water shall increase or decrease, th~ Basic HVAC fee 
payable by Subscriber shall, effective simultaneously therewith, be increased or decreased by an amount 

equal to Subscriber's pro-rated share of such increase or decrease (determined on a square foot basis 

among all Subscribers). 

{2) Wage Adjustment-If the wages paid to personnel employed in the operation and maintenance 

of the HVAC System shall increase or decrease, the Basic HV AC Fee Payable by Subscriber shall, effec

th·e simultaneously therewith, be increased or decreased by an amount equal to Snhsc-riber's pro-rated. 

share of such increase or decrease (determined on a square foot basis among all Subscribers). 

(3) Tax Increases-I£ the taxec; payable by Owner with recpect to the Sy9tem and/or the heated 

and chilled water provided thereby shall be increased or decreased from those payable during the 

calendar year in which this agreement commences, the Basic HV AC Fee payable by Subscriber shall,. 
effective simultaneously therewith, be increased or decreased by an amount equal to Subscr.iber's pro-rated 

share of such increase or decrease (determined on a square foot basis among all Subscribers). 

PART II-ADDITIONAL HVAC FEES 

1. The charge for full heated or chilled water service provided by Owner during other than normal 

business hours shall be two ti1~1es the pro-rated hourly rate for such service during normal business hours. 

*to said amounts shall be added the adjustments from October 1973. 

(~ 

~.I 

... 



EXHIBIT 5. 7 .. 

Sherman Energy Management Services, Inc., Statement of Income & Expenses, 1973. 

1/1/73 To 4/1/73 To 7/1/73 To 10/1/73 To 1/1/73 To 
Sales Income 3/31/73 6[30/73 9/30/73 12/31/73 12/31/73 
Electricity $43,811.21 $ 44,242.55 $ 44,418.22 $ 42,022.16 $174,494.14 
HVAC 47,485.75 47,039.76 45,917.16 4 7,094.17 . 18 7 • 5 36 • 84 
Other 

Total 02erating Income $ 911296.96 ~ 911282.31 ~ 901335.38 ~ 891116133 ~3621030.98 
Direct 02er. Exeenses 

18,079.11 Labor $ 17,595.33 $ $ 17,812.70 $ 18,621.08 $ 72 '108 .22 
Employee Benefits 634.96 578.49 534.53 589.58 2,337.56 
Payroll Taxes 1,138.99 1,081.89 1,041.55 853.38 4,115.81 
Fuel Oil 13,302.70 6,998.85 4,857.03 8,105.67 33,264.25 
Fuel Gas '15,099.98 19~600.98 19,440.65 18,145.36 72,286.97 
Gen. Maintenance 1,013.56 (197.99) 2,741.73 6,290.93 9,848.23 
HVAC Maint·enance 632.26 3,252.09 l,os8.49 1,149.51 6,692.35. 
water ·1,497.44 1,803.29 2,803.28 2,527.20 8,631.21 

. water Treatment 1,073.34 312.61 3,152.15 2,551.56 .7,089.66 1-' 

Lube Oil 1,038.89 -0- . 2,329.28 3,504.91 6,873.08 0\ 
1.0' 

Telephone· 382.09 457.57 394.26 321.86 1,555.78 
Supplies 2,056.89 2,145.57 2,066.57 1,541.83 7,810.86 
Misc.ellaneous 24 7. 78 7.50 266.05 521 .. 33 . 

Total Direct 0Eer.ExE• $ 551714.21 $ 541119.96 $ 591098.27 '~ 641202.87 ~2331135.31 
Other Ex2enses $ 
Franchise Fee $ 3,750.00 $ 3,750.00 $ 3,750.00 $' 3,750.00 $ 15,000.00 
Franchise & Prop. Taxes 7,740.00 7,740.00 7,740.00 8,059.03 31,279.03 
Insurance 21826.00 11986.89 21626.10 21695.11 101134.10 

Total Other Ex2enses $ 141316 .oo $ 13,476.89 $ 141116.10 $ 141504.14 $ 561413.13 

.. , Total $ 701030.21 $ 67,596.85 $ 731214.37. $ 781707.01 $2891548.44 

Net 02erating Profit $ 21,266.75 $ 23,685.46 $ 17.121.01 $ 10 A09. 32 $ 72 ,482. 54 
Other Charg;s 
Interest - Bank $ 13,991.93 $ 14,147.40 ·$ 14,407.84 $ 13,945.03 $ 56,492.20 

· Interest - Other 
Depreciation 15,800.00 15,800.00 15,800.00 16,105.80 63,505.80 
Bad Debts ~xpense 11900.00 11900.00 

Total Other Charges ~29 1 791.93 ~ 29 z 94 7 ~40 ~ 30 1207.84 ~ 31 1 950.83 ~121~898. 00 
Net ~Loss2 for the Period 2 (8 .525.18) H6.261.942 2{13.086.83) H21.S41.sl) ~49.415!46} 



EXHIBIT 5.8 

Shermsn Energy ~lanagement Se:-vices, Inc., Statement of Incom: & Expenses, .1974 

1/1/7~ To 4/1/74 To 7/1/74 To 0..0/1/74 To· 1/1/74 To 
Sales Income 3/31/74 6{.30[74 9[30[74 ·12[31L74 12[31[74 
Electricity $ £.1, :J:Jl. 31 $ 44,444.54 $ 46,191.08 ~ 49,437.74 $182,064.67 
HVi!\C 571;))5.34 651349.90 681727.53. 76,232.78 2681215.55 
Other 

Total 02erating Income $ 991·3% .65 _$109,794.44 ~1141918,61 ~12516 70.52 . ~4501280.22 
Direct 02er, ExEenses 

Labor $ 16,-3)1.57 $ 17,241.91 $ 17,241.11 $ B,970,94 $ 71,255.53 
Em?loyee Benefits 610,62. 613.41. 618.02 354.45 2,196.50 
Payroll Taxes 1,·)77 .02 1,053.08 700.97 1,316.12 4,147.19 
Fuel Oil 12, 1Jl.l4 8,480.67 9,318.88 13,662 .4 7 48,563.16 
F\tel Gas 23,;)76 ,57 31,779.93 37,248.23 3~,837.73 127,842.46 
Gen. Mainten~nce 5 ,~:JO .64 2,159.50 1,905.55 5, 325.10 14,880.79 

\ HVAC Mainten~nce 2 ,458.21 3,052.65 1,086,45 773.30 7,370.61 
Water 883.91 2,372.00 2,960.02 2,042.01 8,257.94 
Water Treatment 2,409.02 1,225.01 2,816.22 2,099.49 8,549.74 I-' 

Lu')e Oil. 2,233.09 3,153.39 3,177. 96 5,109.53 13,673.97 
--...! 
0 

Telephone 341.54" 323.08 153.05 286,07 "1,103.74 
Su?plies 1~!1..39.86 1,149.64 1,138.49 1,658.61 5,086.60 
Misce1laneou~: 40,86 122.04 231.81 651.02 1,045.73 

Total Direct 02er.Exp. $ 691564.05 $ 72,726.31 $ 781596.76 .:: 
X 931086.84 $3131973.96 

Other ExEenses 
Franchise Fee $ 3,750.00 $ 3,750.00 $ 3,750.00 $ 3, 327.16 $ 19,577.16 
Franchise & Prop. Taxes 7,750,00 7, 977.34 7,387,52 9,177,34 32,292,20 
Insurance 21-333.00 21833.00 21706,93. 21631.17 111004.10 

Total Other ExEenses $ 141333.00 $ 141560,34 $ 131844.45 $ 2)1135.67 $ 621873.46 

Total $ 831397.05 ·$ 871286,65 ~ 921441.21" ~1131222.51 ~3761847.42. 

Net 02erating Profit $ 151999.60. $ 221507.79 ~- 221477.40 $ 121448.01 $ 731432.80 ..... 

Other Charges · 
Interest - Bank $ 13,751.86 $ 14,572.10 $ 13,380.85 $ 13,372.99 $ 55,087.80 
-Interest - Other -0-
Depreciation I6,:JDO.OO 16,ooq.oo 16,000,00 15,099.02 64,099.02 
Bad Debts Expense {8 1991.49) {81991.49) 

Total Other Charges $291 ifl.86 ~ 301572.10 ~ 291380.85 ~ 2::>1480,52 ~1101195.33 

Net ~Lossl for the P-eriod $~131762.26) ~ (8 1064, 31) ~ (6! 903.45) s (81032 .51} $ p61762 .53) 

.• 
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EXHIBIT 5.9 
Sherman Energy Management Services, Inc., Statement of Income & Expenses, 1975 

1/1/75 To 4/ihs To 7/1/75 To 10/1/75 To 1/1/75 To 
.Sales tnccme . 3/3i/75 6/30/75 . 9/30/75 12/3i/75 12/31/75 

E:leccricity $ 46,385.62 $ 60,550.24 $ 56,240.04 $ 59,763.52 $222,939.42 
HVAC 83,817.74 68,105.19 69,704.81 76,079.41 297,707.15 
Other 235.46 629.18 539.72 461.16 11865.52 

Total 0Eerating Income $130 1438.82, $129,284.61 $1261484.57 $1361304.09 $5221512.09 
Direct Oeer. ExEenses 

Labor $ 18,423.62 $ 18,837.47 $ 19,954.30 $ 21,109.83 $ 78,025.22 
Employee Benefits 1,094.89 1,001.73 984.39 1,032.33 4, 113.34 
Payroll Taxes 1,444.47 1,216.31 894.62 99'3.45 4,548.85 
Fuel Oil 12,927.62 9,274.98 8,963.57 9,743.72 40,909.89 
Fuel Gas 45,805. 39' 45,695.16 52,658.87 66,337.52 210,496.94 
Gen. Maintenance 8,287.75 2,990.45 2;198.45 5,898,63 19,375.28 
HVAC Maintenance 646.20 640.86 1,942.93 42.00 3,271.99 
Water 1,258.15 2,048.50 2,780.82 1,631. 73 7,719.20 I-' 

Water Treatment 1,440.09 2,014. 75 2,124.36 . -0-. 5,579,20 -...! 

Lube Oil 4,372. 74 3, 977.52 2,146.75 3,417;21 13,914.22 
i-' 

Telephone 313.81 323.96 192.06 235.72 1,065.55 
Supplies 978.15 1,060.6 7 1,699.29 1,321.41 5,059.52 
Miscellaneous 192.70 301.24 63.78 70.92 628.64 

Total Direct Oeer.Exe. $ 97 2 185,58 $ 89 2 383.60 $ 96 1304.19 · $111 1834.4 7 $394 1 707.84 
Other Exeenses 
·Franchise Fee $ 3,750.00 $ 3,750.00 $ 3,750.00 $ 3,750,00 $ 15,000.00 
Franchise & Prop, Taxes 8,005.00 7,995.00 ~.923.35 7,112.20 32,045.55 
Insurance 2 2905.50 3 2 327.03 3 2598.13 3 2598.13 13 2428.79 

Total Other Expenses $ 141660.50 $ 15 2072.03 $ 16 1271.48 $ 141470.33 $ 60,474.34 

Total $1111 846 • 08 $104 1455.63 $112 ! 57 5 • 6 7 $1261304.80 $455 1 182.18 

Net Operating Profit $ 181592.74 $ 241828.98 $ 13,908,90 $ 9,999.29 $ 67 1 329.91 
Other Charges 
Interest - Bank $ 12,901.58 $ 12,842.28 $ 12,773. o6 $ 12,579.30 $ 51,096.22 
Interest - Other 2,800.00 -0- 204.54 236.60 3,241.14 
Depreciation 16 '315. 00 16.315.00 16,315.00 . 16 '324. 05 65,269.05 
Bad Debts Expense 244.00 ~58.90) -0- 21469.57 21654.67 

Total Other Charges $ 32 2260.58 $ 29,098.38 $ 29 2292,60 $ 31 1609.52 $122 1261. 08 

Net {L:>s 5 l for the Period $~131667.84) $~ 41269.40) ~{151383.702 H21 1 610.23~ H54 1 93t.17) 



EXHIBIT 5.10 

SherBan Energy Management Services, Inc., Statement of Incom~ & Expenses, 1976 

l/l/76 To 4h/76 To 7/1/16 To 10/1/76 To 1/1/76 To 
Sc.1es Income 3L3ll76 6/30/76 9L30L76 12L31L76 12L31L76 
Electricity $ 64,962.42 $ 64' 921.6 7 $ 69,339.72 $ 66,916.86 $266 '140 .6 7 
HVAC T! ,216. 77 . 83 '720 .64 85,560.65' 88,179.47 334,66 7.53 
Other 378.75 432.14 295.74 645.75 11752.38 

Total Oeerating Income $142,557.94 -$149,074.45 $155,196.11 $155,742.08 
.. 

$602,570.58 
Direct Oe_er, Exeenses 

Labor $ 18,033.89 ... 19,229.25 $ 22,164.29 $ 22,310.86 $ 81,138.29 y 
Employee Benefits 716.98 687.15 952.80 . 999.85 3,356.78 
Payroll Ta>:es 1,485.99 1,335.45 1,308.14 1,319.77 5,449.35 
Fuel Oil 12 ,620.00· 9, 931.49 11,209.02 10,679.98 44,440.49 
Fuel Gas 6L,633,46 63' 970.48 78,6 37.25 68,784.91 2 76,026,10 
Gen. Maintenance 3, 329. 70· 7,369.33 8,435.46 9,009.93 28,144.42 
RVAC Maintenance 3,042.87 3,373.86 2,155.19 907.89 9,479.81 
Water 1,860.47 2,473.96 3,442.68 1,908.98 9,686.09-. 
Water Treatment 1,408.65 2,654.34 1,554.02 2 '365. 94 7,982.95 I-' ......, 

Lube Oil 3,087. 33 . 3,079.35 4,022.22 3,855.67 14,044.57 N 

Telephone 349.59' 354.31 210.20 352.07 1,266.17 
Supplies 1,672.61 3,231.59 499.95 543.31 5,947.46 
Miscellanem.1s 21166 .40· 11086.43 858.79 11155.16 51266.78 

Total Direct Oeer.ExE• ~1141407. 94 ...... ~1181 776.99 ~135 1 450.01 ~ 124 1194. 32 ~4921829.26 
Other E>q~enses 
Franchise Fee $ 3, 750.00· $ 3,750.00 $ 3,750;,00 $. 3,750.00 $ 15,000.00 
Franchise & Prop. Taxes 7' 970,91 . 7,970,00 7,970.00 8,199.79 32, 110.70 
Insurance 31613.26 31598 .oo 31598.00 31188,90 131988.16 

Total Other Ex2enses $ 151334.17 .. ·~ 151318.00 $ 151-318.00 ~ 151138.69 ~ 61 1108.86. 

Total ~1291742.11 ~1341094.99 ~1501768.01 ~1391333.01 ~5531938.12 

Net 02erati~ Profit $ 121815.83 $ 141979.46 $ 41428.10 .Ll.L.409.07. r4s 1632.46 
Other Charges 
Interest - Sank $ 12,251.79 $ 12,055.21 '$ 12,054.49 $ 12,054.49 $ 48,415.98 
Interest - Other 102.36 -0- 61.10 45 .• 67 209.13 
Depreciation 16,319.30 16,319.30 16,319.30 16 '327 .63 65,285.53 
Bad Debts ~xpense -0- ~306 .11) -0- 1 015.29 709.18 

Total Other Charges $ 281673.45 $ 283068.40 $ 281434.89 ~ 29~443.08 ~1141619.82 

Net ~Loss2 for the Period Hls 1857.62) ~,131088.94~ · H24 1006 1 79l ~(lJ,O·J~.Ol). H65 1987. 36) 

,_ ·-· 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The preceding five sections have described the Company's concept of 
implementing a total energy system in a commercial shopping center, the 
mechanical and electrical components of the Sher-Den Mall total energy plant, 
the capital cos.ts thereof, the operating experience over the past four years 
(1973 through 1976) an~ the revenue and operating costs associated with fur
nishing utility services. under our various contracts with the tenants of the 
Sher-Den Mall. In this concluding section, we attempt to identify, clarify 
and evaluate the advantages .and disadvantages, both tangible and intangible in 
nature, that have resulted from the installation and operation of the total 
energy system in the Sher-Den Mall Shopping Center in Sherman, Texas. 

Although the study indicates that operations to date have not attained 
the financial results projected in the original feasibility study~ significant 
advantages have been provided to the developer of the project in the form of 
displaced costs and to the tenants of the shopping center in the form of reli
ability, flexibili.ty, and qualit;:y of services. 

In the concluding portion of this section, we, therefore, attempt· to 
apply the experience gained at Sher-Den Mall Shopping Center and identify the 
parameters that should serve as guidelines for future commercialization of to
tal energy systems that will provide reliable integrated services to the pub
lic while accomplishing the highest possible level of conservation of the 
nation's natural resources . 

. The pros and cons described below are listed 1n their relative order of 
impor.tance o.r magnitude of impact on the project. 

6.2 ADVANTAGES 

The installation of the total energy system at the Sher-Den Mall pro
vided seve.ral advantages to the Owner of the shopping center and the users of 
energy services. By· design and in operation, the system generates onsite 
electric power for lighting and other electrical devices of all the" occupants 
at the center. At the same time, it utilizes by-products of electrical gen
eration·-- the .heat rejected to the engine cooling water and the exhaust gases 
:of combus.tion (waste heat) -- to partially offset the energy necessary to gen
e.r.ate the .heating .and .cooling media to these same occupants. In fact, the to
·tal energy consumption of this system is significantly less than it would have 
been had .the heating .and cooi ing energy media been generat~d by separate 
equipment and from individual energy sour.ces . 

. The .third party participation, that of Total Energy Leasing Corporation 
t.h.rough its wholly-owned :subsidiary, Sherman Energy Management Services, Inc., 
was an .essential ingredi:ent in the development of this project. Normally a 
shopping .center development company comprises real-estate-oriented individuals 
.whose ·primary experti:se is the design and ·construct ion of rental space for 
retailing ~purposes. The developer has an obligation to the community .to 
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provide a convenient, attractive and comfortable facility wherein a proper mix 
of products and services are offered to the shopping public. The objective of 
the developer is to obtain leases with credit-worthy tenants ~f a sufficient 
length of term in order. to assure the mortgagabil ity of his development by 
institutional investors. Utility services are a secondary concern of the 
developer; however, they. are a necessity in the modern version of the large 
totally enclosed malls that provide year-round comfort conditioning of the 
common area spaces. In addition to.the requirement to heat, cool, and light 
common areas of the shopping center and light surrounding parking facilities 
as well; the developer also has a requirement to provide heating and cooling 
facilities for his/her major tenants, and, depending 'on the terms of le'ases, 
may be required to provide such facilities for other tenants of the project·. 
Therefore, the developer does have concern for the initial capital cost of 
these facilities. · 

·Total EneriY Leasin~ Corporation iR A prnfpssinnr~l PnPrgy rnmp;my, m

dependently financed, whose sole objective was the design, construction, and 
operation of efficient reliable energy systems serving a multitude of users 
located within a single development. This corporation provided a separate 
entity that P,art ic ipated in the development and operat iqn of the project, yet 
did not interfere with the normal lessor/ lessee arrangements. Te leo's in
stallation of total ener~y plant providini electricity and h~atine anrl 
cooling services results in an additional revenue stream that is independent 
of the basic rental paid by the tenanti for the space o~dupied and does not 
infringe on the normal leasehold mortgage financing. 

The installation by Telco of a central energy plant for heating and 
cooling services, with a four-pipe distribution system, provided the ultimate 
in flexibility to the users in that. both hot and chilled water were provided 
simultaneously at all times during the year,. enabling individual tenants to 
obtain the most appropriate media for their- individual space conditions. The 

·installation ot a large central he~ting and cooling plant provided facilities 
that were far superior to a multitude of individual roof top units. This 
central facility provided a full-time staff of skilled technicians to assure 
continued efficient performance and service. This staff planned operation of 
the environmental service to more closely conform to the business routine of 
the shopping center. 

Probably the most tangible and significant benefits to the· Sher-Den 
Mall Shopping Center was the displaced cost realized as a result of Telco's 
third party participation in the project. Had the shopping center been built 
without Telco, electric service would have been obtained from the lines of 
Texas Power & Light Co: and certain electric·distribution costs --especially 
throughout the parking lot areas -- would have been borne by the· developer. 
An entire heating and cooling system would have been required for the Mall, 
for the major department stores, and for the individual Mall tenants. Whether 
these costs would have been the obligation of the developer or in part a 
responsibility of the individual tenants, the aggregate expenditure would have 
been significant. As detailed in Sec. 3, Telco's cost for the heating and 
cooling portion of the plant and its distribution facilities approximated $1.4 
million. For a project of this size, this investment approximates $3.00/sq 
ft and represents over 13% of the total project cost. Had. the tenants 
individually been required to obtain their own heating and cooling equipm,ent, 

.,_ 
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the aggregate cost of all facilities would probably have exceeded that of the 
central plant. As shown below, this extensive displaced cost proved to be an 
unmanageable investment for Telco, but it did represent a real economic 
benefit to all the tenants of the Sher-Den Mall Shopping Center. 

6.3 DISADVANTAGES 

6.3~1 Investment 

The capital cost of the system far exceeded the original projections. 
This was in part due to errors in the original estimates, project delays and 
escalations associated therewith, and overdesign and excess capacity. The 
most significant factor, ·however, contributing to excessive capital costs 
resulted from the risk associated with our contractual obligations to supply 
the heating and cooling distribution system for a shopping center whose 
configuration and tenant mix·was not finalized. Telco, by virtue of its third 
party participation with the developer, displaced all of his obligations to 
provide a complete facility for the Mall space and major tenants. These 
tenants, because of their economic. leverage, demanded and received elaborate 
heating and cooling equipment not only for the main retailing spaces but for 
the detached TBA facilities that had no corresponding HVAC income. Heating 
and cooling distribution equipment was also supplied by Telco for the smaller 
strip tenants whose space was normally leased on a shell basis with the tenant 
providing the interior finish including heating, cooling, and lighting. There 
was no provision for· the recoup of this additional investment. 

The electrical capacity of the plant proved to be too large for the 
actual demands of the tenants. This factor was· even more significant in the 
years since 1973 when energy conservation practices reversed the anticipated 
energy growth. For this same reason the selection of engine generators at 
1250-kW each proved to be inefficient at the actual experienced demand loads. 
Units of 1000-kW capacity would have been more appropriate and would have 
permitted more efficient loading. The four-pipe distribution system, although 
providing the ultimate in flexibility of services, was expensive to install 
and is not conducive to energy conservation. While it is. true that some waste 
heat 1s available at all times in proportion to the amount of electricity 
being generated, the need to provide energy to the hot water system for 
specific area reheating during periods when maximum cooling 1S required is 
counterproductive. 

6.3.2 Income 

The income for electrical services rendered depends on the amount of 
power consumed by the Mall and the tenants, while heating and cooling income 
is directly proportional to the amount of space served. Contractually, the 
charges for electricity are identical to those charged by Texas Power & Light 
Co. The heating and cooling charges are assessed on a cents per square foot 
basis and vary in. accordance with the amount of space occupied and the inter
nal operating load of the individual tenant. 
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As shown in Table 6.1, _electric 1.ncome in 1973 came close to that of 
the original _feasibility projection. However, an analysis of the figure 

·.reveals that the amount of electricity produced for consumption by the tenants 
was significantly less than projected (14%). The loss of sales volume was 

·offset to a degree in that the average electric rates in effect in 1973 were 
somewhat higher than those used in the projections. Electric consumption by 
customers continued to decrease in 1974 and 1975 as a result of a conscien
tious energy conservation program so that electric sales volume is now only 
70% of the feasibility level.· As indicated in the table, the average electric 
rate has increased steadily as a result of the gradual changes in the rate 
structure of the public utility. Over the period 1973 through 1976, rate 
1.ncreases amounted to 81.86%, but electric sales income incre_ased only 52.10%. 

The amount of space served with heating and cooling services and 
producing revenue approximates 385,000 sq ft, whereas original projections 
estimated 467,500 sq ft. Serviced area has changed little since '1973. This 
was a serious deviation from the originally planned complex and though a 
portion of the income appears to have be~n made up by the higher HVAC charges 
charged in 1973, the system is not compensated for higher costs incurred in 
1973. Pursuant to our contractual agreements, HVAC rates were increased 
through 1976, as certain of our operating costs indices rose. HVAC sales 
1.ncome increased 79.38%. through the study periods. 

As 1.n the case of capital investment, inequities occurred with the 
major tenants in the negotiation of HVAC rates for services provided. Elec
tricafly, the major tenant, because of the sheer size of space occupied, 
usually qualifies for a lower rate schedule, which, from the standpoint of the 
total energy plant, is marginal to produce. In the case of heating and 
cooling services, the ·major tenants demanded and received rates that were 
close to or below cost and further negotiated escalation clauses that gave 
them minimal exposure for inflationary trends, taxes or other commodity 
increases. This latter condition proved extremely hannful with the resulting 
escalation of tuel prices. The absence of the square footage projected and 
the attending electric consumption was the result of revised scope of the 
development and the inclusion of certain nonaircondi~ioned space. Both 
factors have reduced the project to marginal feasibility. Had the electric 
and HVAC projected service quantities been realized, income at current rates 
would have been increased by approximately $173,429 annually. 

6.4 OPERATING COSTS 

As previously described 1.n Sec. 5, all of the categories of operating 
cost have increased significantly over the years, with natural gas and fue 1 
oil being the predominant leaders. Errors in original projections relating to 
operating cost are primarily related to the anticipated heat rate of the prime 
movers, the dual fuel engines. Advertised heat rates of 9,000 Btu per kWh 
were stated by the various manufacturers of this equipment. In experience, 
however, fuel consumption has averaged about 15,000 Btu per kWh. This factor 
alone adds to the current cost of operation by requiring the purchase of addi
tional fuel at a cost of $121,000 annually. 
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A second error in developing the original projections involved the 
amount of electric power required for the operation of the total energy plant 
auxiliaries. As the figures show, 2,000,000 kWh annually was projected, While 
actual experience exceeded 6,000,000 kWh in 1973. Operating efficiencies and 
refined procedures have reduced this number of 4,300,000 kWh in 1973. Part of 
the reason for this misjudgment is attributable to the fact that waste heat 
that was anticipated to be available for cooling in the absorption cycle was 
needed to maintain the hot water system at sufficient temperature for reheat . 
Therefore, additional kilowatts were required to operate electrical cooling 
equipment. 

Labor cost and, more specifically, the amount of personnel was under
estimated in that a great deaf of automatic control equipment was included in 
the design to enable- the plant to function unattended during certain. off hours 
and on the weekends, Which expectation did not materialize. Although the cost 
of this equipment was substantial, it pas proved ineffective in safely main
taining the equipment. and providing the required continuity of service. 
Therefore, added personnel to those or·iginally projected were required. 

Although the contractual arrangements with our customers provided for 
increases in service rates as the system's fuel cost, labor cost, and taxes 
increased; due to certain inequitable contract escalation clauses these in
creases are not fully covered. Also, the operation is unable to recoup in
creases in cost of other categories such as lube oil and water treatment chem-··,· 
icals that have experienced the same kind of escalating factors as raw fuel.:·,·~~· 

Therefore, unless other compensating cost savings are achieved, increases of :· ... ·r 
these nonescalatable items will continue to reduce the system 1 s operating ;, .. 
profit .. 

·.-.:· 
6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS 

There were significant advantages accruing to the Landlord and the ·, '': .. : 
tenants of the Sher-Den Mall by virtue of Telco's participation in the 
project, and the total energy plant as installed represents an efficient 
integrated utility system. However, the financial goals of Telco were not 
realized and several areas of the project need restructuring in future viable 
applications of total energy to the chopping center markeL. 

To better match the plant's capacity to the utility demands, the system 
design should provide for the complet.e project expectation. The commitment to 
purchase and install, however, should be staged as the serv1ce area becomes 
firm. This arrangement would avoid overbuilding due to the reduction of 
needed service customers. 

The four-pipe distribution system, although flexible, is an unjustifi
able luxury and should be eliminated in favor of a system that can make 
maximum utilization of outside air for intermediate heating or cooling~ 

The major department stores are marginal electric customers and .their 
present posture of demanding inequitable HVAC rates plus exemption from their 
fair share of escalating costs, dictate that these areas not be served by the 
total energy system. Th i.s dehtion would reduce the plauL' s size and cost by 
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approximately 50%. while signiftcantly increasing the unit revenue for services 
provided.to the Mall and Mall tenants. 

The concept of displaced cost used at Sher-Den Mall resulted in unbear
able financial obligations to Telco. The plant owner should provide the 
incremental cost of the total energy system or limit his investment to the 
confines of the plant proper. 

The contractual arrangement with the developer should be in some form 
of partnership under which he/she shares in the' interest and the benefits of 
the system serving the Mall and Mall tenants. 

A single service rate structure. should be instituted for the combined 
electric and heating and cooling servic!'!s. This would provide 'the needed pro
tection for the owner/operator when operating cost increases occur and enable 
an equitable share· of such in·creases by all users. 

The energy conservation qualities of the total energy system must be 
enha.nced by the ·utilization of more efficient prime movers with guaranteed 
fuel rates. Solar devices and heat pumps should be incorporated to make use 
of alternate e~ergy sources. 

The degree of automation and· automatic cunltub :;hould be inore:i&'id. tn 
reduce the labor component, especially with projects of this size ran'ge. 

It is believed that the implementatiqn of the above and other lessons 
learned in the Sher-Den project can enhance the operating performance of this 
type of system to reasonable economic success. These factors require a more 
thorough evaluation, which is beyond .the scope of this Case Study. 
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Table 6.1 s·:J.er-Den Mall Total Energy Plant, Income and Expense Factors 

Change % Inc. 
Orig:i.nai Actual Results 1973 Vs. 1973 Vs. 

Pi'ojection 1973 1974. 1975 1976 1976 1976 

Electric Saie x 1,000 11,700 10,083 8,665 8,240 8,482 (1 ,601) (15. 9) 

Electric Plant 2,000 6,417 6·,032 5;488 4,313 (2, 104) (32. 7) 

HVAC Served 467,500 384,692 379,352 382,496 385,174 -
Income - Electricity $182,162 $174,405 . $182,064 $221,528 $267,015 $ 92,610 53.1 

- HVAC 208,510 .. 187,537 268,215 297,707 334,730 147,193 78.5 

~/KWH Elec~ic Rate 1.56~ 1.731¢ 2.101¢ 2.689i 3.148~ 1.417i 81.8 
t/Sq.Ft. HVAC Rate 44.60¢ 49.570i 70.700i 

' 
77.830¢ ,, 86.900¢ 37.330¢· 75.3 

Heat Rate BTU/KWH 9,000 15,110 15,627 i4,821 15,045 - -
Fuel Consumption - MMBTU 155,100 267,133 247,402 221,279 201,717 (65 ,416) (24.5) 

Fuel Co~t,.;$/MMBTU .27 .37 .71 "l.il 1.59 1.22 329.7 : 

Operating Cost - Total $160,371 $289,548 ~376,847 $455,182 $553,938 $264,390 91.3 

Elec. /./KWH Allocation 10 607 2.420 3.188 3.941 2.334 145.2 

HVAC-l£iSq~Ft. Allocation 33.136 44.074 50.314 57.039 23 • .903 72.1 

Operating Profit $230,330 $ 72,483 $ 73,433 $ 67,330 $ 48,633 $ 23,850 32.9 
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